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Abstract

Community consultation with the First Nations communities was envisioned in

fhe 1994 Manitoba Framework Agreement Initiative and reflects an understanding of the

importance of including First Nations communities and citizens in decision-making

processes under self-government. Consultation is an important aspect to establishing

self-governments for First Nations peoples and communities not only in Manitoba but

also across Canada. The consultation process as envisaged by the authors of the

Manitoba Framework Agreement Initiative sought to honour the spirit of First Nation

traditions by including First Nations citizens in a consensus building process that would

build upon the values, customs and principles of First Nations cultures whose

parlicipation in tum would form the foundations of independent governing structures

with supporling legislation. How consultations have been conducted in relation to child

welfare initiatives needs also to be examined, documented, perceptions shared and

supported as a modem day process that reflects how decision-making is being conducted

by the First Nations within Manitoba on their path toward self-determination. This

research is one attempt to understand the consultation process. It focuses on some of the

experiences and challenges on how First Nations citizens have been engaged in public

discussions that will inform the development of contemporary First Nations governing

institutions.

This research combines an overview of the literature focusing specifically on self-

govenìment in relation to child welfare and First Nations people. The literature review

also looks at the role First Nations peoples have played in community consultations

concentrating specifically on the ways First Nations peoples and communities have been



engaged to participate in other consultation initiatives carried out by Aboriginal and non-

Aboriginal governments and/or non-government organizations. The review of the

literature is supplemented by an examination of two very specific child welfare initiatives

currently underway in the Province of Manitoba, with more attention paid primarily to

the Manitoba Framework Agreement Initiative. The examination of these two initiatives

is then followed by att in-depth data analysis of interviews carried out with a select group

of child welfare professionals from within and outside Manitoba who shared their

perspectives on aspects of engaging First Nations people's participation in shaping the

future of child welfare under self-govemment. This research will be of particular

importance to First Nations communities, governments and child welfare authorities who

are interested in engaging and empowering First Nations peoples' to participate in public

discussions on the decision making process that might be instrumental for informing the

vision, philosophy, stnrcture and the consultation aspects of self-determining efforts of

First Nations peoples.
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CHAPTER ONE: AN OVERVIEW

lntroduction

In the early 1980s, the First Nations communities within Manitoba were the first

to change the locus of control over child and family services for First Nation

communities within Canada. Manitoba First Nations were instrumental in negotiating a

Tripartite Agreement that lead to a number of Subsidiary Agreements with both the

Federal and Provincial governments for the administration and delivery of child welfare

related services to First Nations citizens living on reserve only. This early event saw the

establishment of a number of First Nation child and family service agencies mandated to

carry out the provisions of Manitoba's Child and Family Services legislation under

delegated authority from the Province of Manitoba (McKenzie and Hudson, 1985).

Dakota Ojibway Child and Family Services within Manitoba became one of the first

mandated First Nations child welfare agencies in the history of Canada (de Montigny,

1993; Teichroeb, 1997). A part of these historical events was an underlying premise that

this tripartite process would eventually lead to the creation of a separate First Nations

Child Welfare system with full jurisdiction and sustaining legislation created specifically

by, with and for First Nations peoples equally applicable to members on and off reserve

(First Nations Child & Family Services Task Force, 1993). To date, this premise has not

yet been achieved. First Nations leaders and First Nations child welfare professionals in

Manitoba are of the opinion that the curent child welfare system with its provincial Child

and Family Services law is operating on an interim basis only until full jurisdiction over
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child welfare is restored to First Nations peoples (First Nations Child & Family Services

Task Force, 1993; AMC, no date; AMC, 1996; Bennett, 2001).

ln 1997, the executive directors of the First Nation child welfare agencies in

Manitoba embarked upon an initiative to create that much hoped for system with their

own supporting legislation through the innovative provisions of the Manitoba Framework

Agreement Initiative signed in 1994 between the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs on behalf

of sixty First Nations and the federal govemment through its Department of Indian and

Norlhern Affairs Development (AMC, no date). The Manitoba Framework Agreement

Initiative (hereafter referred to as "FAI" or "MFAI") called for the participation of First

Nations peoples in the development, creation and subsequent ratification of new

governing structures at every stage of its development through a community consultation

process built into the terms of the agreement, which reads as follows:

It is recognized that the first and foremost requirement of this Project and its
outcomes is for the people of the First Nations of Manitoba to be fully informed,
and to give informed consent, to the Project and its outcomes at every stage of its
development. Outcomes must grow out of a consensus of the people of tlie First
Nations and out of their history, culture and institutions. Outcomes cannot be
imposed. Moreover, consultation and communications throughout the Project
must be focused on, and delivered primarily by, individual First Nations
communities and tribal councils in order to ensure the widest possible support
and maximurn absorption of information and decision making (p.4).

Many First Nations leaders have highlighted community consultation with First

Nations citizens as an important element in the establishment of self-government

occurring in many First Nations communities across Canada today. But what exactly is

community consultation and what significance does this process play in the development

of self-governing institutions for First Nations? Furthermore, is consultation with

community members important to the development of these new governing institutions
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and laws? More specifically, are community consultations and the participation of First

Nations people's imperative to the development of a First Nations child welfare

institution and law as part of the self-government activities set out under the Manitoba

Framework Agreement Initiative? Has the spirit of community consultation as set forth

in the Manitoba Framework Agreement been honoured in the work carried out thus far in

relation to its self-government child welfare initiatives?

Funding for the activities set out under the Manitoba Framework Agreement

Initiative are set to expire in2004, however the First Nations in Manitoba are still in the

process of designing what the restorations of their jurisdictions, including child welfare,

will look like under self-government in Manitoba. According to the selÊgoverning

process in Manitoba, developing independent child welfare jurisdiction with a law that

supports this institution requires the participation and engagement of First Nations

citizens. First Nations peoples have not had the opportunity to participate in the

development of the structures that currently govern them (Cardinal,1969) nor have First

Nations peoples had the opportunity to participate in the development of their own

modern laws (Cardinal, 1995). The governing structures and laws currently in place have

been created outside of First Nations cultures and natural law systems.

This research focuses on the role of First Nations people in taking steps toward

developing new governing systems and supporting legislation specifically in relation to

child and family within the Province. The child welfare participations specifically

consulted for this research hold a common belief that participation of First Nations

peoples in community consultations respecting selÊgovernment is too significant to

ignore. As this research will show the process (community consultation) behind the
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product (self-goveming structures such as child welfare) is crucial, if not more important

than the outcome (self-government). Consultation is an important element of self-

government. Furthermore, participation of First Nations peoples is an integral

component to the success of self-govemment consultations. Among those that

participated in this research was a conviction that the majority of First Nations

communities in Manitoba are ready to undertake full jurisdiction and responsibility over

child welfare as part of the self-government developments. This perception of readiness

comes from over twenty years of capacity building through the provision of culturally

appropriate child welfare services by various First Nations child welfare agencies created

in the early 1980s to serve the First Nation peoples and communities of Manitoba.

However this readiness requires Canadian governments to step back and enable First

Nations peoples to work toward restoring their child welfare jurisdiction through the

community consultation processes set out under self-government. People do not

necessarily have to be educated to participate in self-government consultations. A

balance between experience and educated people should also include the participation of

urban First Nations peoples as they too are integral to the jurisdiction of child welfare

because First Nations families do end at but extend beyond reserve boundaries.

Consultation efforts to date have not been viewed as involving enough First Nations

peoples, communities or First Nations child welfare agencies in the consultation

discussions envisioned by FAI in Manitoba. The participants in this study stated that

more consultations and opportunities to engage First Nations peoples in the discussions,

debates and developments are required to restore the child welfare jurisdiction under FAI.

Consultation cannot be viewed as a one time event; it is an ongoing endeavour that
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requires courageous commitment to an enduring and evolving dialogue between First

Nations peoples, communities and their governments and service providers. As this

research will highlight there are impediments to obtaining the participation of First

Nations peoples in community consultations processes. Many of these impediments are

related to the toll of colonization and its legacy of dependency. Intertwined with self-

government and participation is the issue of healing which needs to be addressed in First

Nation communities. Healing and self-government are intrinsically linked (Wany,

1998). Healing in the community was identified as a f,rrst step required for engaging the

participation of First Nations peoples in self-government discussions and developments.

The ability and the right of First Nations peoples to participate in discussions on

developing new governing structures is in itself a self-governing exercise that is a

necessary and crucial component in navigating the road toward self-government.

Purpose

The Manitoba Framework Agreement Initiative builds upon a foundation of

development that envisioned the participation of First Nations people in the creation of

new governing institutions and legislation which were to be based upon the values and

cultures of its First Nations constituents. The purpose of this research project is to look at

participation as a process that encourages First Nations people to become engaged in

public discussions centering on self-government by focusing specifically on child welfare

consultations. As such, this thesis explores perceptions of how First Nations peoples

have or haven't been engaged and involved in the decision-making process pertaining to

the development of child welfare under the Manitoba Framework Agreement Initiative.

This research offers an opportunity to review the consultation process and to document
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perceptions about the successes and/or challenges in trying to engage First Nations

people to participate in the development of selÊgoverning structures and legislative

developments.

J ustification/Ratio nale

The justification and rationale for conducting this study is connected to my

personal experiences working in the child welfare field specifically as a researcher with

the Southem First Nations Child and Family Services Framework Agreement Initiative

Research Project. (Hereafter referred to as the "southern First Nations CFS/FAI Research

Project"). In 1997,I was hired by the Executive Directors of the southern First Nations

Child Welfare agencies to assist in carrying out research that would support the creation

of a First Nations child welfare system with full jurisdiction and supporting legislation in

the Province of Manitoba. Child Welfare was identified as an expedited area of selÊ

government development through the Manitoba Framework Agreement Initiative.

Consultation with First Nations communities was also recognized as a significant activity

that would build on the research and assist in creating the foundations of a law that would

inform and support the new First Nations child and family jurisdiction envisioned earlier

in the 1980s. The research and consultation aspects of this expedited project were

exciting but fraught with many challenges and barriers that did not lead to the type of

achievement that the child welfare directors, First Nations Leaders and governments or I

had hoped for. In June 2000 funding negotiations between the Department of Indian

Affairs and Nofihern Development and the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs regarding the

future of the Manitoba Framework Agreement Initiative was at a standstill and many

researchers, all 60 community coordinators, including myself, were laid off as a result of
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this uncertainty. This was particularly frustrating for those of us involved in the southern

First Nations CFS/FAI Research Project under FAI, as the Project was about to embark

upon its own extensive consultations to assist the 36 First Nations communities in

southem Manitoba with envisioning their own child welfare system. The core values and

principles to be gleaned from that process, it was hoped, would help in building the

framework for First Nations child welfare jurisdiction and legislation. The stall in

funding negotiations between AMC and DIAND left the southern First Nations CFS/FAI

Research Project without an opportunity to be enriched by the input and involvement that

would come from consulting with First Nations citizens. Leaving the southem First

Nations CFS/FAi Research Project left me in particular with an unsettling consciousness

that I had not completed what I had been hired do under the Framework Agreement

Initiative. I saw this research as an opportunity to bring some understanding and closure

to the research and consultation efforts that had been left unfinished.

Objectives

The objectives of this research are:

1. To document the perceptions of the role of engaging First Nations people in
the consultation processes as it relates to child welfare under the Manitoba
Framework Agreement Initiative;

2. To obtain an understanding of the child welfare expert's opinions of the
importance of First Nations' participation in the development of a child
welfare governing structure and legislation as part of the self-governing
process in Manitoba;

3. To obtain opinions about the readiness of First Nations peoples and
communities toward the goal of developing their own child welfare governing
systems and supporting legislation;

4. To determine if there is a perception of hesitation in the participation of First
Nations peoples toward the creation of new governing structures and
supporling legislation for a child welfare system geared specifically for First
Nations peoples;
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To obtain an understanding of the most effective and respectful means of
engaging First Nations peoples' to become involved in creating new child
welfare structures and laws under the Manitoba Framework Agreement
Initiative;

To ascertain if education of First Nations peoples is necessary in order to
participate in the development of their own child welfare governing structures
and laws as parl of the self-govemment process;

To identiff the role of urban First Nations peoples and whether if so, how they
too should be involved in child welfare development and self-govemment
consultations;

To gauge opinions on whether the Manitoba Framework Agreement
Initiative's consultation process was operational in engaging the participation
and involvement of First Nations peoples on and off reserve in the discussion
on the new child welfare system and legislation envisioned under the
Agreement; and

To informally determine whether more consultation with community members
is needed and/or required.

Limitations

Currently there are two child welfare jurisdiction projects operating under the

MFAI in Manitoba. Manitoba Keewatinowi Okimakanak (MKO), which represents the

interests of 26 northern First Nations communities, oversees their own child and family

services jurisdiction project. In the south, the interest of 36 First Nations communities in

child and family matters under FAI is represented by the Southern Chiefs' Organizafion

(SCO). Given that my involvement in CFS matters is rooted in the south, this research

and the perspectives within are not inclusive of the northern perspective.

Another limitation is related to recent consultation activities on child and family

services in the south. From December 2001 to March 2002, the Southern Chiefs'

Organization embarked upon a consultation process with members in 32 of the 36

southem First Nations communities in Manitoba (SCO, 2002). These consultation efforts

focused on information sessions devoted to explaining the MFAI, the objectives of the

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
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southern First Nations CFS/FAI Research Project and to conducting focus group sessions

and obtaining views and opinions from Elders, youth and other community members

through interviews and the distribution of a quantitative survey. The information

gathered from these consultation efforts are to be organized and compiled into separate

repofts highlighting what was shared in the consultations by the 32 participating First

Nations communities (SCO, 2002, p. 58). Unfortunately, the analysis on the results of

these consultations was neither complete nor available to the public at the time this

research was initiated. Therefore my research does not take into account what the

Southern Chiefs Organization might have learned in conducting consultations on child

welfare with these First Nations communities. This information no doubt would have

made a valuable contribution to an understanding of the challenges as well as a discovery

of best practices, which could be emulated by others in planning for community

consultations with First Nations.

One other limitation which constrains a more thorough understanding of the

research in this area are related to the fact that I am no involved with the southern First

Nations CFS/FAI Research Project under the MFAI and therefore am not privy to

discussions, developments or negotiations that would lend to a more accurate picture of

current child welfare affairs as it relates to the MFAi.

Terminology

Throughout this document I have used the terms "First Nations," "Indigenous"

andlor "Aboriginal" peoples interchangeably. While these terms can include all peoples

of Aboriginal ancestry, it should be noted that First Nations are identifiable as a distinct
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group with a unique legal statusl. Within Canada,Aboriginal peoples are constitutionally

recognized as being Inuit, Métis and First Nations (or Indian) people. In addition and for

the purposes of this study, the term "child and family services" has been used

interchangeably with the term "child welfare."

The word "respect" as it appears in this research also requires special attention at

this time as it is a word that is commonly repeated throughout this thesis and is a concept

reflected in many of the participants' responses on how to respectfully approach and

engage First Nations peoples to participate in consultations about either child welfare or

self-government. The wotd "respect" can be understood differently depending on how it

is used and who uses it and whether it has cultural connotations attached to its use.

From a non-Aboriginal perspective "respect" can be a characteristic of a point, it

can be tied to esteem, or it could be a state of being admired or based on thoughtfulness

(Gage Canadian Dictionary). Aboriginal peoples also understand these definitions

similarly however "respect" is also viewed as a cultural concept rooted in the seven

Aboriginal teachings of love, bravery, wisdom, honesty, humility, faith and respect

(Benton-Benai, 1981; Bopp et aI, 1984). Respect is based on holistic ways of seeing the

world. It involves not just the perspectives and characteristics noted above but it includes

respect for creation, respect for the dignity and freedom ofothers, respect for the quality

of life and spirit in all things, and respect for the mysterious Qrlewhouse, 2000). For

Aboriginal people showing respect is a basic law of life (Benton-Benai, 1981 ; Bopp et al,

I "First Nations" refers to those persons identified and registered as "lndians" within the meaning of the
federal Indian lcr legislation (Isaac, 1999). The term "First Nations" came into common usage in the
1970s to replace the word "lndian," which some people found offensive. Although the term "First
Nations" is widely used throughout this research, no legal definition of it exists. Among its uses, the term
"First Nations peoples" refers to the Indian peoples in Canada, both Status and Non-status. Some Indian
peoples have also adopted the term "First Nation" to replace the word "band" in the name of their
community (Words First, Communications Branch, Indian and Northern Affairs Canada,2002).
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1984). Every person from the tiniest child to the oldest Elder is to be respected at all

times and special respect should be given to elders, parents, teachers and community

leaders; no person should be made to feel "put down"; it is about not touching items that

do not belong to you (especially sacred objects) without permission or an understanding

between you and the rightful owner; respect regards the privacy of every person; it is

about not walking between or interrupting people who are conversing; respect requires

that one speak in a soft voice especially when in the presence of Elders, strangers or

others to whom special respect is due; respect demands that you do not speak unless

invited to do so at gatherings where Elders are present; it requires that you not speak in

negatives ways whether people are present or not; respect stresses respect for the earth

and all of her aspects and respecting her as if she were your mother; respect commands

deference to mineral, plant, and animal worlds; it necessitates that one rise up to defend

mother earth if others move to destroy her; respect is also about respecting the beliefs and

religions of others and to listening with courtesy to what others have to say, even if you

do not agree with what is being said or if what you feel that what they are saying is

worthless (adapted from Bopp et al, 1984, p. 76). Respect requires that one listen with

the heart and respect other peoples'personal space. In addition, Bopp et al (1984) note

that the wisdom of people in council must be respected. This means that once you give

an idea to a council or a meeting, it no longer belongs to you, it belongs to the people but

it also means that you listen intently to the ideas of others and not insist that your ideas

prevail (p. 78).

The term "respect" is consistently used by many First Nations peoples to

underscore the significance of our relationships and humanity (Tuhiwai Smith, 1999).
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Through respect the place of everyone and every'thing in the universe is kept in balance

and harmony. Respect is a reciprocal, shared, constantly interchanging principle, which

is expressed through all aspects of social conduct (Tuhiwai Smith, 1999). Respect as a

cultural concept has undergone a great deal of change through the imposition of Euro-

Canadian world views which has lead to a juxtaposition of perspectives and views on its

meaning. This in turn has lead to a greaf deal of confusion. For example, in Vy'estern-

centric schools respect is taught very differently. Those in positions of authority demand

respect and others hold esteemed positions only because they hold the power to control

others. Respect in this case is externally forced. In the past, Elders and others often

emulated and modeled respect in First Nation communities. Learning respect was based

on peaceful means that were internal and personal to the individual learning this

principle. Respect was modeled early in life such that children were seen and treated as

adults and as a result developed socially very quickly. First Nations and Euro-Canadian

cultures readily agree on much of what respect means, the problem occurs when the two

worldviews look at how respect is taught and the philosophy behind the concept of

respect (Rattray, no date). Today, healthy and dysfunctional perspectives on the concept

of respect co*exist in First Nations communities largely because Canada has consistently

denied First Nations peoples their humanity, citizenship, human rights and the right to be

self-determining people. How can communities incorporate this important concept into

consultations on self-government if these divergent views exist and they have not leamed

to respect himself or herself or anyone else?
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Conceptual Design

The methodology throughout this research centers on qualitative based research,

utilizing an Indigenous framework that values the use of oral interviews. As oral

interviews are an important aspect underlying this research, the literature review also

briefly covers the importance of oral history in the interview process. Interviews were

conducted with fourteen individuals who have experience and expertise in First Nations

child welfare issues in the Province of Manitoba and elsewhere in Canada. The interview

subjects were contacted initially by phone to inquire verbally if they were willing to

participate in this research project. Consent for the subject's participation was obtained

verbally over the phone followed by identification of a mutual date when the interview

would take place. A letter confirming the interview date was sent to the interview

subject. This letter summarized the research and included a copy of the questionnaire

and a consent form. The oral interviews took place on a date, place and time mutually

identified by the key participants and principal researcher. The interviews took place

from November 2002 to January 2003. All key participants agreed to have the

conversation recorded with a digital recorder. None of the interview participants were

paid for their participation. As is the custom with the oral interview framework, the

participants including the Elder were provided with a gift for agreeing to participate in an

interview as a show of appreciation for their intellectual contributions to this research

project.

Framework of Thesis

The framework of this thesis is set out

chapter. Chapter two primarily focuses on

in six chapters including this introductory

the methodology and the data collection
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method adopted in carrying out this research. As interviews are an important aspect of

this research, Chapter two also briefly covers the importance of oral history in the

interview process. Chapter three begins with an examination of the literature in three

broad areas: (1) the role of consultations, citizen engagement and volur.tary sector

initiatives in the self-determining endeavours of First Nations peoples; (2) the

jurisdictional disparity which precipitates the need to restore child welfare jurisdiction to

First Nations peoples; and (3) a review of the academic sources which address the self-

governing aspects of child welfare for First Nations peoples in Canada. The review of

the literature is supplemented by an examination of two very specific child welfare

initiatives currently underway in Manitoba and Chapter four focuses on some of the

changes that will likely occur in Manitoba as a result of these initiatives. Chapter five is

dedicated to reviewing and analyzing the opinions, peïceptions and "voices" of the

participants who were interviewed for this research. Ten questions were developed that

explored their perceptions about the role, importance, ffid readiness of First Nations

peoples to become involved in public discussions; the role and importance of education

in the consultation process and how to engage not just on-reserve First Nations citizens

but how to respectfully include First Nations who reside in urban constituencies in any

child welfare consultations related to selÊgovernment. Chapter six wraps up with my

conclusions and afterthoughts respecting what was learned in the process of conducting

this research. A reference list of sources as well as appendices of the research tools

(introduction letter, consent forms, and questionnaire) used to conduct this research can

be found at the end of this thesis.
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CHAPTER TWO: METHODOLOGY

Overview

The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of the methodology and

method utilized throughout the course of this research. The methodology employed was

based primarily within the qualitative research realm with specific adherence to

conducting qualitative interviews incorporating an Indigenous framework similar to the

oral traditions of Indigenous peoples, communities and the organizations that service

them. This chapter also identifies how participants were identified and came to be

invited to participate in this research. The principle research tool used in gatherin g data

is then discussed along with a brief overview of the contact and interview process,

identification of risks and benefits to the participants, how issues of confidentiality were

addressed, the data analysis process and the role of the researcher in conducting this

study.

Methodology and Method

This research is grounded in qualitative methodology. Qualitative research

broadly defined means "any kind of research that produces findings not arrived at by

means of statistical procedures or other means of quantification" (Strauss and Corbin,

1990, p. I7). Qualitative research, unlike quantitative research, yields data that allows

the researcher to seek illumination, understanding, and extrapolation through the data

collection process, whereas quantitative researchers seek causal determination,
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prediction, and generalization of findings (Hoepfl, 1997). Definitions of qualitative

research however depend on the philosophical and theoretical approach ofthe researcher.

Qualitative research provides in depth investigation of the nature of social and

organizational behaviours. It uses exploratory and interactive methods of data collection

in order to capture the form, complexity or origins of the phenomena under review. It

offers an understanding of the social world, and how it operates, directly from the

perspectives of those who live within it. For the purposes of this research, it refers to

research that focuses on the meaning of lived experiences of various child welfare experts

and their perceptions about events unfolding in the drive toward selÊgovernment.

Qualitative analysis results in a different type of knowledge than does quantitative

inquiry. Although qualitative research cannot be cast as a unitary field, the goal of most

qualitative research is to understand phenomena or processes that carmot be easily broken

down or de-contextualized (Wright & McKeever,2002). Qualitative based research also

does not remove or minimize the researcher's subjectivity by way of rigorous controls;

rather qualitative methods actually foregrounds the subjectivity of the researcher as

someone with an active, questioning mind, someone who makes informed decisions

throughout the whole process of gathering and interpreting data (Hansen 1998). Strauss

and Corbin (1990) state that qualitative methods are better at understanding phenomenon

about which little is known and that further, it can be used to gain new perspectives on

things about which much is already known, or to gain more in-depth information that

may be diffìcult to convey quantitatively. Thus qualitative methods are appropriate

where the researcher has determined that quantitative measures cannot adequately

describe or interpret a situation.
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Hoepfl (1997) identified some of the prominent characteristics of qualitative

research, which she culled from a synthesis of other authors' various descriptions of

qualitative research:

"1. Qualitative research uses the natural setting as the source of data. The
researcher attempts to observe, describe and interpret settings as they are,
maintaining what Patton calls an "empathic neutrality" (1990, p. 55);

2. The researcher acts as the "human instrument" of datacollection;

3. Qualitative researchers predominantly use inductive data analysis;

4. Qualitative research reports are described, incorporating expressive
language and the "presence of voices in the text" (Eisner, 1991, p. 36);

5. Qualitative research has an interpretive character, aimed at discovering
the meaning events have for the individuals who experience them and the
interpretations of those meanings by the researcher;

6. Qualitative researchers pay attention to the idiosyncratic as well as the
pervasive, seeking the uniqueness ofeach case;

7. Qualitative research has an emergent (as opposed to pre-determined)
design, and resea¡chers focus on this emerging process as well as the
outcomes or product of the research;

8. Qualitative research is judged using special criteria for trustworthiness".

Others (Patton, 1990) point out that these are not the "absolute characteristics of

qualitative inquiry, but rather strategic ideals that provide a direction and a framework for

developing specif,rc designs and concrete data collection tactics" (p. 59). These

characteristics are also considered to be interconnected and mutually reinforcing (Hoepfl,

1997). Hoepfl also notes that the particular design of a qualitative study depends on the

pulpose of the inquiry, what information will be most useful, and what information will

have the most credibility. There are no strict criteria for sample size (Patton, 1990) and

"qualitative studies typically employ multiple forms of evidence ... [and] there is no
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statistical test of significance to determine if results 'count' (Eisner, 1991, p. 39). The

usefulness and credibility of qualitative research designs are left to the researcher and the

reader (Hoepfl, 1997).

The research method employed throughout the data gathering stages of this

research relied primarily upon qualitative interviewing. Qualitative interviewing is a

widely used qualitative method of data gathering in social sciences and is considered to

be an extremely versatile approach to doing research (Rubin &. Rubin 1995).

Interviewing is the primary method of anthropologists, folklorists, and some sociologists;

it is also commonly used by political scientists, psychologists, and linguists. By way of

other examples, both print and broadcast journalists rely on interviewing as their main

way of gathering information for news stories (Rubin & Rubin 1995; Hanson 1998).

Qualitative interviewing can be used to explore specific topics, events, or happenings.

Interviews can solicit personal histories to examine social and political phenomena or

economic changes or used to examine and evaluate all kinds of programs and projects.

Qualitative interviewing allows one to share the world of others to find out what is going

on, why people do what they do and/or how they understand their worlds and the events

that unfold around them (Rubin & Rubin,1995).

The data gathering process required very specific information from key

participants and thus the format of the qualitative interviews undertaken with the

individuals who took parl in these interviews reflects a semi-structured format. By using

this format I introduced the topic and then guided the discussion with each of the

informants. By asking specific questions I was able to obtain details, examples and

context in relation to the role of civic engagement of First Nations peoples in child
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welfare development and community consultations in establishing self-government in

Manitoba.

Qualitative interviews also differ in style and how aggressive they are. There are

four different styles of interviews highlighted by Rubin & Rubin (1995). These are

"topical oral histories," "life histories", "Evaluation Interviews," and "Focus Group

Interviews." The style of qualitative interviewing reflected in this research is "topical

oral histories" where the interviewer seeks out conversational partners who have

experienced a particular event. The interviewer in this particular situation is looking for

detailed factual information or narratives that explain what happened, when and why.

Oral history interviews can also be done on culturally important concerns, such as

documenting a way of life that is fading out or a skill that is becoming rare (Rubin &

Rubin 1995). Rubin & Rubin also note that with topic oral interviewing, the research and

data obtained is often based on the interpretations of the researcher. The researcher may

sort out and balance what different people say and then creates his or her own narrative

based on this analysis. The words and evidence are those of the people interviewed, but

the interpretations are those of the researcher.

Although various types of interviews exist, the "topical oral history" approach is

very similar to the "oral history" and "oral traditions" of Aboriginal peoples of North

America. The definitions of oral history and oral traditions vary depending on the

disciplinary affiliation and problem orientation of the researcher. Some scholars reject

any and all formal definitions, while others have constructed elaborate taxonomies with

dozens of subdivisions. Although there is no universally accepted set of meanings, they
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are defined and expressed by von Gernet (1996) in his interdisciplinary literature on oral

narratives of the past as:

Oral traditions are narratives transmitted by word of mouth over at least a
generation. Oral histories are recollections of individuals who were
eyewitnesses )or had personol experience with events occurring within
their lifetime-.

Oral history as an organized academic activity dates back only to 1948 (Dunaway

& Baum, Montell 1970; Yow 1994). Oral history attempts "to give social history a

human face" (Tosh 1984, p. 176) and "through oral work the community [may] discover

its own history and develop its own social identity, free from the patronizing assumptions

of conventional historical wisdom" (Tosh, 1984, p. 177). One of the main strengths of

oral history is that it relies on speech and not on the restricted skills of writing (Dunaway

& Baum, 1984, p.48). Ultimately, definitions and distinctions only become important if

and when particular accounts are assessed and weighed as possible evidence of past

events. Until careful analysis is completed, it may be more appropriate to use general

terms like "oral nanatives," "oral communications," "orally communicated information,"

or "oral performances" (von Gernet, 1996).

Why This Methodology is lmportant to This Research

It is for those reasons above that I chose to use qualitative methodology as

the basis of my research. The ability of qualitative data to more fully describe a

phenomenon was not only an important consideration from my perspective as a

2 
Quote taken from Oral Natatives and Aboriginal Pasts: An Interdisciplinary Review of the Literatures

on Oral Traditions and Oral Histories by Von Gemet (1996). Available online at: http:llanc-
inac. gc.calprlpub/orl/index_e. htrn L
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researcher but from the reader's perspective I gathered as well. Lincoln and Guba (19S5)

note "if you want people to understand better than they otherwise might, provide them

information in the form in which they usually experience it" (p. 120). Qualitative based

research is more accessible to non-specialists and thus Qualitative studies can more

readily contribute to public understanding (Hakim, 2000).

I also chose this methodology and method of data gathering largely because the

qualitative process of interviewing more closely resembled aspects of the Indigenous

framework of oral traditions that are still reflected in First Nations communities. The

research conducted begins with the voices of First Nations individuals, in a series of

dialogues with child welfare professionals who have knowledge, experience and

expertise about child welfare issues in relation to the self-government aspirations of First

Nations within the province. Pueblo psychologist Terry Tafoya states, "The concept of

using one's own voice is a critical issue in understanding [our] issues" (1998, p.192).

Sandra Kirby and Kate McKenna also note "researching from the margins is a continuous

process that begins with a concern that is rooted in experience" (1984, p.44). By

interviewing and recording the perceptions of those in leadership positions within the

First Nations child welfare arena,I believe this research attempts to give "voices" to real

concel1ls and experiences that have not been respectfully included in the community

consultation process involving child welfare as it relates to the civic engagement of

community members in the self-determining methodologies. These individuals represent

key child welfare representatives, who for some unknown reason or political oversight

were not part of the consultations undertaken by SCO during December 2001 and March

2002 (SCO, 2002). As such they did not have an opportunity to participate in any
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meaningful way in shaping an important arm of First Nations self-government, which is

the cornerstone of First Nations communities (de Montigny, 1993).

The Participants

The aim of this study was to get a fuller understanding of child welfare

professional's perspectives on the civic engagement of First Nations people in child

welfare development and community consultation activities under self-govemment

underway in Manitoba. Consequently, the participants for this research project were

drawn from a distinct group of individuals with a range of experience, knowledge and

expertise in child welfare matters respecting First Nations peoples both on and off

reserve, and inside and outside the Province of Manitoba.

Fourteen individuals were interviewed for this research. All of the individuals

recruited for this research self-identified as First Nations members, with the exception of

one who is, nevertheless, committed to First Nations peoples, families and communities.

These individuals were recruited from a circle of First Nations child welfare professionals

with whom I have worked locally, regionally and nationally on child welfare issues

pertinent to First Nations communities and governments. These working relationships,

coupled with exposure to other First Nations child welfare professionals, proyided me

with a natural pool of accessible informants who were able to shed light on local, regional

and national concerns about engaging First Nations people's participation in child

welfare development and community consultations procedures to establish self-

govemment.

All fourteen individuals recruited for this research collectively combined have

over 220* years of knowledge, experience and expertise working in child welfare,
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specif,rcally with First Nations children, families and communities. The majority (12) of

these fourteen individuals was recruited locally from within Manitoba while two (2) were

recruited from outside the province. Of those individuals recruited locally, seven (7) are

considered to have intimate knowledge of First Nations issues as it pertains to child

welfare within Manitoba. These specific participants have a greater understanding of

how child welfare currently operates in27 of the 36 southern First Nations communities

in Manitoba by virtue of the factthat they have worked and lived in these communities

for over 20+ years providing a wide range of child welfare services. This experience and

understanding was thus an attractive reason why these persons were recruited for this

study. Plus this research provided an opporlunity to engage community professionals in

conversations reflective of what they witnessed in relation to the consultation practices

carried out by the Manitoba Framework Agreement. These seven individuals are

identifred in this thesis as "Internal Informants." The other f,rve individuals from

Manitoba who parlicipated in this research are acknowledged as being "Regional

Informants" as these individuals have central involvement in child welfare issues at a

political and/or provincial level. A local Elder from within Manitoba was also recruited

as a fifth "Regional Informant" who also brings a perspective on the impact the

residential school system may have in First Nations peoples' ability to participate in

community consultations. The two individuals recruited from outside the province also

both have significant knowledge, experience and expertise in the First Nations child

welfare matters at a national level. Throughout the remainder of this research those

individuals from outside the Province of Manitoba are collectively referred to as
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"External fnformants." At times, these three different sets of participants aÍe

collectively referred throughout the research as "Key Informants."

Each of the Key informants was initially contacted by phone to obtain their verbal

consent to participate in this research. A follow up letter mailed to each of the Key

Informants outlined the purpose of the research, confirmed the agreed upon interview

date, the possible length of the interview, conf,rdentiality issues and included contact

numbers as well as a copy of the interview questionnaire and consent form (which can be

found at Appendices C, D and E).

I have chosen to keep the Key Informant's identities anonymous for two reasons:

firstly, their field is highly politicized (de Montigny, 1993; Black,2001) and the

observations and comments that they shared could be misconstrued and result in a

backlash from either the grassroots level or the First Nations political governments and

organizations; and two, I promised to keep the identity of all fourteen individuals

anonymous and this commitment is acknowledged and reflected in the consent forms

found in Appendix C to this research.

Structu red I nterview Question nai re

Perspectives regarding the responsiveness of First Nations people to become

involved in child welfare consultations under self-government was sought through a

number of questions; what is the role of community members in community

consultations; how imporlant is the involvement of the First Nations public; whether First

Nations in Manitoba and elsewhere are ready to take on the self-governing aspects of

child welfare; identification of respectful ways of engaging that participation from the

community level; identi$ring the necessity or level of importance given to education and
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urban civic involvement in child welfare development through community colsultations;

and whether there is a perception that enough adequate consultation has been conducted

to date on child welfare structural developmental needs through the MFAI or other self-

govefirment initiatives.

Ten open ended questions were designed to measure the understanding of each of

the "Internal, Regional and External informants"' knowledge of the consultation

components of the Manitoba Framework Agreement as well as obtain their perspectives

on the importance of engaging First Nations peoples to participate in child welfare

consultations under the MFAI and/or other self-governing initiatives occurring elsewhere

across Canada. The questions were framed as opened ended so as to support the

discovery of new information (Hoepfl, 1997). Responses to these ten open-ended

questions were obtained from the fourteen Key Informants. As mentioned previously, it

must be stressed that these responses are reflective of professional points of view from

individuals with extensive experience and expertise working with First Nations peoples

and communities in providing child welfare services in Manitoba and elsewhere in

Canada.

A note of caution with respect to the questions needs to be highlighted here. The

purpose behind the ten questions was not to evaluate the effectiveness of the Manitoba

Framework Agreement initiative or any consultation endeavours conducted in the past or

at present as this has been done elsewhere (see McCaskill et at, 1999). The purpose is

primarily to look at the role of participation by First Nations peoples in the debate,

discussions and consultations on child welfare as part of the self-determining efforts of

the First Nations in Manitoba or elsewhere. This was accomplished by talking to the
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child welfare experts who work with First Nations peoples on child welfare issues and

who therefore are closer to the child welfare/self-government issues confronting

community members within the province. They have been at the forefront of these

initiatives and have watched from the margins how consultations under self-government

have unfolded. However it is recognized by this researcher that much of what was shared

by the individuals who participated in this research contained reflections and criticisms of

the consultation processes undertaken by FAI. These criticisms come from individuals

who may be impacted by self-govemment activities, which may, at some point, either

jeopardize or enhance the future of First Nations child welfare services in Manitoba.

Research Ethics are about how to acquire and disseminate trustworthy information in

ways that cause no harm to those being studied Qrleuman 1994; Rubin 1983). It is for this

reason that I have chosen not to identify by name those individuals who participated this

study. The extensive quotations relied upon only identify that the response came from

an Internal, Regional or External Informant.

One-On-One lnterv¡ews

One-on-one interviews accommodated the interactive and dialogic nature of

knowing and understanding; one-on-one interviews also minimizes the researcher's

control over the participant's definitions of their experiences; and, by producing detailed

data, interviewing is better able to tease out complex or delicate issues, which other

methods may overlook. The growing body of literature on interviewing recognizes this

(Herod 1993, 1999; McDowell 1992, 1992b; and Schoenberger 1991). The interviews

provide not only rich, thick description but they necessitated spending extended periods
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of time with the participants. As such, they enhance the dependability and credibility of

the data (Cresswell, i998).

Interviews were conducted on a one-on-one basis so as to ensure trust and ease

between the participant and myself during the process. Interviews very much depend

upon conversation and the relationship between the interviewer and informants (Rubin &

Rubin, 1995). These interviews were usually conducted within the offices of the Key

Informants and in one occasion at a participant's home. With the participant's

permission, all of the interviews were recorded on a digital recorder. The interviews

were conducted over a three month period from November 2002 to January 2003. The

one-on-one interviews took on average approximately 45 minutes to complete. The

lengthiest interview was 1.45 hours in duration while the shortestwas22 minutes. Once

the interviews were conducted, I transcribed the recordings. All identifying information

on the transcription of the digital recording was removed and coded specifically to keep

the identity of the Key Informant anonymous and to respect the confidentiality of the

comments provided therein. The Key Informants were notified verbally and by mail that

specific quotes would be taken from their conversation and injected into sections of my

thesis but it was further clarified that at no point would they be identified as the source

which imparted the information. Each of the Key Informants was provided with two

printed copies of their transcribed interview. The second copy of the transcript was

provided specifically for marking any revisions, additions and/or deletions to the digital

conversation, which the Key Informants may have respecting the original transcript. The

conversation was strictly adhered to in the transcription to maintain the integrity of the

Key Informants' responses. Only slight editing to the digital recordings were done to edit
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out the "ums" and "ahs," the pauses, the laughter, and the incomplete or convoluted

sentences that can be part of any conversation (Hansen 1998). Follow up contact was

then made by email, personal conversation or phone calls where necessary to clarify

responses or changes to the transcripts.

Risks

There is a growing recognition that research involving Aboriginal individuals

should also involve the community or groups (or organizations) to which they belong and

that Aboriginal people have rights and interests which deserve recognition and respect by

the research community (Tuhiwai Smith 1999). The risks associated with this research

were detetmined to be minimal according to the University of Manitoba's Joint-Faculty

Research Ethics Board. Authorization to conduct this research was granted in October

2002 (see Appendix A). As noted, the data collection process was primarily in the form

of one-on-one interviews. Given this type of interaction, the most likely risk identified

was that some participants might have concerns regarding any negative consequences

arising out of their participation and the comments attributable to them. There are ceftain

risks (i.e. noted previously as either a grassroots or political backlash) but it was felt that

these would be minimized as much as possible through the confidentiality of the

participant's identities and that any risks which did exist were be ultimately outweighed

by the benefits of participation. For these reasons, the participants were assured that their

comments would not be attributable to them by either their name or identified by their

organization and further, that their identity would remain anonymous throughout the text

ofthe research.
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Benefits

The benefits to the participants in this research study are direct and indirect as

well as individual and collective. The individuals who participated in this study benefit

directly from their role in this research in that it has provided them with an opportunity to

share - and validate - their own personal knowledge, experiences and observations of

First Nations peoples' civic engagement in child welfare development and self-

government processes underway either in Manitoba or elsewhere. For the First Nations

community as a whole, the primary benefit emanating from this study is that it will help

fill a void in policy knowledge on civic engagement; specifically about how to engage

more community involvement and participation from First Nations people in child

welfare or self- government initiatives.

Compensation

None of the participants were monetarily compensated for participating in this

research. However each participant was given a gift acknowledging his or her

intellectual contributions to this study. The gifts ranged from a copy of a publication

entitled "A Literature Review and Annotated Bibliography on Aspecrs of Aboriginal

Child \ilelfure in Canada" completed by the researcher in Novemb er 20(t2 to other

traditional gifts such as sweet grass or tobacco. All of these gifts acknowledge and

reflect the concept of reciprocity and are based on the Aboriginal teachings of the local

First Nations in Manitoba. Also, Aboriginal teachings on reciprocity within modern

context demands recognition in situations when intellectual information is extracted from

specific members of the community (Cajete, 2000). There must be some reciprocal

measures in place that recognizes the intellectual rights and signiflcant contributions of
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these individuals to this research (Tuhiwai Smith 1999; Cajete, 2000). This recognition

took the form of a commitment by this researcher to provide each participant with a ftnal

copy of the thesis upon completion of the analysis, writing and eventual oral defense.

Data Analysis

The responses from each of the informants to the ten questions were grouped

together to obtain a collective understanding of the perspectives on the key aspects of the

ten questions. Each of the informant's responses were analyzed collectively with the

most salient of responses highlighted in the analysis on each of the questions. This

question-by-question analysis is followed by a summation of the ideas, which by

themselves shed important light on issues that impact on the participation of First Nations

people when it comes to community consultations, child welfare and self-govemment.

Where possible I have elected to position the voices of the informants by including select

passages from my conversations with the Key Informants throughout my analyses. The

reasons for doing this are based on traditional concepts of learning which respects the

way stories are told and the learning process of the individuals reading the stories. A

variation on that teaching goes something like this "when a perspective is shared, the

interpretation of that perspective is left up to the listener (reader) to ponder the meaning

of what was told in order to arrive at an understanding of what was shared" (Callahan,

2002; Van Manen, 1997; and Frank, 1995). This also follows closely what McPherson

and Rabb (2001) called the Aboriginal way of learning, which is often reflected in the

way stories are told. For example, in story telling, Elders give their listeners the

autonomy to discover the relevance of the story for themselves rather than explaining it to

them. This is a learning style that respects the independence and autonomy of individuals
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(Cajete, 2000). It is a method of instruction that fosters independent thinking and self-

reliance (McPherson & Rabb, 2001,63). I think that it is absolutely essential that those

reading this study draw their own interpretation and analysis from the responses

highlighted. The Key Informants' own words offer a richer context to a multitude of

perspectives than I could ever be able to draw through my analysis alone. The analyses

of the responses are set out in the same numerical sequence as they appeared in the

questionnaire provided in advance to the Key Informants who participated in this

research. Again, I was sensitive to the fact that my analysis should not identify or

inadvertently identify any of the individuals who participated in this research and so

names that identified individuals or specific communities were also removed from the

text relied on in the analysis section of this thesis.

Role of the Researcher

My role in this research has been primarily to act as a n(trrator of sorts, entrusted

with bringing to life the voices and experiential knowledge imparted by the participants

through their interviews on the issue of civic engagement of First Nations peoples in

child welfare consultations and development under self-government. As a budding First

Nations researcher having worked in the First Nations child welfare field for a relatively

short period of time, I am aware that I have been placed in a trusted position, which I take

very seriously. Through the course of conducting this research, I encouraged the

participants in this study to talk openly and frankly about public participation by First

Nations in selÊgovernment consultations and as a result, I have incurred serious ethical

obligations to them (Tuhiwai Smith, 1999). I hope that I have done justice to this ethical

responsibility in nanating their voices and perspectives in the way they see these issues.
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By conducting this research i have also, to some extent, brought some closure to the

research that I was originally hired to conduct when I first became involved in the

Manitoba Framework Agreement Initiative.
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CHAPTER THREE: LITERATURE REVIEW

Overview

This section of the thesis focuses on the literature that exists on three troad topics

touched upon in this research. This literature review is therefore organized into three

parls: Part I highlights the literature on public consultations, citizen engagement or

citizen involvement and voluntary sector initiatives and the application of these efforts in

First Nations communities respecting self-government; the jurisdictional implications

inherent in the First Nations child welfare field are the focus of Part II; and finally, Part

III highlights the efforts being made by First Nations elsewhere in Canada to negotiate

new jurisdictional arrangements over child welfare for First Nations communities in an

effort to establish self- government.

PART l: lnvolvement of First Nations Peoples in Commun¡ty
Gonsultations, Gitizen Engagement and Voluntary Sector lnitiatives

Very few resources exist in the literature that arliculate precisely on the public

participation of First Nations peoples in community consultation activities respecting

child welfare under self-government. Furthermore, very few resources exist in the

literature which is written from the First Nation perspective on their experiences

conducting community consultations or even what First Nations might consider to be the

best practices emulating from conducting consultations in their own communities

(Institute on Governance, 1999). Given the scarcity of First Nations literature on this

subject it was necessary to turn to other academic sources. Other sources considered
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come from literature produced by the Canadian federal and provincial governments,

which reflect numerous inquiries, studìes and royal commissions conducted in First

Nations communities across Canada. Examples in the literature where govemment

consultations with Indigenous peoples has occurred, include landmark studies such as the

Hawthorn Report (1966),the Penner Report (1985), the Nielson Report on Indians and

Narives (1985), the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry (1991) and most recently, fhe Royal

Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (1996) to name a few. Literature from a variety of

public policy "think tank" sources (e.g. Institute on Governance, Canadian Policy

Research Networks and the Canadian Council on Social Development) were also

consulted in pulling this part of the literature review together. This literature review

accentuates the role of public consultations, citizenship engagement and involvement in

policy-making processes, and to a lesser extent participation of First Nations people in

the voluntary sector. These souÍces provide some insight into how First Nations peoples

are beginning to participate in public debates that will strengthen, promote, and

encourage a catalyst of actions towards implementing selÊgovernment in Canada through

consultations, public engagement and voluntary initiatives. Another source of

information relied on relate to what LaRocque (2002) and others (Harlow, 1987) have

deemed "resistance" literature. Sources from political organizations such as the

Assembly of First Nations (AFN) and the Southern Chiefs' Organization (SCO) also

round out the sources ofliterature consulted. These literature source set out the responses

and positions of First Nations peoples and their political organizations to the political

events that impact them.
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Discussions on definitions can be tedious but in the case of public consultations

(the kind which both First Nations and the general public engage in), there can be

numerous definitions as well as different ways and purposes for conducting public

consultations (Institute on Govemance, 1999; Steme, 1997). The definitions in this

section of the literature review come from various individuals and groups that have

considered public consultation and its uses. Sterne (1997) highlighted the comprehensive

definition on consultation held by the International Association for Pubtic Parricipation

as being: (1) a process and a result; (2) an exchange of information, discussion and

decision making; (3) an investment in time, energy and resources; (4) a tool for achieving

an end, (5) a recognition of the legitimacy of public concerns and input; (6) an

understanding that public participation results in greater effectiveness and legitimacy in

decision making; (7) a recognition of the values and cultures of others; (8) an act of

sharing power; (9) an opportunity for innovation, creativity, improved services and

conflict resolution; (10) a consensus-seeking process; (11) an act of relationship building;

and (12) a learning experience (p. 5). Other ranges of definitions accentuated by Sterne

(1997) in explaining the concept of consultation were:

To consult means to seek the advice or opinion of someone. It is a two
way process. In the public policy context, consultation refers to
deliberations between government and citizen (service to the public Task
Force Report, Public Service 2000):

Consultation is the direct exchange of ideas, perceptions and advice
among and between people (Indusny, Science and Technology Canada,
C on sultation Guide, Our Know I edge Builds C omp etitiv en e ss);

An interactive and iterative process in which the attitudes, ideas and
involvement of stakeholders are encouraged and seriously considered, in
the development of policy and the design and delivery of government
programs (Paul Tellier, Former Clerk of the Privy Council and Secretary
to Cabinet);

Public Consultation is a process involving interactive or two-way
communication between the rninistry and the public, through which both
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become informed about different perspectives on issues and proposals,
providing the public with the opportunity to influence decisions to be
macle by the ministry [it is] an ongoing process involving
communication and interaction between government and the public
(Ontario Ministry of Environntent and Energy, 1994) (p. 6); and

o Good consultations walk a fine line between having a clear sense of
direction and being open to the views and information bought by an
interested public. The purpose of consultations is rarely to achieve
consensus, but it is often to help test and refine options as part of
determining how to go forward (Task Force on Strengthening the Poticy
Capacity of the Federal Governntent, 1995) (pg.S).

There are many definitions and perceptions of consultation, all of which may be

valid for the individuals or organizations that adopt them as well as the circumstances

they reflect (Sterne, 1997). Given the difficulty in gaining a common understanding of

consultation, the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development (DIAND)

undertook to review all of its consultation activities with First Nations communities

during 1995-1996. Clarkson and Rigon (1993) remarked that consultations with First

Nations peoples is part of the Government of Canada's attempt to find ways to meet the

Liberal Red Book's (Liberal Party of Canada, 1993) commitment to develop a

comprehensive process toward consultation and to build new partnerships with

Aboriginal peoples. The other driving factors for consulting with Aboriginal people that

placed consultation at the forefront are two landmark Supreme Court decisions

(specifically Sparrow and Delgamuukw discussed further on in the text of this review)

and "the recognition that Aboriginal peoples should have substantial involvement in the

making of decisions on issues that directly affect them" (Bell, 1998; Clarkson and Rigon,

1998, p.25).
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Clarkson and Rigon (1998) highlighted six consultation models and practices,

which the Department of Indian Affairs currently engages in which are "loosely

categorized by the purpose each initiative was intended to serve" (p.27). They include:

nevolution-type consultations: which provide for effective transfer of
fonner DIAND programs and responsibilities to First Nations authority or
Teritorial governments. Pre-existing conditions include statutory, fiduciary
and other requirements such as infrastructure support which may limit the
scope of shared decision-making (an example of this type of consultation can
be found in the Manitoba Framework Agreement signed in 1994);

Policy-Type consultations: may be undertaken where existing policies are
ineffective or detrimental to Aboriginal peoples, where conflicting
interpretations exist, or where new approaches are required to existing
policies (Exarnples include a review of the Specific claims policy and the
funding policies to First Nations child welfare agencies under Directive 20-
1);

consultation on New strategies: where the departrnent has the opportunity
to introduce new strategies without pre-existing limitations, are expected to
be full and open and to involve First Nations, Inuit and Northerners from the
very beginning (an example is the sustainable Development Strategy which
has ernployed a paftnership approach between the Department and First
Natioris);

Fact Finding consultations: may be undertaken when there are
requirements for collection and reporting of information that is acceptable
and credible to all affected parties, despite contentious concerns or any
previous conditions of mistrust (an example of fact finding consultations
involved Bill c-31, which was an amendment to bring the Indian Act into
line with the canadian charter of Rights and Freedoms, by removing the
discriminatory clauses, restoring status and membership rights and to
increase the control of Indian Bands over membership and community life,
enabling Indian people to take an important step toward selÊgovernment);

corporate-type consultations: where it is becoming more common for
some corporate departmental entities to engage in consultation as a way of
doing business, even through they are not part of the readily identifiable
groups for First Nations contact (i.e. independent quasi-judicial tribunals of
the federal government such as the National Energy Board); and

Miscellaneous or Problem-solving consultations: are generally ad hoc
and require participative solutions to problematic situation s (p.27-28).

These categorizations are by no means meant to be comprehensive. The

Departmental Overview of DIAND's consultation practices merely provide a basis for
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viewing where the Department has conducted effective and successful consultations

(Clarkson and Rigon, 1998). Again, as generally found with the majority of the literature

on consultations, Clarkson and Rigon's 1995-1996 review on consultations did not deal

with the perspectives of First Nations or northerneïs on consultation practices (p. 3).

Clarkson and Rigon found that a majority of federal representatives consulted with First

Nations and that consultation with First Nations increased significantly over the past five

years. This increase can be attributed to greater activity in the departments and due to

two Supreme Court decisions: Sparrow3 in 1990 and, Delgamuukwa 1997 on certain

rights-based issues. These cases have established that the Crown has a fiduciary

obligation to Aboriginal peoples when a government decision or action has the effect of

interfering with Aboriginal or Treaty rights, which obligation typically requires Crown

consultation with the affected Aboriginal peoples (Bell, 1998). Two recent BC Court of

Appeal decisions also appear to extend the duty to consult to both Provinces and third

parties without forcing First Nations to go to court to prove the existence of their

Aboriginal rights even before a court of competent jurisdiction has ruled on the validity

'R. v. Spatow, [1990] I S.C.R. 1075. The Sparuow decision essentially established the basis in which
governments can interfere with and infringe on Aboriginal and Treaty rights. Spanow states that a
challenger of government actions must frrst demonstrate that a right has been interfered with; and secondly,
that such interference \À/as unreasonable or imposed undue hardship on Aboriginal peoples. If the
challenger can demonstrate interference then the Crown must prove that such interferencs was justified by
legislative objective and done in good faith given the fiduciary dury of rhe Crown to Aboriginal peoples.
The Crown must also demonstrate that it has properly and fairly consulted with Aboriginal pãople ãnd that
the interference is justifi ed.

a Delgamuuhu v. British Cotumbia, |ggll 3 S.C.R. 1010. Delgamuukw further clarified that the
requirements for consultation setting forth guidelines that appear to follow many of the principles of
Administrative Law. These guidelines recognize that the requirement for consultation varies with
circumstances but affirm that this requirement must be taken seriously by governments. These principles
include fairness in process of consultation and the decisions of government and conversely for FirstNations
to cooperate and not frustrate the consultation process.
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of their claimss (interim protection of unproven rights). Both cases are being appealed as

the appellants contend that only the federal government is legally required to consult with

Aboriginal peoples when Aboriginal rights are potentially infringed upon6. First Nations

peoples have consistently been included in federal initiatives where consultations

respecting changes to proposed legislation and policies that can affect First Nations rights

and title have taken place. The involvement of First Nations peoples in consultation

initiatives by the federal govemment occurred numerous times throughout Canada's

history starting with the Hawthorn Report (1966) and to the more recent proposed

consultation process on the First Nations Governance Act proposed by Minister Nault.

The purpose here is only to recognize the fact that consultations have occurred primarily

at the whim of the federal government and that it is often done only because governments

now have a legal duty to consult.

In earlier times, Aboriginal voices were simply silenced (Cairns, 2000) and until

recently, rarely were Aboriginal people invited or asked by either the federal or

provincial goveÍIments to participate in events or discussions that would ultimately

irnpact on them politically, economically, socially, culturally or spiritually. A case in

point is the Indian Act, which in 1876 was unilaterally created without consultation with

the people against whom it was directed (Cardinal, 1977; Boyko, 1995; Di Gangi and

Jones, 1998). This Act has intruded on the lives, cultures and spirits of Aboriginal

peoples more than any other laws subsequently created by the Canadian govemments.

s Council of the Haida Nationv. Minister of Forests and I|/eyerhauseer Company Limited(B.C. Court of
Appeal, February 21,2002) and Taku River Tlingit First Nation v. Tulsequah Chief Mine Project (8.C.
Court ofAppeal, January 31,2002).

6 See commentary by the British Colunbia & Yukon Chantber of Mines, available at www.bc-mining-
house.com/abori g/consu lt02.htm l.
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Another well-known incident in Canadian history also instructive of the federal

goveÍlment's lax efforts at consulting Aboriginal peoples on proposed changes to

policies and legislation that impact them was the 1969 federal govefirment White Paper

on Indian policy. This pivotal point in the history of Aboriginal-Government relations is

discussed more fully in the paragraphs below.

The 1960s was the beginning of Native activism in both Canada and the United

States (Gibbins, 1997; Di Gangi and Jones, 199S). The legal segregation of Canadian

First Nations through the Indian Act was called into question and as a result, activists in

Canada began to pay increased attention to the conditions of First Nations peoples.

Pierre Elliot Trudeau was elected in 1968 and he promised a 'Just society" for all

Canadians including First Nations. As noted, the political .mobilization of First Nations

peoples began in the 1960s but it was the Federal Government's 1969 White Paper that

saw a rapid change in government-Indian relations and the increased involvement of First

Nations peoples in political issues. The Trudeau govemment issued a statemeqt on a new

Indian Policy that was designed to increase the participation of First Nations people in

Canadian society (Indian Affairs and Northem Development, 1969, p.5). Jean Chrétien,

then Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development tabled this statement in 1969

to the House of Commons. This statement came to be known as the " I969 White Paper"

(Cassidy and Bish, 1989; Gibbins, 1997). This new policy emphasized individual

equality and de-emphasized collective ethnic survival (Gibbins, 1997). A few passages

convey its meaning and implications:

.. . The separate legal status of Indians and the policies which have flowed from it
have kept the Indian people apart from and behind the canadians. The Indian
people have not been full citizens of the communities and provinces in which
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they live and have not enjoyed the equality and benefits that such participation
offers.

... The road of different status ... has let to a blind alley of deprivation and
frustration ...

... The Government ... will offer another road for Indians .... Indian people must
be persuaded, must persuade themselves, that this path will lead them to a fuller
and richer life (as quoted in Cassidy and Bish, l9S9; p. S).

The White paper proposed that the legislative and constitutional bases of

discrimination be removed and the Indian Act repealed and all programs administered

under it dismantled within five years with all residual responsibilities transferred to

provincial and territorial govemments (Gibbins, 1997; Di Gangi and Jones, 1998).

Rather than being legislatively set apart, First Nations peoples were to receive the same

services as other Canadians and these services were to be delivered to First Nations

individuals through the same channels and from the same governmental agencies that

served other Canadians. All federal responsibility for First Nations were to end with the

exception of the federal government retaining trusteeship functions only for Indian lands

which were to be administered through the Indian Lands Act (Gibbins, 1997).

For the hrst time First Nations across Canada politically and collectively

mobilized against the 1969 V/hite Paper. The hostility toward this statement was

crystallized in a number of different documents created by Aboriginal people and their

burgeoning organizations, one of which was Harold Cardinal's bookThe Unjust Society;

The Tragedy of Canada's Indians (1969). Cardinal was vehemently opposed to turning

responsibility over First Nations matters to provincial governments in which he saw the

policy as "... a thinly disguised programme of extermination through assimilation"

(quoted ìn Gibbins, 7997, p. 34) and that the White Paper postulated that "the only good
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Indian is a non-Indian" (Cardinal, 1969, p. 1). Cardinal was the leading voice in

opposition to the White Paper.

"His emphasis on culture mirrored and reinforced the personal and social
consciousness among the First Nations people tliat would gradually become
incorporated as a key aspect of the emerging organizational cultures of the First
Nations governments beginning to evolve at the community level during the
1970s and 1980s" (Cassidy and Bish, 1989, p. 9).

A second document in opposition to the White Paper was the Chiefs of Alberta's

document entitled Citizens Plus which opened with the following excerpt that reflected

on the Hawthorn Report of 1966: Indians should be regarded as "Citizens Plus"; in

addition to the normal rights and duties of citizenship, Indians possess certain additional

rights as chafter members of the Canadian community (quoted in Gibbins, 1997,p.34).

Through these and other documents, as well as through statements in the press, First

Nations peoples and their emerging political organizations unequivocally opposed the

1969 White Paper.

Lack of consultation in the goals of the V/hite Paper was part of its demise;

however for some of the key federal players, consultation with the First Nations peoples

and their political associations was to have played an important and major role in the

changes proposed under the 1969 White Paper. As noted in the statement below the

implementation of the new policy was to take effect within 5 years utilizing the political

Indian organizations to help bring about the federal changes required under the policy:

... To this end the Government proposes to invite the executives of the National
Indian Brotherhood and the various provincial associations to discuss tlie role
they might play in the implementation of the new policy, and the finaucial
resources they may require.
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... The Government proposes to ask that the associations act as the principal
agencies through which consultation and negotiations would be conducted, but
each band would be consulted about gaining ownership of its land holdings.
Bands would be asked to designate the association through which their broad
interests would be represented (p. 13).

Robert Andras, a Minister without portfolio had, in addition to Chrétien, been

involved in the process leading up to the White paper. Di Gangi and Jones (i998) in

quoting Weaver (198i) say that Andras was apparently more committed to consultation

than his colleagues within the Department and the Privy Council Office. However

Andras' interest in consulting with First Nations extended only to the fact that he felt

consultation would be the most successful vehicle for getting First Nations to buy into the

termination of their rights:

[...] Indian consultation was basic to his scheme, for it was through this process
that he envisioned Indians negotiating an end to all special rights with the
government.

fAndras'] conditions for a successful termination plan were social development
and Indian participation. Tlie common theme of all these approaches was not
obvious: equality was a goal they could all accepted for the new policy (Weaver,
1981, p. 196; cited in Di Gangi and Jones, 1998, pg21).

The response to the White Paper on the part of First Nations peoples was quick

and unanticipated by the Trudeau Government (Cassidy and Bish, 19S9). Trudeau was

forced to retract the statement in March l97l (Gibbins, 1997). The 1969 White paper is

noted by Gibbins (1998) and others (Di Gangi and Jones, 1998; Cairn, 2000) as a

"watershed in the evolution of First Nations affairs in Canada" and "assimilation was at

least officially placed aside as an explicit policy goal, although it continues as ... a

lridden agenda behind federal government action" (Gibbins, 1997, p.32) even today as

shall be later explained. Opposition to the White Paper was the beginning of First
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Nations peoples'political mobilization (Cardinal, 1969, p. 11) and the retraction of the

policy by the federal goveÍìment was seen as a positive response that empowered the

involvement and participation of First Nations peoples in government policy making

processes especially when it has the potential to impact politically, socially, culturally,

economically and spiritually. The political strength of Aboriginal groups working

together eventually led to the successful efforts to ensure that the Canadian Constitution

recognized Aboriginal rights, when the Constitution was repatriated from EnglandT. But

the federal government's goal of terminating its special relations with Aboriginal peoples

continues to exist along side these constitutional recognitions even today.

The lack of consultation and unilateral design of both the Indian Acr and, the I969

l4thite Paper of the past still continues today as can be seen with Indian Affairs'Minister

Roberl Nault's announcement in March 2001, of a new federal legislative initiative on

First Nations Governance, often referred to as the " First Nations Governance Act"

(hereafter "FNGA"). Under this initiative, DIAND commenced consultations with First

Nations' citizens on a number of issues identified by the Department. The ultimate goal

of DIAND's initiative is to amend or revise the Indian Act. The Minister stated that this

new legislation will not be optional - it will be imposed on First Nations (AFN, 200Ð8.

As with the I969 White Paper many First Nations have once again mobilized to express

concerns over DIAND's unilateral process to eliminate its Nation-to-Nation relationship

with First Nations. Many of the concerns revolve around the limited and narrow issues

t When the new Constitution Act was passed in 1982, it guaranteed in section 35 that "existing Aboriginal
and Treaty rights of the Aboriginal peoples of Canada are hereby recognized and affirmed" (lsaac, l9Ç9, p.
3e4).

t More detailed information on the proposed process for consultations, the topics that are up for discussion
and the approach to developing and putting in place new legislation can be found on the Indian Affairs
website http ://www. fü s-snn. sc. ca./FNGA e. asn
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being examined, the mandatory nature of the changes and the short time frame for the

consultations and review (AFN, 2002). In a nutshell, the First Nations Governance Act

proposes to reduce First Nations into entities akin to municipalities and corporations;

increase the fiscal and political accountability of First Nations leaders to the depaftment,

not to their own communities; decrease the federal government's accountability to First

Nations; abolish the right of First Nations to choose customary forms of governance;

tinker with the Indian Act by changing archaic sections while ignoring other necessary

changes; and shifts federal responsibility for programs and funding to First Nations,

without providing compensation or structures that enable First Nations to cover these

costs (Lands,2002).

Aboriginal leaders have said that they are not opposed to amending or abolishing

the Indian Actbut what they are opposed to is the unilateral nature of any process and the

threat that it poses to Aboriginal and Treaty rights (Land, 2002: AFN, 2002). "This is the

same process that resulted in the original Indian Act. It is a form of insanity to continue

the same behaviour and expect different results," noted Matthew Coon-Come, National

Chief of the Assembly of First Nations (AFN, 2002). Chief Stewart Phillip responded to

the proposed FNGA stating "Bob Nault's consultation process is just another elaborate

federal con game to "off-load federal responsibilities onto the Bands themselves ... with

this process, if you combine con and insult you get "consult" (Union of BC Chiefs, 2001

Press Release). Other Aboriginal groups and leaders, and groups supporting Aboriginal

rights quickly mobilized to respond to the FNGA. Many Aboriginal organizations
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launched educational campaigns to alert people to the proposed changese. Other groups

have considered legal action to stop the proposed legislation in its tracksl0. Lands

(2002) also noted that where Aboriginal leaders or organizations disagreed or have

express concerns with the FNGA, contact with the Minister was cut off. Opposition by

the AFN in particular, led to a growing political discord with Minister Nault who

responded to AFN's opposition by cutting their budget by roughly 60 per cent, effectively

reducing AFN's ability to respond to the FNGA (p. 6). Nault's FNGA does however

have some First Nations supporters. Chiefs such as Ted Quasantz from Saskatchewan are

willing to accept the changes, as long as it's done their way. "'We can talk about

govefflance all we want, but if [we] do not deal with those social issues at the community

level right across the country, we are badly mistaken," said Quasantz (Loewen,2002).

Leona Freed, a Manitoba Native activist welcomes and supports most of the changes

proposed in the Act (2002). Other Supporters have stated that

"It's rather sad to see so many of Canada's aboriginal leaders complaining about
the contents of the new Aboriginal Governance Act after they boycotted the
entire year-long consultation process. The federal government was eager to hear
from the Assembly of First Nations. It might come as a surprise to the AFN, but
non-aboriginal Canadians aren't too thrilled with the old Indian Act either.
Despite government spending of more than $4 billion a year, poverly,
unemployment, violence, alcohol and drug abuse and a high educational dropout
rate persist arnong First Nations people. Fixing the flaws isn't just a matter of
rewriting the act but following it up with a road rnap to a better future for First
Nations people. Ratlier tlian sitting on the sidelines protestirrg, the AFN should
have been atthe consultations. It is stillnottoo late."rr

e For instance see the quarterly newsletter of Manitoba's Southern Chiefs' Organization Inc., vol. l, issue 3,
Winrer 2002.

r0 For instance, the Federation of Saskatchewan Indian Nations has already commenced a couft action to
decìare the proposed legi s lation unconstitutio nal (Land, 2002).

1ì 
Quotes taken from Indian and Nofthem Affairs canada website at: http:i/www.ftg-

gpn.gc.calNR Ouo_e.asp.
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Turning to the consultation aspects of the Governance Act, AFN has heavily

cl.iticized DIAND's approach to consulting First Nations people as well as the summation

of reports on DiAND's f,rndings respecting its consultations. AFN in particular has

questioned whether the consultation approach is effective. AFN notes:

"If government was really interested in involving First Nations communities in
the amendment process, it would not have relied on meeting in central cities,
using 1-800 numbers of web-sites, given that the targeted audience and intended
participants live in sub-standard housing on reserves and do not have access to
tlrese types of amenities" (2002, p.3).

Furthermore, AFN reiterated that the government:

"[s]hould have included information sessions in the communities as part of the
consultation process and worked with communities to determine their priorities
in regard totl^te Indian Act. It should have initiated a process to develop effective
participation that worked towards real consensus. Without this the government
has no basis on which to claim consent" (2002, p.3).

SCO in their winter 2002 newsletter explained that the consultation aspects of the

FNGA were flawed in that the process violated and undermined the Nation-to-Nation

relationship between the First Nations and the Crown. The consultation strategies

purposely bypassed the elected leadership and pointed out that attendance at FNGA

information sessions, largely held off l'eserve, were alarmingly low (p. 3). SCO also

noted that what was discussed did not reflect what the people identified as important nor

did the consultation focus on the intent of the Governance Act. First Nations People

attending these sessions wanted to address other issues like housing, education,

membership and Bill C-31 and Treaty implementation (p. 3). AFN backs up these

accusations in their summary analysis on the validity of DIAND's consultation process

on the FNGA (AFN, January 2002). AFN's summary analysis focused exciusively on
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the consultation process itself and is based on the findings set out in DIAND's

consultation reportsl2. This analysis states that the consultation findings show that the

FNGA is not about governance, that it is narrow and limited in scope and that the

consultation reports distort the true findings. AFN outlines the facts ignored by DIAND

in its consultations with First Nations:

DIAND's Overview and Regional Summaries do not reflect the fact that many
participants:

r Expressed opposition to the process during the consultation;
. Stated that they did not feel they had enough information about the

process or subject matter to offer informed consent;
o Did not discuss the questions discussed in the preliminary findings, or;
o That in many cases, the bulk of the comments - which reflect First

Nations real priorities - are lumped together under the "other" category
(p.2).

As a result of difficulties set out in the FNGA, the Assembly of First Nations

developed a Nations to Nation process whereby 9 principles of consultation were drafted.

The preamble to this section states "ìf any lessons can be taken from previous failed

attempts at reform, it is that change cannot be imposed. Change must result from First

Nations direction, involvement and consent" (AFN, 2002, p. 2I). The following

consultation principles were adopted by AFN in January 200I:

l

2.

a
J.

4.

That there will be no pre-determined agenda (The parties shall together
fashion the agenda);
That the parties comprise the federal and First Nations governments or
their duly authorized representatives (Government-to-Government talks);
That the parties exchange information, views and comment as equals and
conduct their business with mutual respect and in good faith;
Tliat discussions be open and agreements be openly arrived at (there
shall be no "selective" or private discussions);

t' DIAND's initial findings on its consultation with First Nations can be found on the web at
http://www. fu g- gpn. gc.ca-lcnsltn e.aso.
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That First Nations obtain and be given the fullest information to enable
them to make sound and reasoned judgements;
That First Nations views be fully discussed and due weight accorded to
them;
That every possible attempt is made to harmonize differing views among
First Nations and the federal government aimed at positions that all sides
can accept and implement;
That, where all sincere attempts at reaching consensus have failed, the
dissenting views be appropriately recorded and respected; and no party
shall unilaterally proceed against the interests ofany other; and
That where the proposal (in this case, the legislative changes) may
impact on the fiduciary relationship or Aboriginal and treaty rights, it
shall be approved by the members through a referendum before it is
applied to First Nations.

Another significant govemment initiative previous to the FNGA aimed at

obtaining the participation of First Nations peoples was the Royal Commission on

Aboriginal Peoples, which relied significantly on consultations with rural and urban

Aboriginal peoples across Canada. The Royal Commission heard testimony during four

rounds of public consultations across Canada, which began in April 1992 ar.d, ended in

December 1993. The mandate conferred on the Royal Commission on Aboriginal

Peoples on 26 August 199i was extremely broad - 
possibly the broadest in the history

of Canadian royal commissions. RCAP was asked to look at virtually every aspect of the

lives of First Nations, Inuit and Métis peoples of Canada - their history, health and

education; their aspirations for self-government and relations with Canadian

governments; their land claims, treaties, economies and cultures; their living conditions

in the North as well as in cities; their relationship with the justice system; the state of

their languages; their spiritual well-being and, more generally, their situation in Canada

relative to that of non-Aboriginal Canadians. By the end of the fourth round RCAP had

visited 96 communities (some of them more than once), held 178 days of hearings, heard

briefs or statements from some 2,067 people representing organizations, communities or

5.

6.

t.

8.

9.
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associations or from individuals who spoke on their own behalf, and generated 75,000

pages of transcribed testimony. At the conclusion of each round of hearings RCAP

published overviews that were widely circulated to Aboriginal communities. RCAP

received close to 1,000 written submissions from presenters and other members of the

public by the time it ended in December 1993. As at this date its recommendations have

largely been ignored the federal government who commissioned it (Warry, 1998).

The literature discussed next now turns to a relatively new idea call¡d "Citizen

Involvement" or Citizen Engagement" (O'Hara,7998; Institute on Govemance, 1998)

which has a direct connection to the area of study in this research. Citizen engagement

involves the development of a new "mental map" for modernizing the relationship

between the governed and the governing. Not long ago, the federal and provincial

governments managed public affairs that required little input and involvement of

mainstream or marginalized citizens and they did so with public agreement and

acquiescence (Sterne, 1997). Many authors have alluded to the low levels of trust

towards govefitment in the last fifteen years, which appears to be a trend occurring not

just in Canada but globally as well (Institute on Governance, October 1998; Phillips and

Orsini, 2002). Wyman, Shulman and Ham (2000) expressed this view succinctly in the

opening of their research document "Learning to Engage; Experiences with Civic

Engagement in Canada"'.

over the last decade it has become clear that there is a growing risk of
"disconnection" between government and citizens. Research tells us that citizens
are increasingly concerned that their democratic institutions are out of sync with
their values and interests. Moreover, citizens strongly believe that there is a
growing gap between their actual and desired level of influence in government
decision-making. As one citizen stated, "I don't think unless you work trying to
get your government to be democratic and to work with you ... that you discover
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the kind of pain you feel when you find out you're invisible." (As quoted in
Bourgon, 1998).

Many authors note that the relationships between govefftments and Canadians are

rapidly changing as a result of this mistrust (Sterne, 1997: O'Hara, 1998; Institute on

Governance, 1998, 1999,2002; wyman, Shulman and Ham, 1999; phillips and orsini,

2002). Today people want to become more involved because dealing with public issues

requires a more integrated and holistic approach than had been applied in the past.

According to O'Hara (1998) citizenengagement is about:

... Engaging citizens requires politicians and officials to'let go'of the process
and enter into a partnership and shared ownership goventarìce relationship with
citizens. Policies are developed through a process of shared learning and
identification of common ground, and political leadership is redefined as the
capacity to work with citizens to rigorously examine public policy options and
make different choices and tradeoffs (p. 79-80).

The Institute for Governance (1999) summarized Dukes' (1996) characteristics of

an "engaged community" as being one that:

o Empowers people to establish and maintain a high standard of pubric
discourse;

¡ Modulates powerlessness and alienation;

. Opposes polarization and demonization,

o Encourages individuals to transcend self-interest in search of common
goals;

o Encourages active, lasting and meaningful participation, especially by
marginalized citizens; and

o Develops a capacity for solving problems and resolving conflicts among
citizens (p.52).

One of the earliest examples of citizen engagement with First Nations peoples

actively occur¡ed during the MackenzieYalley Pipeline Inquiry. In Canada, the oil and
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gas industry began to look nofth, eager to develop natural gas from reserves in the Arctic.

Plans were launched to build a giant pipeline from the Beaufort Sea down the length of

the huge Mackenzie River valley. The federal government wanted to study the issue

before giving its approval for a northern pipeline. This Inquiry was set to consider the

social, environmental and economic impact of a gas pipeline and an eneïgy corridor

across the northern territories, across a land where four races of people - Indian, Inuit,

Métis and White - live, and where seven languages were spoken. The Inquiry was also

empowered to recommend terms and conditions that ought to be imposed to protect the

people of the North, their environment, and their economy, if the pipeline were to be built

(Berger, 1977, p. l). Jean Chrétien, who in 1974 was Minister of Indian Affairs and

Northern Development, met with Mr Justice Thomas Berger, a judge on the Supreme

Court of British Columbia. Chrétien asked Berger to head an inquiry into the Mackenzie

Valley pipeline proposal. From 1974 to 1977 Thomas R Berger served as the

commissioner of the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Inquiry in which he produced a report

entitled "Northern Frontier, Northern Homeland' (1977) recommending a ten-year

moratorium on the building of a pipeline so that native land claims could be settled in the

interim.

Berger interviewed more than 1,000 northern Natives during the three-year course

of his inquiry. He also heard testimony from pipeline companies, public interest groups,

native organizations, and the territorial council and other interested groups (Berger,

1977). He discovered that people in the North had strong feelings about the pipeline and

large-scale frontier development. Businessmen in Yellowknife favoured a pipeline

tln'ough the North. Later, in a First Nation village, the whole community expressed
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vehement opposition to such a pipeline. Both were talking about the same pipeline; both

were talking about the same region - but for one group it is a frontier, for the other a

homeland. The Aboriginal organizations claiming to speak for the Aboriginal people

opposed the pipeline without a settlement of land claims. The Territorial Council

claiming to speak for all northerners supported the pipeline. Wally Firth, then Member of

Parliament for the Northwest Territories, opposed the pipeline. Because of these

conflicting views, Judge Berger decided to give northerners an opportunity to speak for

themselves. At the formal hearings of the Inquiry in Yellowknife, Judge Berger heard the

evidence of 300 experts on northern conditions, environments and peoples. He also took

the Inquiry to 35 communities - from Sachs Harbour to Fort Smith, from Old Crow to

Fort Franklin - to every city and town, village and settlement in the Mackenzie Valley

and the Western Arctic. He held hearings in all northern communities, where the people

could speak directly to the Inquiry.

Berger compiled 281 volumes from 40,000 pages of testimony during the course

of that Inquiry. The consultation aspects of the Berger Inquiry were considered unusual

for its time and many who favoured the pipeline did their best to limit the scope of the

Inquiry (Puxley, 2002). In light of the Inquiry's recommendation, it also became

imperative for the Federal government to determine the extent of the Dene people's land

claims and un-extinguished rights. In order to prepare for this claim, the Dene declared

that they would need their own researchers and lawyers to prepare and Puxley (2002)

noted that to their credit, the federal govemment of the day accepted and allowed the

Dene to obtain their own researchers and lawyers. Puxley later was appointed the

research advisor to the Indian Brotherhood of the NV/T to the assist the Dene in their
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research. Puxley (2002) further observed that at that time, the Department of Indian

Affairs of the day had been very reluctant to see research defined, conducted and

controlled specifically by the Dene people themselves. The act of having the Dene

people involved in researching the history of their own land constituted a political actthat

changed the nature of the relationship between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal peoples

and presented a new way and opportunity for redistributing political power (Puxley,

2002).

Today the Berger Inquiry is often touted as a model of citizen participation and

engagement (Puxley, 2002). Others (i.e. Patten, 2000) have hailed the Berger Inquiry as

a major innovation in creating a new kind of public space for hearing from individual

citizens and particularly from marginalized peoples. Puxley notes that some of the

reasons why the Berger Inquiry is frequently referred as the earliest model of engagement

was because

"It was a genuine effoft to engage citizens in making critical decisions about their
future; It provided the resources to ensure that their views were heard; it provided
the resources to research and prepare community evidence; It strengthened the
communities that took part and contributed to their political empowerment; Its
conclusions were llot predetermined; the government of the day, for whatever
reason, accepted the political risks of an open-ended process; and the evidence
provided to the Inquiry by the people of the North and others clearly influenced
the government's eventual decision" (Puxley, 2002, p.l0-1 1).

The early 70s were also considered the days of "action research" and the idea that

a comrìunity researching its own situation could possibly become empowered by that

experience, with a better sense of where it had come from and where it wanted to go, was

as a result, also better able to fend for itself politically (puxley,2002,p. 5).
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Understanding the public participation and the civic engagement of First Nations

peoples specifically in self-government discussions also points to the literature on

voluntarism. Many authors note that interest in public issues is not limited to just

government. Other actors share an interest and sometimes a role in addressing public

issues. This list of other actors can include the non-profit sector (sometimes referred to

as the third sector), which encompasses voluntary agencies as well as non-governmental

otganizations (lttrGOs). Plumptre and Graham (1999) note that the academic interest in

civic engagement has been largely enhanced thanks in part to the work of Robeft Putnam,

an American academic who, based on extensive research in Italy, advanced the idea that

sound goverrìment is due in large measure to a healthy voluntary sector. Some of the

important conclusions his research highlighted included the following facts:

o citizens, acting in a voluntary capacity as members of church groups, sports,
clubs, neighbourhood associations, union, political parties and political action
groups, encourage social trust and co-operation - what he calls social capital.
Norms of generalized reciprocity also contribute to the creation of social capital
(i.e. I'll rake my leaves knowing that my neighbours will do the same);

r Trust and co-operation tend to be self-reinforcing and cumulative. A 'vittuous'
circle results in higher levels of co-operation, trust, reciprocity, civic engagement
and collective well-being;

r Conversely, the absence of these traits is also self-reinforcing: "defection,
distrust, shirking, exploitation, isolation, and stagnation intensify one another in a
suffocating miasma of vicious circles;

r Higher levels of trust and co-operation lead to better government. On the demand
side, citizens in communities with such traits expect better government. On the
supply side, the perfonnance of representative govemment is facilitated by the
social infrastructure of civil society and the democratic values of citizens and
officials;

¡ Similarly, the perforrnance of market economies improves in societies with high
levels ofco-operation and trust;

o Over the past several decades, voluntarism and other forms of civic engagement
have declined significantly in the United States and other Western countries.
This decline has been accompanied by the lowering of trust levels of government
(quoted in the Institute on Governance, 1998 at 38).
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The call for a renewed spirit of voluntarism, implicit in the Putnam thesis, appeaïs

to have resonance among many Aboriginal peoples in Canada. For example, at a

conference in 1998 on Aboriginal governance in urban settings, speaker after speaker

called for a return to voluntary activity in order to strength Aboriginal communitiesl3.

Plumptre and Graham (1999) also pointed to other empirical studies, which seemed to

support the Putnam thesis. They highlighted Lisa Young's data (1999), which found that

the relationship between civic engagement and higher levels of trust in government led to

better governance. Plumptre and Graham also pointed out similar f,rndings in data

produced by Helliwell and Robert (1995) that support the Putnam theory that civic

engagement led to higher economic performance (1999, p. 39). These conclusions can

also be drawn from research conducted by The World Development Bank (1998) which

noted that over the course of recent decades there had been a depressingly negative

correlation between aid and growth for some countries the receive substantial foreign aid

yet their incomes fell while other countries who received little assistance but their

incomes rose. Plumptre and Graham (1999) note that this study raised the possibility that

factors other than money play an impofiant, if not a determining role, in the development

of communities in the world of international aid (p. 9). In other words, money is not the

always answer to development in poor countries - it is the lack of capacity by the local

people to become involved in local institutions and in the policy making process which

appears to hold back significant social and economic development in developing

countries.

r3 
See Conference Summary and Conclusions on "Aboriginal Govemance in Urban Setting: Completing the

Circle," November 19, 1998. This repoft was prepared by the Aboriginal Council of Winnipeg, the
Institute on Governance, and the centre for Municipal-Aboriginal Relations.
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In Phase One: Principles and Best Practices from the Literctture; [Jnderstanding

Governance in Strong Aboriginal Communities, the authors (Institute on Governance in

collaboration with York University, CESO Aboriginal Services and SFIC, 1999) point

out that the "value placed by many Aboriginal groups on consensus-style decision-

making suggests that citizen participation is an important issue for many of their

communities" (p. 48). Renewed voluntarism in the Aboriginal community was seen as a

necessary building block in moving towards durable self-government (Institute on

Governance,2002). Underlying any sound governance system is an ethic that "we all

need one another" as each person contributes a little and then ... "receives the vast

benefits of society's achievement" (Institute on Governance, 1998).

The most significant development in the area of Aboriginal involvement in the

voluntary sector can be found in the establishment of the Aboriginal Reference Group for

the Voluntary Sector Initiative (Voluntary Sector Initiative, 2001). Their strategic plan

stressed that Aboriginal input at the grassroots level must be as expansive as possible and

should include the importance of engaging the diversity of Aboriginal peoples within

Canada through a national consultation process to determine Aboriginal concepts of

volunteerism, voluntary activity and unearthing means of supporting the Aboriginal

voluntary sector (Blackstock, 2003).

Blackstock (2003) notes that the voluntary sector is considered to have an

important role in Canadian society. This is also reflected in the Accord Betvteen the

Government of Canada and the Voluntary Sector, which notes that every day in Canada,

volunteers and staff working in thousands of voluntary sector organizations are actively

involved in making a difference in improving their communities. This is the Canadian
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way. The voluntary sectorto is ott" of three pillars that constitute Canadian society,

together with the publicl5 and private sectors. The quality of life, economic strength and

Canada's democratic institutions depend on the vibrancy of these interdependent sectors

and the support that they provide to on another. Voluntary sector groups touch virtually

every aspect of our society from social justice, human rights, environment, health and

faith to arts and culture, sports and recreation. The voluntary sector also delivers services

critical to Canadians, they advocate for common causes, support economic and

community development in Canada and worldwide, and raise funds. This sector has also

been instrumental in the development of most of the public services that Canadians rely

on today as essential aspects of a caring society - schools, hospitals, assistance to the

disadvantaged, and care for children in need. All of these begin as voluntary initiatives.

Today, both the public and voluntary sectors are involved in the delivery of these

services. Voluntary sector organizations bring their knowledge, expertise and

compassion in working with communities and individuals to public policy debates and

identify priorities to the governments. By encouraging people to participate and work

together for common causes, the sector strengthens citizen engagement, gives voice to the

voiceless, allows for multiple perspectives to be heard on a variety of issues, and provides

opportunities for people to practice the skills of democratic life (Voluntary Sector

Initiative, 2001). The voluntary sector provides opportunities for millions of volunteers

to contribute to the life of their communities. The term "volunteer" refers to all who

work by choice, without remuneration, on causes or for people outside their personal

Ia The voluntary sector is also described as non-profit, third sector, non-governmental, community-based,
and charitable sector (Voluntary Sector Initiative Secretariate, 200 I ).

ts The public sector includes all levels of government-federal, provincial, territorial, regional and local
(Voluntary Sector lnitiative Secretariat e, 200 l).
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sphere. People volunteer formally, through organizations, or informally by participating

and helping others. Volunteering takes different forms in different cultures and different

regions of the country. According to the Voluntary Sector Initiative, people work and

volunteer because they are committed to making a difference and believe deeply in the

work they are doing. Blackstock (2003) in quoting Turner (2001) notes that

There are currently 75,000 registered charities, i00,000 non-profit
organizations and 1.3 million employed in the voluntary sector. 6.5
million people are involved as volunteers, contributing approximately 1

billion hours each year. The organizations, some of which were run by a
mixture of volunteer and paid staff, varied in size from very small to very
large. They are involved in a wide range of activities and services,
including social services, health, sports, international cooperation and aid
and faith based organizations. ... [t]he economic impact of the sector is
tremendous with 90 billion dollars in annual revenues, 109 billion dollars
in assets and 22 million people making in-kind or financial donations to
the sector.

But given these collective efforts, Blackstock (2003) notes that the sector's

influence on Canadian public policy increases its responsibility to ensure that the voices

of First Nations people are included in reshaping Canada (p. 36). This view has been

acknowledge by several non-profit organizations but Blackstock observed that there is

virtually no Canadian studies which explored the nature and extent, if any, of engagement

between the voluntary sector and First Nations people resident on reserve (p. 39). This

obvious gap inspired Blackstock to conduct research into assessing the culent

engagement between the voluntary sector and First Nations child and family service

agencies specifically in British Columbia so as to inform and promote collaborative

relationships between First Nations child and family service agencies and the voluntary

sector in the future.
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The next part of this review looks more specifically at the role of self-government

in the collective child welfare aspirations of First Nations peoples and communities in

restoration of a jurisdiction that once belonged to them. The next section highlights

literature and experiences where First Nations have attempted to obtain increased

recognition, restoration and full responsibility and control over not just child welfare

service delivery but over the development and creation of legislative, executive and

administrative functions that might be characteristic of future First Nations child welfare

governing institutions and jurisdictions emerging out of self-government developments.

PART ll: The Jurisdictional Disparity Regarding Responsibility-

over the years, I watched the pain and suffering that resulted as non-Indian law
canxe to control ntore and more of our lives and our traditional lands. I hsve
watched my people struggle to survive in theface of this foreign law.

Nowhere has this pain been more dfficult to experience than in the area of
fantily life. I and all other Anishinaabe people of my generation hsve seen the
pain and humilialion created by non-Indian child welfare agencies in removing
hundreds of children from our communities in the fifties, sixties and the seventies.
My people were suffering immensely as we hqd our way of life in our rands
suppressed by the white man's law.

This sufferÌng was only made trorse as we endured the heartbreak of having our
families torn aparl by non-Indian organizations created under this same while
ntan's lav,.

People like myself vowed that we would do something about this. lle had to take
conlrol of healing the wounds inflicted on us in Íhis tragedy.

Josephine Sandy, Chair, Ojibway Tribal Family Services

Kenora, Ontario,2S October 1992 (quoted in RCAP, 1996)

' Portions of this literature review appeared in a previous publication which I prepared for the First Nations
Child & Family Caring Society of Canada as part of a work plan deliverable for the First Nations Research
Site to the Centre of Excellence for Child Welfare (see Bennett, M. and Blackstock, C. November 2002. ,,A

Literatttre Revie-ç+, ønd Annotated Bibliography Focusing on Aspects of Aboriginat Chitd Welfare in
Canada").
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Aboriginal child welfare in Canada is delivered through jurisdictional

arrangements that have for many years complicated the issue of providing culturally

appropriate child welfare services for First Nations children, families, and communities.

According to the Constitution Act, 1867, 1982, coupled with Section 88 of the Indian Act,

laws of general application such as child welfare fall under the jurisdiction of the

provinces, while "Indians and lands reserved for Indians" fall under the jurisdiction of the

Federal Indian Act (Morse, 1984; Timpson, 1.990; Little Bear, 1992; Taylor-Henley and

Hudson, 1992; and Union of BC indian Chiefs, 2001). Before 1951, the jurisdictional set

up impacted Aboriginal child welfare in that services were oftentimes not extended to

Native children, families and communities because federal and provincial governments

could not decide who had the authority to provide the services (Johnston, 1983;

McKenzie, 1989; Little Bear, 1992). The federal government has consistently denied

responsibility for services to Indians off-reserve, although post-secondary education

assistance and non-insured health benefits have been available to some registered Indians

off-reserve and Inuit living outside their traditional territory. Provincial governments

historically maintained that funding of all services for Indian people, regardless of where

they lived, was a federal responsibility (RCAP, 1996). A major review of govemment

policy on First Nations, led by Hany Hawthorn and published in 7966, criticized both

orders of government for their hands-off policy and argued that Indian people were

eligible to receive services from both levels of government (RCAp, 1996).

In 1951, a number of revisions were made to the federal Indian Act, including the

addition of Section 88, which enabled the extension of provincial child welfare services

to First Nations people living on reserve (Hudson 1987: Little Bear, 1992. Timpson,
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1993; First Nations Task Force on CFS, 1993; Bennett, 2001). Section 88 reads as

follows:

88. Subject to the terms of any treaty and any other Act of tlie Parliament of
Canada, all laws of general application from time to time in force in any province
are applicable to and in respect of Indians in the province, except to the extent
that such laws are inconsistent with this Act or any order, rule, regulation or by-
law made thereunder, and except to the extent that such laws make provision for
any matter for which provision is made by or under this Act.

After 1951, provincial social services for Aboriginal populations were phased in,

with some variation over the years and across provinces as to the extent of services

offered (Johnston, 1983; Timpson, 1995). Up to this day, provisions in both federal and

provincial legislation dictate how child welfare will be governed, administered, and,

often, delivered by the over 120+ Aboriginal Child and Family Service Agencies in

Canada (Taylor-Henley and Hudson, 1992;McDonald et al, 2000). This would not be so

controversial if the provincial and federal systems were meeting the needs of Aboriginal

children and youth but the evidence overwhelmingly indicates that the current legislation,

policy, practice and funding of child welfare are not making meaningful differences in

supporting the well-being of Aboriginal children and youth (McDonald et al, 2000). The

question is thus raised why Canadian governments have not recognized tribal authority

that sustained child well being for millennia? Aboriginal agencies continue to operate in

a multifaceted authority environment (Hudson, 1987; Taylor-Henley and Hudson, 1992;

First Nations Task Force on CFS, 1993), but at the same time they must first and

foremost be accountable to the tribal governments and communities they serve

(Association of Native Child and Family Services Agencies of Ontario, 200I, hereafter

"ANCFSAO, 2001"). What this means is that First Nations agencies must operate
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according to the direction given by Chief and Council, Elders, community leaders, and

others that have received sanction through tribal authority. What the non-Native

governing authorities oftentimes do not understand is that the Aboriginal agencies must

find a method of putting in place programs as well as conducting operations in a manner

that meet tribal requirements, above and beyond federal and/or provincial standards

(ANCFSAO, 2001). The impact of non-recognition of tribal authority is often felt by

agencies when they are being reviewed for "compliance rates" by provincial and/or

federal review teams - the agencies may be meeting provincial/federal requirements, but

doing so at increased financial costs and often fewer resources than provincial

counterpafis (because they are also having to meet additional tribal requirements). Or,

the agencies may be meeting provincial/federal standards, but may be achieving these

using methods outside of the federal/provincial paradigms. Aboriginal agencies are

constantly forced to defend the manners in which they operate - attempting to explain our

cultural and tribally sanctioned ways to non-Native authorities whose conceptual

understandings of how to provide child welfare services are vastly dissimilar (Timpson,

1990; McDonald et aL,2000; ANCFSAO, 2001).

When Section 88 of the Indian Act was put in place in 195i, it did not specify

which level of government would be responsible for funding the newly extended

services. Throughout the provinces, jurisdictional disputes in terms of funding of

services led to varying levels of service delivery for Native children, families, and

communities and the denial of services pending resolution of the dispute between the

governments (McDonald, 2000). Under the current system, First Nations agencies are

obligated to continue using non-First Nations courts. Denial ofjurisdiction to registered
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members residing off reserve also constrains the ability of agencies to halt the loss of

First Nation children to outside agencies and other jurisdictions (Bennett, 2001). Hudson

(1987) notes that on reserve resources are often exhausted requiring a necessity to acquire

alternative substitute care for children off reserve. Many of these necessities are related

to medical, educational or social reasons. Many authors (Hudson, 1987; Timpson, 1993;

Task Force on First Nations CFS, 1993; ANCFCSAO,2001; and Bennett 2001) also

highlight the conflicting ideology regarding the type of services that First Nations

agencies ought to provide on reserve. Currently, Canadian legislation and policy right

across the country appears to favour the removal of children over the healing and

prevention aspects required and envisioned by First Nations child welfare agencies.

Justification for removing children is often couched in legal concepts and doctrines such

as that found in "the best interests of the child" test (McGillivray, 1997 Harnilton, 2001).

And until recently, the deep personal, psychological and developmental problems that are

caused by removing children from their parents were usually not addressed (Hamilton,

200 1).

At the time of first European contact, Aboriginal peoples had a long history of

established methods of caring for and protecting their children dating back millennia. The

diverse cultural groups across Canada often shared very similar methods of passing along

the lessons and morals to their children that would help them grow into conscientious and

contributing adult members of the communities (McPherson and Rabb, 2001; Miller

1996, p.15-38). Parents, Grandparents, extended family, and community shared the

responsibility for raising and protecting children (Task Force on First Nations CFS, 1993;

de Montigny,1993; Young, 1996; Bennett, 2001). Family also encompasses an extended
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network of grandparents, aunts, uncles and cousins. In many First Nations communities,

members of the same clan are considered family, linked through kinship ties that may not

be clearly traceable, but stretch back to a common ancestor in mythical time (RCAP,

1996). The role of parents was honoured and they were assisted in their role when they

were unable to care for their children through a number of customary affangements (Task

Force on First Nations CFS, 1993; Grand Council Treaty #3, 1992, p.43). Such

placements ensured a continuity of family connection and family culture for the child (de

Montigny, 1993). In effect, 'child welfare' within Aboriginal communities was firmly

established well before the arrival of Europeans on this continent, in forms appropriate

for the community and the cultural contexts of that community (Grand Council Treaty #3,

1992; Miller, 1996, ANCFSAO, 2001).

Upon the arrival of European newcomers to Canada, alternate child welfare

policies, programs, and delivery systems were phased in over decades of colonization and

forced assimilation. From the Missionaries and residential school policies, to the

implementation of ill-fitting mainstream child welfare programs and the "sixties Scoop,"

Aboriginal peoples lost generations of their children to the colonial systems (McKenzie

and Hudson, 1985; Falconer and Swift, 1983: Miller 1996, Armitage, 1993; Bennett

2001). First Nations in Canada have never surrendered their rights to care for their

children - not during the time of residential schools, nor during the imposition of non-

Native child welfare programs in the communities. As stated by the Association of

Native Child and Family Services Agencies of Ontario (2001):

The responsibility for the safety and security of the next generations was
bestowed upon First Nations by the Creator-it is an inalienable and inherent
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right that has not, and could never be, extinguished by any agreement, Treaty or
otherwise (p. 4).

It is clear in the literature that the First Nations political mandate has been to

reclaim full jurisdiction over matters relating to their children and families, and remains a

primary goal of First Nations in Canada today. Child & Family services along with land

claims, justice, economic development, health care and education is often identified as an

alea of expedited concern under self-government (Cassidy and Bish, 1989; Royal

Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (hereafter "RCAP"), 1996, Bennett, 2001). This is

also affirmed in the recommendations of the National Policy Review on First Nations

Child and Family Services, which suggested that any new funding regime be responsive

to First Nations aspirations to assume full jurisdiction and governance over child welfare

(McDonald et al, 2000, p. I4). Examples of First Nations assertion over jurisdiction

include the Nisga'a Final Agreement that allows for Nisga'a to develop child welfare

laws (Union of BC Indian Chiefs, 2002), the drafting of Indian child welfare legislation

by First Nations child and family service agencies in Saskatchewan, Mi'kmaw Child and

Family Services research on family justice models and the Spallumcheen band by-law in

British Columbia among others (Union of BC Indian Chiefs, 2002).

Despite the inherent right to care for our children, First Nation authority has not

yet been fully recognized in practice by the federal or provincial/territorial governments

of Canada. Thus, child welfare services delivered to Aboriginal peoples by Aboriginal

controlled child welfare agencies continue to be predominantly mandated through federal

funding and provincial statutes (ANCFSAO,2007; Union of BC Indian Chieß, 2002).
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A great deal of healing is needed to heal the colonial wounds of culture loss,

paternalistic and racist treatment, and official policies of assimilation through forced

education and abduction of children which First Nations peoples have experienced in

both the past and current present. First Nations' self-governing institutions face the dual

task of healing the wounds of the past and building appropriate systems to deal with the

future (Timpson, 1993; Krawll, 1994). Stokes and Ternowetsky (1997) note that there

has been a return to traditional healing methods and the shift to First Nation's control of

human services in various social related areas has emerged as a central element in their

efforts at redressing the problems stemming from First Nations peoples' unique historical

experiences (Weaver, 1999). Such healing must be accompanied by self-government

(Durst, 1996; Union of BC Chiefs, 2002). RCAP also recommended that the government

of Canada acknowledge a fiduciary responsibility to support Aboriginal nations and their

communities in restoring Aboriginal families to a state of health and wholeness and

recommended that the Aboriginal, provincial, territorial and federal governments

promptly acknowledge that child welfare is a core area of self-govemment in which

Aboriginal nations can undertake self-starting initiatives (RCAp, 1996).

PART lll: Self-Government and Aboriginal Ch¡ld Welfare

For thousands of years Indigenous peoples within North America lived as

sovereign nations. Their right to self-determination was never conceded to the European

settlers, or their right to control affairs affecting their children and families (First Nation's

Child and Family Task Force , 1993:47) despite the subsequent polices and actions of the

Canadian govemment. This is considered fact by First Nations people, and yet never

fully refuted by the judicial systems within Canada however it is not a position easily
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shared by mainstream Canadians, most politicians or public officials generally (Durst,

1996a).

Self-government has many meanings and there remains considerable confusion as

to its meaning. Even among Aboriginal communities, the concept has a variety of

meanings (Hylton, 1994; RCAP, 1996). There is not one "Aboriginal People" in Canada,

but some six hundred Aboriginal communities, many with distinct cultures, traditions,

and languages. Each has different needs, different wants, different capacities, different

resources and different priorities. As a consequence, there are many different ideas about

what self-government should accomplish in practice. The Royal Commission describes

the variations on selÊgovernment in this way:

Self-government means different things to different Aboriginal groups. For
some, it may mean reviving traditional governmental structures or adapting thern
for modern purposes. For others, it may mean creating entirely new structures of
pafticipating more actively in new or existing institutions of public government
at the federal, provincial, regional or territorial levels. For certain groups, it may
involve developing structures of public government that would include alì the
residents of a particular region or teritory. For still other groups, it may mean
greater control over the provision of governmental seruices such as education and
health care. In discussing the implementation of self-government, it is irnportant
to remember that there is more than one way for Aborigirial peoples to achieve
the goal of greater autonomy and control over their lives. No single pattern or
model can be adequate, given the great variety of aspirations and circumstances
among Aboriginal peoples (Brascoupé, 1gg3).

A comprehensive analysis of self-government is beyond the scope of this research.

Suffice it to say that Aboriginal peoples have been instrumental in the advancement

toward redevelopment of their own goveffrments and in the process they will learn what

is possible for their own governing structures. In the process of moving toward the

development of government structures and corresponding fiscal foundations, Aboriginal
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people will need new systems and leaders who can instill both a sense of ownership and

responsibility for each other and the emerging institutions.

A state based on ideas should be no more and no less than a guarantee offreedom
and security for people who know that the state and its institutions can stand
behind them only if they themselves take responsibility for the state - that is, if
they see it as their own project and their own home, as something they need not
fear, as sornething they can have without shame - love, because tliey have built it
for themselves (Brascoupé, 1998).

Furthermore, self-government can only be defined within the context of each First

Nation or other Aboriginal groups. Self-governance definitions as defined by First

Nations people is a process that seeks to reaffirm and restore traditional forms of

government while accounting for the contemporary issues of communities in light of the

regional, national and global contexts. The impact of selÊgovernment on child and

family services needs to be contextualized within the self-government frameworks of

each Aboriginal community as well. The complexity of modern day treaty negotiations

and self-government discussions makes understanding the myriad of efforts to attain self-

government confusing and frustrating, both to those in the social services field and to

those in leadership positions striving for increased self-government for their communities

(Durst, I996b). Self-government conjures up strong feelings and deep aspirations among

various cultural groups açross Canada.. According to Dnrst (1996) there is a mistaken

tendency to use the concepts of "self-govemment" and "self-determination"

interchangeably ($. He stresses that there are subtle differences between the two. Durst

describes s elf-determination as

... The right and ability of a people or a group of peoples to determine their own
destiny. self-detennination is both a principle and a practice. First, there must
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be the legal, political or structural framework to be "sovereign" and operate as a
supreme authority within a defined geographic area. Second, the self-
determining body rnust have sufficient financial resources, and third, the body
must have an adequate "social infrastructure," the knowledge, skills and v¿"lues
(competencies) required to make self-determination happen (p. 4).

self-government onthe other hand is defined by Durst as referring to

... The decision-making directly affecting a people. It encompasses political,
cultural, economic and social affairs. Therefore, people can exercise self-
government in rnaking decisions regarding the welfare of their people without
exercising self-determination (p. 4).

The above definitions clearly show that there is a distinction between the two.

However to First Nations people, self-government is not something that can be given

from one govemment to another. As a First Nations person, Elijah Harper expressed

succinctly what self-government means from his perspective:

Self-government is not [somethingJ that can be given away by any government,
but rather ... it flows from [theJ Creator. Self-governn'tent ... is taking control
and managing our own affairs, being able to determine our own future and
destiny. ... It has never been up to the governnxents to give self-government. It
has never been theirs to give (as cited in Fleras, 1996 at p. 160).

Keeping Durst's distinctions between selÊdetermination and self-government

above in mind, First Nations goveruiments' today do practice elements of self-government

but they do not operate in the same self-determining conduct that was characteristic of

their nations'past or as characferized in the definition of self-determination noted above.

Today, the goals of self-government need to be understood and shared by Aboriginal

leaders and public off,icials before negotiations can take place and agreements developed

(Durst, 1996b). Increased awareness and education on Aboriginal peoples, cultures and

histories need to be developed among provincial and federal officials before significant
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progress can be made. Community workshops need to be designed and implemented to

prepare local leadership for increased control (Durst, 1996b:5) as well as an opportunity

for meaningful input and participation by community members who will be subjected to

any new self-government initiatives (Cyr, 2001). The development of self-government

must proceed at the pace of the people (Cyr, 2001) and their communities as well as

recognition given to the fact that many Aboriginal communities are at different levels of

readiness (McCaskill et al, 1999), which must be respected by not only the federal,

provincial govemments but also by the Aboriginal leadership entrusted with moving self-

government ahead. All of this must be done in a climate of collaboration and partnership

as absolute self-determination does not exist for any government nor can it act in total

isolation from the larger society (Durst 1996).

The topic of self-government is indeed very complex and there are a variety of

approaches to self-government being pursued by First Nations across the country. Those

pursuing comprehensive land claims are attempting to negotiate self-government within

the overall claim agreement (for example, British Columbia's Treaty Process). Other

First Nations communities with long-standing Treaties are attempting to develop selÊ

goverrlment activities within their existing Treaties (i.e. Manitoba, Saskatchewan and

Alberta). Some leaders at the national level are fighting for constitutional change while

other communities are achieving greater local control through community-based

initiatives or administrative change. However, in all of these efforts, Aboriginal leaders

are working with limited and insufficient financial and human resouïces. Leaders are

placed in the difficult position of deploying scarce resources all of which Durst (1996)

notes inhibit the movement toward self-government. The lack of resources for
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Aboriginal participation in self-government processes is particularly significant when

contrasted with the significant resources allocated by provincial/territorial and federal

goveûIments to cover the participation of mainstream society members in similar

processes. Self-government involves a major change and for some First Nations

communities this change is both welcomed and perceived as a serious risk at the same

time (McCaskill et aL1999).

Many Aboriginal and First Nations governments are including child welfare in

self government agreements with the federal and provincial/territorial governments in

order to validate Aboriginal laws and systems of caring for children thereby creating

coherence between the cultural ways of knowing and being of community members and

the laws and practices that shape their caring of children. The research of Stephen

Cornell and Joseph Kalt of the John F Kennedy School of Government outlines the

correlation between self determination and positive community outcomes in the

following statement:

We believe that the available evidence clearly demonstrates that tribal
sovereignty is a necessary prerequisite of resen¡ation economic development.
Each present instance of substantial and sustained economic development in
Indian country is accompanied by a transfer of primary decision making control
to tribal hands and away from federal and state authorities. Sovereignty brings
accountability and allows "success" to be properly defined to include Indians,
goals of political and social well-being along with economic well being.
Decades of control over reservation economic resources and affairs by federal
state authorities did not work to put reservation economies on their feet.r6

Best outcomes for Aboriginal children means recognizing and validating the laws

that ensured their well being for millennia and employing the commitment and skills of

16 Cornell, S and Kalt, J. (2002). Reloading the DÌce: Improving the Chances for Economic Development
on American Indian Reserttations, p. 44.
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all community members to build on the traditions to respond to the contemporary

challenges and opportunities.

Given the complexity of these processes and in the attempts to define self-

government, there are relatively few academic sources upon which to obtain a greater

understanding of what is needed in order to obtain full control, ownership and

responsibility over child welfare for First Nations as one of many competing goals

identified under self-govemance initiatives. There are however, many First Nations

examples and negotiations being undertaken with both the federal and provincial

governments where the jurisdiction of child welfare for First Nations in Canada is being

challenged to expand within constitutional limitations. Some of these examples, briefly

touched upon below, show that First Nations goveilrments have been proactive in

negotiating partial or full jurisdiction, not just service delivery over child welfare

services, but full control includes the development of specific legislation with supporting

systems that take into account the administrative and executive functions of Aboriginal

child welfare governing structures. The following four examples look at the number of

ways in which various First Nations in Canada have sought responsibility for child

welfare.

(a) British Columbia - Spallumcheen By-law

Spallumcheen perhaps is one of the earliest examples of innovative ways initiated

by First Nations peoples in dealing with the jurisdictional question surounding child

welfare and Aboriginal peoples. Spallumcheen was the first to assert its right to control

its children's destiny in a 1979 Band council resolution made under the provisions of the

Indian Act (Fournier &. Crey, 7997). The by-law created as a result of the resolution
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authorized the band to conduct its own child welfare program and it did this within the

mandate of the Indian Act. The by-law was passed in both English and in the

Secwepemc language of the community. Chief Christian organized a protest on the front

lawn of the then minister of social services' home in Vancouver, refusing to move until

the Band's right to operate its child welfare program was recognized. During the early

eighties, public sympathy was with the band and the minister of the day conceded

(Armitage, 1995;MacDonald, 1985). The by-law recognizes the Band's authority over

all Spallumcheen children, living both on and off reserve. The by-law makes the chief

and council guardian of Spallumcheen children deemed in need of protection and

contains provisions setting out the process which the Band must follow in determining a

placement of a child apprehended under the law. The by-law contains strong provisions

intended to maintain Spallumcheen children's connection to their families and

community, including preferences for placements within extended families within the

community as well as a requirement to keep the child connected with the community

(MacDonald, 1985; de Montigny, 1993). The Union of BC Chiefs in their publication

Calling Forth Our Future (2002) points out that the Spallumcheen by-law has been

challenged numerous times before the Canadian Courts. As a general rule, the Courts

have upheld the jurisdiction of the Band and confirmed that the by-law operates to the

exclusion of the provincial jurisdiction. To date, the Spallumcheen by-law is the only

First Nations colrmunity to have this degree of autonomy in child welfare administration

which has not been disallowed by the Minister of Indian Affairs. However, subsequent

attempts by other First Nations in Canada to enact child welfare laws similarly through

the Indian Act have been unsuccessful (MacDonald, 1985).
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(b) British Columbia - Nisga'a Final Agreement

The Nisga'a AgreementlT contains numerous provisions on child welfare.

Nisga'a Lisims Government is granted exclusive authority over child welfare matters on

Nisga'a lands. Any laws passed by Nisga'a nation must be "comparable to provincial

standards." Provided that the Nisga'a laws meet or beat provincial standards they have

precedence over Provincial laws (Union of BC Chiefs, 2002). Despite Nisga'a authority

over child welfare on Nisga'a lands, the province has jurisdiction if the province

determines that there is an emergency and a child is at risk. However, Nisga'a will

resume jurisdiction over that child once the province has determined that the emergency

is over. The agreement provides for negotiations to occur between the Nisga'a and the

province over the children who do not live on treaty lands and is reflected in provincial

iegislation, which calls for the notification of the Nisga'a Government on a basis similar

to other "Aboriginal organizations." This means that ultimate decision-making power

regarding Nisga'a children living off of treaty settlement lands remains with the province.

The Agreement contains provisions, which recognize automatic standing of the Nisga,a

Government in all child custody proceedings involving a Nisga'a child. The Nisga'a can

also make laws for the adoption of their children however those laws only apply outside

of the treaty settlement lands with the consent of the parent(s), or where a court has

dispensed with the requirement that parent(s) consent to the application of Nisga'a laws.

The Agreement also provides that provinces recognize the authority of their laws where

the province has a child who may be subject to adoption but the provincial Director can

refuse to acknowledge Nisga'a laws for the adoption of a child if "it is determined that

under provincial law that there are no good reasons to believe that it is in the best

tt Th" frll agreement can be viewed on the DIAND's website at: http://www.ainc-inac.qc.calprlaqrlnsqa/index e.html.
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interests of the child to withhold consent." The positive features touted pertaining to

child welfare matters include the ability of the Nisga'a to make their own child welfare

laws and to have standing in any judicial proceedings involving a Nisga'a child. It is

clear that the Province has jurisdiction of child welfare outside of Nisga'a lands (Union

of B.C. Indian Chiefs, 2002:61-62).

(c) Alberfa

In Alberta, the Blood Tribe/Kainaiwa and Canada Framework Agreement sets out

a process the parties agreed to following in negotiating "the exercise of jurisdiction over

child welfare by the Blood Tribe/Kainaiwa." This framework agreement was signed in

April 2000. The agreement is limited to the reserve lands of the Blood Tribe, and

Canada's negotiating mandate. The agreement is limited to the reserve lands of the

Blood Tribe, and Canada's negotiating mandate flows from their inherent rights policy,

as set out in Canada's Approach to Implementation of the Inherent Right and Negotiation

of Self Government (Soulce????).

Article 3.1 of the Framework Agreement provides that:

The Blood Tribe considers children vital to the continued existence and integrity
of the Blood Tribe and wishes to protect Blood Tribe children by exercising
jurisdiction on child welfare matters which affect Blood Tribe children on the
Blood Indian Reserve by establishing a child welfare system for the efficient
administration of child welfare matters on the Blood Indian Reserue pursuant to
the customs and traditions of the Blood Tribe, while providing child welfare
services that are equal to, or which exceed, standards in Albefta.

In addition to being bound to meet provincial standards, the parties have also

agreed to involve the province of Alberta in the negotiations to the extent necessary in

order to "harmonize" the operation of Blood jurisdiction over child welfare matters on
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their reserve lands, with Alberta's child welfare system. Section 4.3 contains the

following statement on the Blood Tribe's recognition of the jurisdiction of the province

of Alberta:

The Blood Tribe recognizes the prevailing policies and procedures of the
Province of Alberta on child welfare matters, pursuant to the Child Welfare Act
and the Blood Tribe affirms that it is prepared to enter into discussions with the
Province of Alberta witli respect to matters involving provincial jurisdiction,
responsibilities and service delivery arrangements in the area of child welfare.

The Agreement negotiated by the Blood Tribe is limited to Indigenous children

living on reserve, and requires that the Blood Tribe agree to meet provincial standards in

delivering child welfare services. The province maintains exclusive jurisdiction for all

children who do not reside on the reserve. The fact that the Agreement is limited to

reserve lands greatly limits the scope of the jurisdiction recognized because of the fact

that the majority of Indigenous Peoples live off reserve (The Union of BC Indian Chiefs,

2002:60-61).

(d) Manitoba

Since the early 1980s the First Nations child and family service agencies in

Manitoba were the first to influence the development of independent Aboriginal run child

welfare organizations in Canada (RCAP, 1996). Since then Aboriginal communities in

every region of Canada have sought and gained varying degrees of community control

over child welfare services (Durst, 1995). As of May 2001 there are now twelve

mandated First Nation child and Family Services (FNCFS) Agencies in Manitoba who

continually set the pace for other First Nations child welfare organizations in Canada.

These agencies are currently involved in two very important initiatives child welfare
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initiatives in the province right now, both of which are driven in part by the aspirations of

First Nations peoples in their quest for self determination and a commitment to be more

involved in policies and the decision-making which affects their communities, families

and children. Both processes involve ongoing negotiations with the federal and

provincial governments. These two important initiatives are very separate from one

another, however, they impact upon one another and each in their own way, paves a

different path towards enabling First Nations peoples' greater autonomy over the future

of their children, families and communities (AMC)18. The 1994 Manitoba Framework

Agreement is a federal initiative that involves dismantling Indian Affairs and developing

various areas of selÊgovernance including child welfare (Bennett, 2002). The Aboriginal

Justice Inquiry Child Welfare Initiative is reflective of the Manitoba NDp

government's negotiations with not just the First Nations peoples but with the Métis

people of Manitoba as well, in a provincial process that will see aspects of the province's

child welfare system restructured. Characteristics of the child welfare jurisdiction will be

shared concurrently across the province with Aboriginal peoples regarding the delivery of

child welfare services. Neither initiative would be possible without the cooperation or

the participation of the Aboriginal peoples, the Provincial and the Federal governments,

as each initiative is premised upon notions of collaboration, participation and concessions

towards righting wrongs from the past. Ultimately, both will change the relationships

that currently exist between the Aboriginal peoples and the governments of Manitoba and

Canada. Both initiatives have been instrumental in creating new and formidable

approaches by Aboriginal peoples within Manitoba in an effort to influence the direction

tt More information about child and family endeavours can be obtained from the Assembly of Manitoba
Chiefs' website at http ://www. manitobachiefs. com/cfs/cfs. htm l.
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of their interests in the decision making process of these new emerging governing

structures regarding child welfare (Bennett,2002). The next chapter (four) of this

research focuses specifically on two initiatives while providing an outline of their

similarities and where they diverge from one another.

Conclusion

The literature reveals that First Nations have been consistently excluded from

govemment discussions on issues that affect their rights. Their voices until recently

were silenced respecting changes unilaterally imposed by the government in the past.

Rarely were First Nations people ever invited to be involved in meaningful ways in

decision or policy making processes. Examples of where this was so can be found in the

development of the Indian Act, the I969 \I¡hite Paper and most recently the First Nations

Governance Act. The political mobilization of First Nations peoples in response to the

1969 \T¡h¡te Paper created a profound change both politically and ideologically. First

Nations no longer passively stand by while the government tries to impose changes. First

Nations peoples have demanded that full consent and consultation on all matters that

impact on the rights of First Nations peoples must be obtained from them first. A whole

body of case law now exists on the government's duty to consult with Aboriginal people

when their rights might be potentially impacted. However very few resources exists in

the literature which documents the experiences of First Nations peoples with conducting

community consultations or engaging citizens in their own communities to take part in

the development, creation and implementation of child welfare or self-government.

There is however a growing body of literature that has begun to document how First

Nations peoples are getting involved in citizen engagement a process which offers more
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participatory opportunities for First Nations peoples to become involved in the decision

making processes of mainstream society and government which can be emulated in

establishing self-government for First Nations. There is a critical need for more

empirical and primary research that advances the experiences of Indigenous peoples in

consulting and engaging Aboriginal peoples to participate in not just self-govemment but

in all Canadian affairs as well (Burrows, 2000).

The literature consulted for this research also revealed the jurisdictional vacuum

in which First Nations child welfare agencies and communities exist and operate within.

This jurisdictional confusion is just one of many factors which influence the need for

developing a new child welfare system that is predicated on the values and principles of

First Nations cultures, which might be possible under self-government. There are many

examples of First Nation initiative where First Nations are negotiating new structural

alrangements that lead to increased responsibility over child welfare but sadly, even

though they are optimistic, they are not based on the full jurisdiction that First Nations

seek. First Nations are increasingly prornoting a return to self-governing ways and

believe that through this process will be opportunities for healing (Krawll, lgg4).

Canada is perched on a threshold of an Aboriginal paradigm shift as more and more

Aboriginal peoples move toward self-government in redefining their political, legal,

social and economic relationships with Canada (Fleras, 1996; Borrows, 2000). The next

chapter contemplates two specific child welfare initiatives referred to earlier which are

occuring in Manitoba that may move First Nations child welfare closer to obtaining full

jurisdiction over child welfare.
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GHAPTER FouR: BAGKGROUND oN FTRST NATIONS cHrLD
WELFARE IN MANITOBA

lntroduction

The Province of Manitoba is at the center of profound change with respect to the

way child and family services will be delivered to the Aboriginal peoples within its

borders. This chapter looks at two child welfare initiatives driven in part by the

aspirations of First Nations peoples in their quest for self determination and de-

colonization from the historical injustices that have denied First Nations their rightful

jurisdiction. These two important initiatives are very separate from one another,

however, they impact upon one another and each in their own way, paves a different path

towards enabling First Nations peoples' greater autonomy over the future of their

children, families and communities. The two initiatives which this research highlights,

involve the federal negotiation toward self-governance, which the First Nations citizens

of Manitoba have been engaged in since 1994 through the Manitoba Framework

Agreement. The other focus of this research is on the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry - Child

Welfare Initiative, seen by many as assisting, although be it in an interim way, in the self-

governing aspirations of First Nations peoples (AMC, no date). The Aboriginal Justice

Inquiry - Child Welfare Initiative is lauded as a partial step toward full jurisdiction over

child and family matters for First Nations in the Province but it is the Manitoba

Framework Agreement Initiative that is viewed as eventually picking up where the AJI-

CWI might fall short.
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I have had the privilege of playing the part of a researcher, a coordinator,

negotiator and policy analyst in addition to being an interested First Nations citizen, who

could also be possibly affected (negatively and/orpositively) by both of these initiatives.

I have gained immeasurable awareness, knowledge and insight because of this

involvement and as a result, have been privy to profound and influential decisions made

by many First Nations child welfare directors and other First Nations leaders,

participants, and political actors who have collectively shaped the emerging climate of

First Nations child welfare within the Province of Manitoba.

Both of these initiatives are discussed as concisely as possible under separate

headings noted below. I then have attempted to contrast and compare very briefly where

there are points of divergence or comparability between the two processes. Where

possible, I have incorporated primary and secondary sources of information from a wide

variety of disciplines to corroborate my limited understanding of the two initiatives. I say

limited because I am no longer involved in either initiative but watch from the margins

with great interest. The views presented in this chapter are entirely my own and in no

way reflect the views of any individuals currently involved in these two important yet

complex events. The following sections are based on subjective observations culled

while involved briefly in the two processes between1997 and 2001. The Métis people

are not a party to the Child & Family Services - Framework Agreement Initiative (CFS-

FAI), which AMC negotiated with DIAND. However they do play a significantly role in

the Provincial Aboriginal Justice Inquiry - Child Welfa¡e Initiative (AJI-CWI), but for

the record, the focus throughout this thesis is primarily on the two initiatives which the
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First Nations have been instrumental in negotiating. This chapter leaves unfortunately

leaves out the Métis perspective.

ch¡ld & Family services - Framework Agreement lnitiative

Before examining the Federal First Nations child welfare initiative currently

underway in Manitoba, it necessary to step back and review briefly, an unprecedented

occasion that stimulated the First Nations peoples' wishes to be self-governing. The First

Nations people within Manitoba, through their political authority, the Assembly of

Manitoba Chiefs (AMC), created an ambitious self-governing process through the

Framework Agreement Initiative (often referred to as "FAI" or the "FAI Process"). This

historic agreement outlines the rules and the framework for the transfer of Federal

jurisdiction from Indian Affairs to First Nations governments. The Manitoba Framework

Agreement (FAI) took advantage of the Liberal party's platform on Aboriginal issues in

the 1993 federal election. The Liberal Party announced its intentions to change the

direction of Aboriginal policy in Creating Opportunity; The Liberal Planfor Canada, a

document more popularly called the "Red Book" (Brock, 1997). Kathy Brock, a political

academic commentator from Kingston University noted three aspects of the Liberal

stance that offered some hope to the First Nations communities across Canada.

First, the Red Book explicitly acknowledged that past policies had failed to rectify

the socio-economic conditions in Aboriginal communities. The Red Book acknowledged

the problems facing Aboriginal communities, including the "absence of meaningful

employment and economic opportunities, unequal educational opportunity and results,

poor housing, unsafe drinking water, and lack of health services. They suffer also from

the destruction and lack of respect for Aboriginal languages, values, and culture" (quote
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from Brock, 1997: 198). The Liberal Party offered to extend to First Nations an

opportunity to "define and undertake together creative initiatives designed to achieve

fairness, mutual respect, and recognition of rights" (quote from Brock , 1997: 198). The

second significant position taken by the Liberal government was embracing the notion

that "the inherent right of self-government is an existing Aboriginal and treaty right"

(Brock, 1997: 198). This statement was interpreted by many First Nations (particularly

Phil Fontaine, the previous Grand Chief of the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs) as being

the most important statement to come out of the Red Book, because it set the stage for

First Nations peoples to begin taking control of their own lives and communities.

Third, Brock (1997) noted that the principle behind the recognition of Aboriginal

self-government was coupled with concrete promises to improve the status and living

conditions according to the different needs of various segments of the Aboriginal

population. For First Nations peoples, the Liberal plan promised a continuation of the

community-based selÊgovernment negotiations started by the previous Conseruative

government, recognition of the original spirit and intent of treaties, respect for f,rduciary

obligation of the Crown to First Nations and, as Brock (1997) notes, most significanfly,

the "dismantling of Indian Affairs" (199). The Liberal plan pledged that

The Liberal government will be committed to gradually winding down the
Department of Indian Affairs at a pace agreed upon by First Nations, while
maintaining the federal fiduciary responsibility (199).

Brock (1997) observed that through this initiative, although built upon the past

Conservative federal government's agenda, the Liberal approach exceeded the scope of

past policies and would, as a result, assist in hastening the progress towards realizing self-
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govenlment for First Nations in Canada. The Manitoba Chiefs acted quickly and

effectively in responding to this opportunity by preparing a detailed outline for the

transfer of control from Indian Affairs to the First Nations goveütments in Manitoba and

equipped themselves to enter into negotiations with the Minister immediately after the

Liberals assumed federal office (Brock, 1995).

Negotiations on the dismantling process in Manitoba began in October of 1993

and lasted approximately six months before culminating in a series of formal events. In

March 1994, then Minister Ronald A. irwin introduced the concept of the Manitoba

Framework Agreement Initiative to the House of Commons. The next month, on April

20,1994, at a General Assembly of the Manitoba Chiefs, Minister Irwin and Grand Chief

Phil Fontaine signed a Memorandum of Agreement, giving general endorsement to the

initiative and committing both parties to negotiate a Framework Agreement that would

guide the dismantling process (AMC, 2002 and Fontaine, 1996). The Federal Cabinet

approved the Framework Agreement and Work Plan on November 22, l9g4 despite

cautions expressed by the Departments of Justice and Finance. The December 7, 1994

official signing ceremony marked the successful conclusion of negotiations and the start

of the dismantling process (Brock, 1995b; Fontaine, 1996).

Under FAI, Manitoba First Nations will eventually assume executive, legislative,

judicial, and administrative powers over their communities (Brock, 1995b). FAI is based

upon three primary objectives:

o To dismantle the existing depaftrnental structures of the Department of Indian Affairs
and Northeln Development as they affect First Nations in Manitoba;

I To develop and recognize First Nations governments in Manitoba legally empowered
to exercise the authorities required to meet the needs of the peoples of the First
Nations; and
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. To restore to First Nations governments the jurisdiction (including those of otlier
Federal departments) to implement their own goverïing structures (AMC and
DIAND, 1994).

All three objectives are to be consistent with the Inherent Right to SelÊ

Government, coupled with 18 principles which that are to guide the process in achieving

the above three objectives (AMC and DIAND , 1994). The 18 principles were included to

allay the concerns expressed by some Chiefs and community members and to respect the

autonomy of individual First Nations. These principles were also designed to ensure that

the initiative did not diminish or adversely affect the Treaties or release the federal

government from either its fiduciary obligations to First Nations or its liability for past

actions. The principles rendered the FAI agreement consistent with constitutional and

Aboriginal rights by acknowledging that the inherent right formed the basis of the

agreement and that First Nation governments' and their powers will be consistent with

section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982 (Brock, i 995b).

The full transfer of powers from DIAND to First Nations was expected to occur

over ten years but it was agreed that the time frame would vary according to the needs of

the communities and as mutually agreed to by the federal govemment and AMC.

Progress reviews are to occur at the end of the third, sixth and tenth years (as of 1999 one

review has already taken place). Flexibility is to be achieved by the Agreement. The

plan to work on the takeover "will proceed in a timely manner and at a pace that

conforms to the needs of First Nations for consultation, deliberation and decision-

making" (quoted in Brock, 1995b).

The FAI process developed a comprehensive Work plan, which sets out activities,

expected outputs and timelines for the achievement of First Nations self-government in
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Manitoba. Key activities toward self-determination are consultation, communications,

research, analysis, option development and negotiations. Under the FAI process there are

also three programs, which were expedited (meaning these areas received first order of

development) to provide progress in the short term: (1) Education program; (2) Fire

safety program and (3) capital program (AMC and DIAND, 1994; Fontaine, 1996;

Brock, 1995b). In the long tetm, more complicated areas of jurisdiction such as natural

resources and the environment are to be examined (Brock, 1995b). Child and family

services was earmarked as a mid term activity but eventually was identified as an

important area requiring immediate attention and development under the FAI process and

was eventually included as an fourth expedited item under FAI. The following section

discusses in more detail the First Nations approach to child and family services under

FAI.

In response to the inadequacies of the child and family services system and its

failure to meet the needs of First Nations children, the Manitoba Chiefs made a decision

to seek fuIl legislative, administrative and executive control over child and family matters

in addition to the other expedited areas. In September of 1995, the Assembly of

Manitoba Chiefs passed a resolution to expedite child and family as an item of first

priority and development under the Framework Agreement Initiative. A subsequent

meeting of the Chiefs Committee on Child and Family Services (hereafter "CCCFS") and

the Chiefs Committee on Dismantling (CCOD) met in November of 1995 and jointly

passed a motion to secure funding for child and family to be developed in concert with

FAI (Bennett, 2000). Further discussions were held with the Chiefs in Assembly and

with First Nations communities resulting in the emergence of two Manitoba child and
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family projects - the MKO Child and Family Jurisdiction Project (the Northem CFS

Jurisdiction Project) and the Southern First Nations Chitd and Family/FAI Research

Project (the southern First Nations CFS/FAI Research Project). The Northern CFS

Jurisdiction Project was mandated to compile research on codes and standards regarding

child welfare. It was mandated to oversee among other things a community consultation

process with26 northern communities. The Northern CFS Jurisdiction Project is located

in Thompson, Manitoba and is carried out through Manitoba Keewatinowi Okimakanak

Inc. (MKO). The southern First Nations CFS/FAI Research Project was originally

mandated to develop legislation in conjunction with the northern project and oversee a

consultation process with 36 southern communities (Bennett, 2000).

Although both of these initiatives were undertaken at different times, both

projects ultimately aimed to restore full power and authority over child and family

matters to First Nations communities in Manitoba and culminate in the development of

legislation, which would govern the full jurisdiction over child welfare affairs. And, like

the FAI process, First Nations were to have an opportunity to be involved in the

development and decision making process of the two-cFS initiatives.

In December 1995, a Task Group was formulated by the CCCFS consisting of

southem First Nations CFS agency directors. A Task Group of agency directors from the

seven Southern First Nations child welfare agencies originally governed the southern

First Nations CFS/FAi Research Project. This early Task Group was comprised of

following agencies:

. Anishinaabe Child & Family Seruices,
o Dakota Ojibway Child & Family Services
r IntertribalChild and Familv Services
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r Peguis Intertribal Child & Family Services
¡ Southeast Child & Family Services
r West Region Child & Family Services
o Sagkeeng Child & Falnily Services

The Chiefs' Committee on Child & Family Services (CCCFS) provides additional

support when necessary and makes formal decisions in conjunction with

recommendations from the Task Group members. The Task Group developed a work

plan setting out the desired areas of development with strong emphasis towards the

creation of a First Nations Act goveming child and family matters. The Task Group

provided direction and expertise to researchers who were hired to carry out the work plan

activities. In addition, the Child & Family Advisor of the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs

provided ex-officio advice to the Task Group and researchers. The Board of Directors

from each of the respective seven First Nations Agencies extended full support to this

FAI project since its inception in 1996.

The southern First Nations CFS/FAI Research Project has gone through numerous

changes since it officially started its work in 1997. However, the southern First Nations

CFS/FAI Research Project recently starled operating from the Southern Chiefs

Organization as at April 2001. Prior to this, the southern First Nations CFS/FAI

Research Project was originally housed and administered by West Region Child &

Family Services from 1997 to 2000 but this arangement was dissolved in June 2000

when funding negotiations between AMC and DIAND stalled. All staff associated with

this Project had been laid off as a result of the stalled negotiations but this decision was

also influenced by the findings found in the f,rrst of three evaluations conducted on the

FAI Process by Maang Associates between June and November of 1998 (McCaskill et al,

1999).
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Eventually, discussions resumed between AMC and DIANDIe. The Maang

Associates' evaluation of FAI identified Manitoba Keewatinowi Okimakanak (MKO) as

being the political organization in the best position to take the lead on child and family

matters as part of the restructuring of FAI and the resumed negotiations with DIAND. It

was recognized that southern representation on all child and family matters under FAI

was absolutely necessary. The Grand Chief of the Southern Chiefs Organization (SCO)

held discussions with some of the Child & Family Agency Directors and it was agreed

that the southern First Nations CFS/FAI Research Project would be resurrected; moved,

housed and all operating funds would be administered by SCO. The original project

manager was seconded from West Region and resumed coordination of the Project from

the SCO office. It was informally agreed that all activities undertaken by the Southern

CFS/FAI Project would continue to be overseen by the executive directors (Task Group)

of the southern CFS agencies. New additional responsibilities included reporting to the

Grand Chief of SCO and reporting to the SCO Director responsible for supervising all

southern activities associated with the Manitoba Framework Agreement Initiative

(SFNCFS Project, July 2001).

Under SCO, the southern First Nations CFS/FAI Research Project became

involved in two primary activities that were occurring simultaneously from one another.

On one hand, the southern First Nations CFS/FAI Research Project together with MKO

became involved in negotiating discussions with the federal govemment on developing

an Agreement in Principle (AIP) that would eventually lead to a Sectoral Agreement on

Child and Family Services as paft of the self-government initiatives under the Manitoba

re For brevity, I have chosen to simplify an otherwise complex deveropment here.
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Framework Agreement. The other significant activity, which the southern First Nations

CFS/FAI Research Project became involved in, is an activity that was held over from the

time when it was housed with West Region CFS. Consultation with the southern

communities was a residual activity that the Project was just about to undertake when the

negotiations between AMC and DIAND stalled in June 2000. The consultation process

with the southetn communities focused on collecting information, views, and advice from

community members, elders and youth as to what they envision in creating their own law

with respect to First Nations child welfare. A community participatory action research

plan was created with an emphasis on oral interviews with elders and youth, conducting

focus groups (or vision circles) using the P.A.T.H. (Ptanning Alternative Tomorrows

with Hope) as a tool to draw out information (Falvey, Forest, Pearpoint and Rosenberg,

1997). A general suryey was also was to be distributed during information session

designed to introduce First Nations citizens to the putpose of the southern First Nations

CFS/FAI Research Project. Participation of the people from each First Nations

community was seen as being necessary for ensuring the development of community-

based First Nations child welfare legislation that would be both culturally relevant and

meet the needs of Southern First Nations communities (SFNCFS Project, July 2001; SCO

2002).

Negotiations on a Child and Family Agreement-in-Principle were initiated by

DIAND in January of 2001. Simultaneous negotiations were also taking place on

substantial issues related to governance, fiscal relations and jurisdiction (which make up

the Comprehensive table) and Education (AMC, April 2002). MKO took the lead on

child and family discussions by establishing a Joint CFS Working Group and
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coordinating its activities. This Joint CFS Working Group consisted of individuals

representing MKO, SCO, AMC and senior negotiators from DIAND headquarters. The

initial mandate of the Joint CFS Working Group is to serve as a technical table to discuss

jurisdictional and governance issues arising from the Manitoba Framework Agreement

relation to child and family services. The members of this group report to the FAI main

table (more known as the Comprehensive Table) and their respective lead:rship (See

Appendix A). The individuals who previously staffed both the Northern CFS Jurisdiction

and Southern CFS Projects provided the majority of the technical and research required

for the Joint CFS negotiation table.

The federal negotiating team consisting of DIAND representatives from

Headquarters and Manitoba Region also worked jointly with the First Nations members

in establishing a working group process on Child and Family Services under the

Manitoba FAI. The Federal/First Nation Working Group is to recommend options on a

Manitoba First Nations Jurisdìction and Governance model in relation to the care and

well being of First Nations families and their communities in Manitoba. Further, it was

agreed that the Joint CFS Working Group would recommend practical First Nations

initiatives that will complement the self-govemment discussions being held by the

Comprehensive Table. This approach would assist in strengthening the relationship

between First Nations Governments, Canada and DIAND (MKo, August 2001).

Before funding could flow to undertake this work and before the Joint CFS

Working Group could proceed with negotiations, the Federal govemment stipulated that
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there would have to be an Agreement-in-Principle20 negotiated between all the parties on

CFS (MKO, August 2001). The AIP is to address, in detail, the full range of issues to be

covered by the Final Sectoral Agreement (MKO, August 2001). The Joint CFS Working

Group has been in discussions with the Federal government on negotiating this AIp with

a view toward the eventual negotiation of a Sectoral Agreement-in-Principle on CFS.

The Federal negotiating team outlined the work required by the Joint CFS Working

Group members by introducing a one-page work plan. This work plan required the

production of rolling drafts of concept papers on jurisdiction, governance, programming,

fiscal relations and the eventual implementation of child and family matters under self-

govemment. This work is to be conducted and written jointly by all the memhers who sit

on the Joint CFS Working Group. To the date, the Joint CFS Working Group has

produced rolling concept papers regarding jurisdiction and a circular goverrance model

had been introduced by MKO, SCO and FAI for further discussion at the Joint CFS

Working Group table (SCO,2002).

The following additional issues were raised by the First Nations members on the

Joint CFS Working Group as being important matters that could impede upon the success

of AIP negotiations with the federal govemment regarding full jurisdiction over child and

family matters:

o The CFS Provincial MOU (AJI-CWI) and the CFS/FAI process are two separate and
distinct initiatives. The AJI-CWI is not to be confused or linked with the goals under
FAI. The AJI-CWI is seen as an interim step toward the restoration of First Nations
jurisdiction over CFS. AJI-CWI is not a prerequisite to restoring fulljurisdiction to CFS
and FAI funds are not to be used to support the AJI-CWI process.

20 
An Agreutent-in-Principle (AlP) is not legally binding but is a step to proceed to the next stage in negoiiations. An Alp

sets oui the framework for negotiation of a proposed agreement and confirms the parties are prepared t,o continue
negotiations for a final agreement based on the Agreement-in-principle (AMC, April 2002).
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The negotiations on CFS cannot be based on the existing federal policy regarding
administrative and funding arrangements with CFS (i.e. Directive z0-1, the
administrative and funding policies of this directive cannot be devolved to CFS under
FAr).

Child welfare services are considered by First Nations under the same category as social
services. These services are protected and recognized as treaty rights. CFS should be
considered as paft of social services. First Nations should have the authority to delivery
services to First Nations members wherever they reside as treaties are portable and not
bound by the Indian Act or by ordinarily resident on reserve definitions as imposed by
DIAND policy.

More discussions on federal off-reserve policies are required in consideration of tlie
implications of the Corbriere decision (this 1999 Supreme Court decision dealt primarily
with the democratic right of off-reserve residents to participate in the election process on
reserve).

Further clarification as to the mandates of all parties sitting on the Joint CFS Working
Group is required

The role of the province needs clarification from DIAND and First Nations leaders.
AMC is of the opinion that FAI and the negotiations towards the various AIPs are a bi-
lateral process and that the Province will be invited into discussions, but not negotiations,
on issues the may deal with provincialjurisdiction. Canada on the other hand is of the
opinion that the Province must be one of the parties to any agreements negotiated because
of the division of powers set out in the Constitution Act, l9B2 (AMC, April2002).

Tlre First Nations Members of the Joint CFS Working Group must be in control of the
time frames allotted to complete each of the concept papers as outlined in the Joint CFS
Work Plan as the time frames identified to generate an Agreement-in-Principle are
considered to be unrealistic (MKO, August 2001).

The other significarrt issue deal with the First Nations Inherent right of self-government.
First Nations are of the opinion that rights flow from the Creator and thatlhese rights
exist and have not been extinguished. Canada's position is that inherent right is proteðted
by section 35 of the Constitution Act to the extent that that the right has irot been
extinguished and to the extent that it can be proven to exist by specific First Nations
(AMC, April2002).

As at this date, consultations with the 27 nofthern communities are complete and

the information obtained from these communities compiled by Manitoba Keewatinowi

Okimakanak (MKO, 2001). Consultations in southern Manitoba have also been

conducted by the Southem Chiefs' Organization and a detailed analysis of that

information is currently underway (SCO, 2002). There is no indication from SCO how

the information taken from the southern CFS consultation, once analyzed, will be shared
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with the citizens of the southern First Nations communities and across the province. The

negotiations on the Agreement-in-Principle (AiP) regarding child and family services

have not yet produced agreement and negotiations continue. AMC indicates in its most

recent publication "once the AIPs are ratified by the leadership and signed between AMC

and Canada, consultation forums will proceed in communities for the development of a

Final Agreement" on each of the matters it is currently negotiating (AMC, April 2002).

On November 27-29, 2007, the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs passed a resolution

whereby, "the sectoral child and family table is progressing rapidly, and sectoral

Agreements-in-Principle have been well received by Canada and have stated that they are

very pleased with the quality of work by the MKO and SCO Child and Family

Jurisdiction Projects" (SCO, 2002,p. 55).

The Aboriginal Justice lnquiry - ch¡rd werfare lnitiative

The Memorandum of Understanding (more commonly known as the "MOU,,) is

the focal point of negotiations between the First Nations, the Métis and the government

of Manitoba to agree on restructuring the current child and family services system within

the Province of Manitoba. The negotiation toward this unprecedented agreement has its

roots in the child welfare recommendations outlined in the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry,

which was commissioned in 1988 to examine the relationship between the Aboriginal

peoples of Manitoba and the justice system (hereafter referred to as the "AJI Report',)

(Greyeyes, 2001). The AJI report was finalized and tabled with the Manitoba

goveffìment in 1991. The AJI report includes an analysis and observations on the

historical treatment of Aboriginal peoples by the social serice system and, in particular,

the child welfare system of the province. The inquiry reiterated what Aboriginal peoples
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have long known: they have not been well served by the cunent child welfare system.

The recommendations set out in the AJI Report include (Hamilton & Sinclair, 199i):

" Establishing the office of Child Protector, to protect the interests of children, to
investigate any complaint into the practices of any child welfare agency and to be
responsible to the Legislature (527);

r Providing Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal child and family service agencies with
sufficient resources to enable them to provide a full range of director and preventive
services mandated by the Child and Fantily Services Act (536);

r Ensuring that federal and provincial governments provide resources to Aboriginal
agencies to develop polices, standards, protocols and procedures, and to devilop
computer systems that will permit them to community effectively, track cases and sharã
information (538);

o Amend Principle I I of the Child and Family Services Act to read: "Aboriginal peoples
are entitled to the provision of child and family services in a manner which respects their
unique status, and their cultural and linguistic heritage', (539);

o Establishing a mandated province-wide Métis agency (5a0);

o Expanding the authority of existing Indian agencies to enable them to offer services to
band members Iiving off reserve (540); and

o Establisliing an Aboriginal child and family services agency in the city of Winnipeg to
handle all Aboriginal cases (5a3);

Response to the repofi was mixed. The provincial goverïunent, led by the then,

Filmon Conservatives since the 1990 election, had not been prepared for the

extensiveness of the recommendations. When the report was released, the previous

Northern and Native affairs minister Jim Downey commented to the media: "I think there

were a lot of additional issues that were added that I'm not prepared to comment on at the

present time" (Campbell, 1991). The Govemment of Manitoba studied the AJI

Cornmission's recommendations, but implementation was slower than the Aboriginal

community hoped. By 1994, a list of recommendations adopted by the Provincial Justice

Department contained "only 17 items, from the construction of sweat lodges in two

Manitoba correctional facilities to a program to appoint more Aboriginal justices of the
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peace" (Robertson, 1994: A3). Reflecting on the overall response to the

recommendations, Al Hamilton, one of the commissioners, noted the lack of commitment

on the part of the provincial government:

Aboriginal people do not have faith in our society's system...and yet the
provincial government has shown liftle commitment to instituting a separate
Aboriginaljustice system. ...You could take almost any issue we dealt with in the
reporl and then say there have been no apparent changes or action with respect to
those (Robertson, 1994).

The government questioned the need to proceed fuither on the recommendations

of the AJI Report simply because it perceived there had been no strong public support for

any implementation of its recommendations (Brock, January 1995). Although discussions

on implementation did eventually take place between the province and Aboriginal

leadership, justice remains a point of contention in Aboriginal/provincial relations

(Brock, January 1995). Regardless of this impasse, the newly elected NDP Government

on November 24, 1999 announced a commitment to address the Inquiry's

recommendations and consequently established the Aboriginal Justice Implementation

Commission (hereafter referred to as "AJIC"). The AJIC, led by commissioners paul

Chartrand and Wendy Whitecloud (including elders Eva McKay and Doris young),

reviewed the AJI Report to identifli priority areas for govemment action and to advise the

NDP government on ways of implementing the recommendations of the Report of the

Aboriginal Justice Inquiry (AJI-CV/I Conceptual plan, July 2001).

The AJIC was critical of the previous administrations' record on AJI, concluding,

[t]here has not been a consistent overall plan to implement the
recommendations of the Inquiry. While there have been some initiatives, pilot
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projects and progress in some areas, overall, by and large, the recommendations
have not been implemented" (AJIC First Quarterly Report, March 2000).

The Commission also made four major recommendations to the govemment, including

the one below, thatpúorize issues of family and child welfare:

The governlnent of Mallitoba seeks to enter into agreement witli the Assembly of
Manitoba Chiefs and the Manitoba Métis Federation to develop a plan that would
result in First Nations and Métis communities developing and delivering
Aboriginal child welfare services . . .,'

In order to implement the above recommendation, the Province of Manitoba

entered into negotiations with political representatives of First Nations and Métis

organizations. These negotiations led to the signing of three sepaïate three-year

agreements (previously referred to as the Memorandum of Understanding or MOU)

between the Provincial Government and the Aboriginal peoples of Manitoba. The first

agreement was signed February 22,2000 on behalf of the Métis people as represented by

their political authority, the Manitoba Métis Federation (MMF). Two subsequently

agreements were fotmalized with the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs (AMC) on behalf of

the southern First Nations on Apri|27,2000 and finally with the northern First Nations as

represented by its political authority, the Manitoba Keewatinowi Okimakanak (MKO) on

July 20, 2000 (AJI-CWI, July 2001).

All four parties subsequently signed the Child and Family Services protocol,

which established the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry - Child Welfare Initiative. The four

parties agreed that this initiative would be based upon a joint and common process that:

¡ Recognizes a province-wide First Nations right and authority, by extendi¡g and
expanding off-reserve jurisdiction for First Nations;
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Recognizes a province-wide Métis right and authority; and

To restructure the existing child welfare system through legislative and other changes
(AJI-CWI, July 2001)

The AJI-CWi proposes substantial changes to the way in which child and family

services will be delivered to the First Nations, Métis peoples and general public within

the Province of Manitoba. The most profound change of this initiative has seen increased

participation by the Aboriginal peoples in the restructuring process as well as a

willingness on the parl of the Manitoba Government to share some aspects of its child

welfare jurisdiction with Aboriginal peoples in Manitoba by:

¡ Recognizing a province-wide First Nations right and authority over the delivery of
child welfare services by extending and expanding the off-reserve jurisdiction to
provide child welfare services to First Nations citizens;

¡ Recognizing a province-wide Métis right and authority over the delivery of child
welfare services to its constituents; and

¡ To restructure the existing child welfare system through legislative and other changes
(AJI-CWI,2001).

This new relationship will see the responsibility for management of services

delegated to two First Nations (both on and off-reserve) child and family service

authorities and one Métis child and family service authority. The responsibility for

management of services to other children and families (non-Aboriginal) will be delegated

to a General Child and Family Services Authority. The new Authorities to be set out

under this new initiative are as follows:

o A First Nations of Nofthern Manitoba child and Family Services Authority;
¡ A First Nations of Southern Manitoba Child and Family Services Authority;
¡ A Métis Child and Farnily Seruices Authority; and
¡ A General Child and Family Services Authorify (for all other families) (AJI-CWI,

2001: 13).

o

o
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Under these proposed changes, the Province will continue to maintain ultimate

responsibility for the safety and protection of children in Manitoba. It will continue to set

laws, policies and standards for the new system and will work together with the four

Authorities in providing services. The four Authorities will have new and expanded but

significant rights and responsibilities granted by the Minister and these will be recognized

in new legislation. Each Authority will design and manage the delivery of child and

family services throughout the province and assist in setting standards as well as have the

authority to decide and provide funding to various agencies under its mandate who

qualify to deliver services under the new system (AJI-CWI,2001: 1l). The services

delivered by the Aboriginal agencies and Authorities will be culturally appropriate and

based on an understanding of Aboriginal families and communities. The proposed

govemance structure of this new system can be found at Appendix G.

Under this system, all four Authorities (and their agencies) will work together to

serve the needs of people across the province at the same time, referred to as ..concurrent

jurisdiction". Concument jurisdiction means that all four Authorities (and the agencies

operating through them) will have responsibility over the same geographical area and

citizens (the entire province) at the same time. This marks a major shift away from the

current system of geographic jurisdiction in which only one child and family service

agency had responsibility in any given location in the province in the past. A process for

authority determination is largely about who will be responsible for delivering services to

whom. The central objective of the new system is to ensure that people receive services

through the most culturally appropriate Authority. AII families and children involved

with child and family for the first time will be guided through a process that will stream
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them to the appropriate Authority. The "streaming process" is based on the belief that

families will want to receive services through the Authority that they most closely

identify with (AJI-CWI, 2001; i9).

The AJi-CWI maintains that the proposed changes to the child welfare system are

about the Provincial government's efforts to implement the recommendations of the

Aboriginal Justice Inquiry as they pertain to the Child and Family Services system. AJI-

CWI posits "[I]t is not about an effort by the Province to offload responsibilities for

children and families to community and Aboriginal groups" (21). The proposed changes

are about increasing the involvement of Aboriginal peoples at all levels of the system and

empowering them in significant ways within the system. It is not about the creation of a

tiered system that promotes inequities between the general population and Métis and First

Nations peoples. The proposed changes are about a careful and planned approach to

restructure the system and redistribute resources and workload throughout the system in a

way that achieves parity and equity throughout the Province. It is not about a sudden,

almost overnight, change that uproots children and families cunently being served by the

system' AJI-CWI is adamant that restructuring the child welfare system is mostly "about

all parties working together, putting their minds and hearts together and doing hard work

to make this initiative a success" (AJI-CWI, July 2001 21-ZZ).

A public feedback on the proposed child welfare system changes was jointly

undertaken and implemented by the Aboriginal and provincial parties during a seven-

week period, which ended September 30,2001. The objectives were to provide Manitoba

citizens without formal representation on the AJI-CWI an opportunity to provide

additional comments on the proposed changes and to assist in identifying the strengths,
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limitations and/or gaps in the changes being proposed to the child and family services

system. The feedback by the public reflected a "strong and widespread support" (AJI-

CWI, January 2002) for the overall vision for a restructured child and family services

system as described in the Promise of Hope: Commitment to Chang¿ document, which

was released to the Manitoba public August 9, 20OI by the Aboriginal and provincial

parties. Public support was voiced for the overall goals, the governance model, the use of

a streaming methodology combined with a choice in determining service jurisdiction, the

service objectives proposed, the emphasis on the development of a culturally appropriate

workforce and proposed changes to how the system would be funded (AJI-CWI, January

2002:33).

Because of the complexity and the ongoing work of the AJI-CWI process, only

some of the significant aspects of the proposed changes suggested by the AJI-CV/I

process have been addressed in this thesis. There is no doubt a great deal of work

remaining ahead for those involved in structuring the change. As of June 2002 the

restructuring of the child and family services system in the Province of Manitoba is one

step closer to realization. Legislation was drafted, consistent with the work of the AJI-

CWI, and introduced in the Legislative Assembly for first reading on June l1tt',2002. It

has since passed the third reading and received Royal Assent on August g,2002. The

legislation reflects the establishment of the four authorities and sets out the duties and

powers of each Authority to oversee the provision of child and family and adoption

services to their respective constituents2l.

2r An unofficial copy of The Chitd and Family Services Authorities Act canbe downloaded from the AJI-
CWI site at www.aji-cwi.mb.ca.
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Comparing the Two Ch¡¡d Welfare lnitiatives

It is clear from the elementary review of both processes that each is distinctively

different from one another and yet on the most basic level, they both deal w,th the very

same issue: child and family services for First Nations peoples. Both also appear to be

quite comprehensive and much more complex beyond what has been presented in this

thesis thus far. A comparison of these two initiatives has never been done before,

although, First Nations political organizations within the Province have attempted to

clarify the differences between the two (AMC, Aprll2002 and MKO, August 2001). The

following section starts with a simple analysis of where the two initiatives appear to be

similar and concludes with a brief analysis of where they diverge from one another.

How Are They Similar?

Obviously, at a f,irst glance, the goals of the CFS-FAI and the AJI-CWI initiatives

are clearly similar in scope: both focus on and deal with new arïangements for the

delivery of child and family services to the First Nations peoples within the province of

Manitoba. By involving and encouraging the participation of the First Nations peoples,

both initiatives aim to restore some measure of authority; control and responsibility back

to First Nations peoples regarding their own children, families and community matters.

This approach certainly brings First Nations closer to their goals for selÊgovemment.

Particularly for First Nations, both initiatives purport to increase the role and

participation of First Nations peoples in policy and organizational development as well as

increasing the delivery of services to members whether they live on or off reserve. Both

initiatives have sought to engage the participation of First Nations peoples in the

development of new child welfare structures through either community consultations
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(CFS-FAI) or through opportunities to attend a public feedback process (AJI-CWI) to

learn more about and share comments and feedback on the changes being proposed by

both initiatives.

Both initiatives are based on negotiations that have resulted in bi-lateral

agreements between the Aboriginal peoples in Manitoba and various levels of

govemment within Canada. The AJI-CWI agreement, for instance, is a bi-lateral

agreement between the Aboriginal peoples with the provincial government of Manitoba

while, on the other hand, the CFS-FAI initiative is based on the bi-lateral agreement

reached by AMC, on behalf of the First Nations of Manitoba, with the federal

goveillment. While these are bi-lateral agreements between Aboriginal peoples with two

different levels of government, there are some implications that may surface on the

question of the constitutional division of powers between the two levels of government.

The similarity is not so much that both agreements are bi-lateral but a similarity lies in

the fact that both initiatives raise some parallel constitutional implications around

legislating on behalf of First Nations peoples and child and family matters. Child and

Family Services is an area of provincial responsibility while on the other hand, First

Nations Peoples are the constitutional responsibility of the federal government. The

similarity here is that First Nations peoples in both initiatives are faced with issues that

are not of their making yet they are forced to acknowledge this reality in negotiating with

two separate levels of government. This will have ramifications for both initiatives

because they both are looking at legislative changes regarding child and family issues in a

First Nation context. First Nations peoples will always require the involvement of the

provincial goverrlment in any negotiations where child and family matters are touched
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on' This is evident in the federal government's reluctance to discuss jurisdictional issues

in relation to child and family matters at the FAI table unless the provincial gover.nment

is also invited to the negotiation table with the First Nations of Manitoba. The province

has advanced federal involvement at provincial negotiations as this event affects issues

on funding the new child and family services system which will require an understanding

of the extent of federal funding that the First Nation agencies currently receive to carry

out child and family services on reserve.

The locus of influence over both processes comes from the growing authority and

persuasion of specific individuals (primarily the First Nations Child and Family agency

Directors) and political leaders who have worked long and diligently over the past decade

on behalf of First Nations peoples within Manitoba. Some of the actors responsible for

the development of both the CFS-FAI and the AJI-CWI are the very same individuals

who have been at the forefront of successfully developing and negotiating to make sure

both initiatives get off the ground. This indicates that there is some continuity between

the actors who oversee these anangements and there appears to be coordinated efforts to

link both initiatives. This is evident in the way that both initiatives are similarly

structured. Both incorporate the north and south political division into their structural

affangements, which has long been evident between the First Nations peoples within

Manitoba. V/ith regard to AJI-CWI, AMC signed the MOU on behalf of the sourhem

First Nations (of which there are 36 communities) and MKO signed on behalf of the

nofthern (26) First Nations communities. Under the CFS-FAI initiative, MKO oveïsees

the CFS Jurisdiction Project for 26 northern First Nation Communities, while SCO
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through the southern First Nations CFS/FAI Research Project represents 36 First Nations

communities under the Manitoba Framework Agreement22.

While these initiatives are positive steps forward for First Nations self-

government in Manitoba, under both initiatives, First Nations peoples may still suffer

from the paternalistic attitudes evident in government attitudes and as a result of the

legacy of being a colonization people. Both initiatives have afforded greater involvement

of First Nations peoples in the development of new arrangements in child welfare

however, there is still reluctance expressed by government representatives in the ability

of First Nations peoples to take on an expanding role in their future. Some government

officials still question whether First Nations are capable of making decisions that may

have ramifications for future generations. This attitude is premised on racists and

ethnocentric views that First Nations are not capable of making decisions for themselves.

That being said, both the AJI-CWI and CFS-FAI initiatives provide a new breed of

political actors more willing to share the reigns of power over a jurisdictional field that

has been long been a provincial responsibility.

How Are They Different?

The CFS-FAI is a federal initiative that is driven solely by First Nations peoples

in their desire to maintain full control over child and family matters. It is part of the self-

govefflment initiatives set out under the Manitoba Framework Agreement Initiative.

Given that the FAI is a First Nations driven endeavour the Métis are not inclusive to the

process as they are under the AJI-CWI initiative. Child and family services is but one

" Sioux Valley First Nations in southern Manitoba has since signed their own separate self-government
agreement with DIAND in 2001. This agreement also includes provisions dealing witn CfS-;urisdictional
aspects.
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area of selÊgovernment and First Nations peoples are of the opinion that when the

powers were being divided between the provinces and the federal goveñìment, First

Nations were never consulted or involved in matters that gravely affected their nation

members nor was consent sought when these powers were decided. According to First

Nations, the right to deliver child and family services to their people is an existing

Aboriginal right that has never been extinguished. As such it is viewed as one of those

areas that rightfully belong within the jurisdiction of First Nation governments to control.

There is much work to be done yet with respect to this initiative as it has not moved at

quite the same pace as the AJI-CWI initiative. Given that child and family services is a

provincial responsibility the federal goverrrment is reluctant to negotiate fuither with First

Nations unless the province is negotiating along side them. The fears, which First

Nations peoples have also, prevent the CFS-FAI initiative and, indeed all of FAI, from

progressing further than where it is currently situated.

The AJI-CWI is a provincially driven initiative that does not require the

participation of the federal govemment given that the province holds sole jurisdiction

over child and family services. Although the discussions on restructuring the child and

family services system with the First Nations and Métis sectors of society thus far have

been collaborative in nature in, it is not a self-goveming process. Under the AJI-CWI

initiative First Nations will continue to be subjected to delegated provincial legislation

even though they have exclusive jurisdiction on ïeserve and must share concurrent

jurisdiction off reserve. First Nations will not own or have the right to direct or control

the development of the child welfare system as might be more possible under the CFS-

FAI initiative. The AJI-CWI initiative in the meantime is viewed by First Nations as an
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interim step toward but is not an impediment to the First Nations' goal of achieving full

restoration and jurisdiction over Child and Family matters. The positive aspects behind

this view lie in the AJI-CWI's ability to increase and build capacity in any new emerging

First Nations child welfare structures, organizations and individuals. The AJI-CWI

provides an increased opportunity to develop a larger First Nations workforce once it is

substantially in place and this can be equated with more employment and educational

opportunities for First Nations peoples both on and off reserve. The AJI-CWI process

also provides an opportunity to First Nations people to share in and have increased access

to provincial resources. All of these factors - a good service delivery system, a

competent First Nations workforce and increased resources - ale important stepping

stones that play a signif,rcant part in building the First Nations capacity that will be

required to make the self-government aspects of the CFS-FAI initiative a reality (AMC,

2002).

Gonclusion

While my analysis is for the most part is simple it is sufficient to say that the AJI-

CWI initiative paves the way for capacity building and sets the next stage for First

Nations in Manitoba to take over the child and family jurisdiction under selÊgovemment.

Both initiatives are quite complex and at some point more discussion will need to focus

on how the AJI-CWI can be used to transition the newly restructured child and family

services system into one that is independent of provincial jurisdiction and an

infrastructural entity as part of the FAI process toward self-government.

The collaborative approach promulgated through the AJI-CWI is unprecedented

in the history of relations between Aboriginal peoples, the Province of Manitoba and
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Canada. The AJI-CWI has been formed around compelling notions of inclusion that

acknowledges the complexities of modern existence by focusing on new approaches and

innovative ways of dealing equally with and benefiting different social groups within the

Province by being inclusive. From a policy perspective, AJI-CWI,s approach to

inclusion of Aboriginal peoples in this restructuring initiative is a powerful benchmark

which has enabled the provincial government to focus on what people within the

Province share in common (i.e. children, family and community); it has given policy

makers alike (both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal) a powerful tool for understanding the

complexities of society and a logic for collective action and social cohesion (Jenson,

1998); it has focused on political will by removing obstacles and baniers to the access

and participation by Aboriginal peoples and it acts as a barometer which gauges the

goventment's authority and commitment to access, participation, sharing and

prioritization as public values that are important for making any initiative successful.

The federal and First Nations negotiators sitting at the FAI negotiating tables could

incorporate a lesson or two from the AJI-CWI process into their self-government

negotiations with First Nations peoples by observing the collaborative restructuring

process cunently underway between the Manitoba Government, First Nations and the

Métis peoples.
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CHAPTER 5: DATA ANALYSIS OF THE RESPONSES

Overview

This chapter focuses on a question-by-question approach to analyzing the

responses to the ten open-ended questions asked of the fourteen individuals referred to

earlier in Chapter Two of this thesis. In this chapter the voices of those interviewed take

center stage. In analyzing the responses to the question I relied primarily upon what the

Key Informants shared and have highlighted what I considered as the strongest responses

to the questions posed. Each analysis begins first with a general exploration of the

purpose for asking the question. An introduction to the response was then followed by

direct quotes taken liberally from the interviews with the Key Informants. A summary of

the replies along with reference to sources which support the Key Informants,

perspectives follows. The analyses of the responses are set out in the same numerical

sequence as they appear in the questionnaire (see Appendix E) provided to the Key

Informants in advance of the interview.

Analysis of lnterview Question I

Question number one is really a two-part question. The first part of this question

asked whether the Key Informants were familiar with the community consultation

requirements and the self-government provisions set out in 1994 Manitoba Framework

Agreement Initiative. The second part of the question was designed to obtain points of

view on the role or responsibility First Nations people might have in relation to
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community consultations on child welfare development under self-government. The

question was framed as follows:

1. Are you familiar with the community consultation requirements regarding
various self-government processes set out under the Manitoba Framework
Agreement Initiative? What role do First Nations peoples have regarding the
community consultations on child welfare development under this initiative?

Of the foufteen Key Informants, seven Internal and three Regional Informants

indicated familiarity with the community consultation requirements and self-govemment

provisions contained in the Manitoba Framework Agreement Initiative. The remaining

four Respondents (an equal mix of External and Regional Respondents) were only

vaguely familiar with the Framework Agreement's provisions on selÊgovemment, child

welfare and community consultations. Th¡ee Internal Informants specifically indicated

that to date they had not been involved in or knew of community consultation outcomes

on child and family services or self-government matters conducted in their communitv or

in other communities as evidenced by these three specific comments:

... FAI staff never came to this ffice and wanted to sit down and talk with
anybody. so I don't even know if they did a contmunity consultation or
interviews with "my community." I heard that they lF{ll did but I don,t know
v,ith v,hom? I don't even know the outcome of those community consultations
that lhey did? llntental Inforrnant 21.

I know there was a consultation process, but I don't htow what's happened with
that information. I don't know what they lFAll have done with the ínformation
and ntost of it lconmunity consultations] has been on reserve. I don,t lmow what
happened to the off reserve piece. I would be really concerned and I ant
concerned with the direction it is going or not going [Internal Informant 6].

-.. No, noÍhing specific to child and family ... no but we had a couple of
workshops or one workshop in our communily with _. ... she came and did a

" The name of this individual(s) was intentionally left blank to protect the identity of individual.
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presentation to our Board but having the conununity involved? No, that didn't
happen flntemal Informant 1].

From these responses one can assume that community consultations either did not

happen in some communities or if they did, then little or no information was offered by

FAI to the public or the communities about what was learned from those consultation

events. The one response above clearly states that consultations did happen in one

community specific to that Informant's community and that it was an event explicitly

focused on child welfare. It appears that only a select group of people were invited to

participate in one workshop but that it did not involve the community as a whole. There

is no indication that the outcome from this workshop was shared with the First Nations

public.

The second part of question one invoked a wider range of in-depth responses from

the Key Respondents than the first parl. Each Key Informant responded differently to

what they see as being the key role of First Nations peoples when it comes to community

consultations on child welfare development under self-government as can be drawn from

the range of perspectives captured below:

I believe that the grassroots people at the community level, their participation,
their involvemenl is essential to the success of u,hateveryou are trying to do. I
believe that when you consult the people or any people at the grassroots level,
you bring them in, you involve them and I think tltere are basic human emotions
attoched to thar. People feel important and I guess the other essential part of that
is that you also have to provide some lmowledge and inforntation on what is
going on fin the consultation]. I believe that the type of informarion that you
provide has to be very clear in terms of the goals of what you are trying to a.tain
and how the process is going to be and how they nre going to benefit from it.
This ß key! People vtant to htow what ís in it for them. That is just normal
huntatt behaviour and attitude and in the process of provicling that awareness
and education you are providing lonwledge to thal person and that htowledge
empowers that person. It gives them the inforntation so thal they can make án
informed vision, nnke inþrnted comntents and the other thing is that it has got to
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be done in the language that the person is ntost familiar with because the
worldviews are ÍoÍally dffirenf when translated into the English language. I find
that very important because ensuring that rhe people understand what it is you
are saying. I have noticed that sometimes people and conununities do not qtyi¡s
understand and through that misunderstanding, your project may not bà as
successful because ,f you offend somebody at the community level, chances are
that they are going to turn around and start talking bad about your project
[Regional Informant 3].

I look at the whole consultaîion process as a learning process for the agency to
improve its services. I'm sure there might be a lot of negative comntents - tlnt,s
expected when you are doing consultations and the way you approach the
negative comntents and how you deal with that in the consultations with the
ntembers, it's improving your services to be a lot more better. That's what I
believe community consuhations are there to do, not to bring down the agencies
... it's a process of learning and growing. I think that is what needs to hopp"n
when there are changes and we want to have a hand on that change flntãinal
Informant 21.

The role of First Nations people right now regarding current processes in place
in Manitoba that works loward self-governing structures ß hands on and there is
no other way to do that unless you have hands on. you have to hsve a grassroots
approach and I would say the AJI-CWI experience thus far has embraced that
whole grassroots approach and we would not be where we are today without that
approach but you need lhe right players at the table to coordinate it too ... also, I
think that ìt is important to utilize to The fullest extent possible the involventent of
First Nations child welfare workers who have been working within the Firit
Nations Child Welfare System, particularly because those peopte are the experts.
Those are the people thatwork in the system day in andàay out and they-know
what it is neededfor children andfantilies and they have been able to take their
issues, concerns, suggestions and recomntendations and put it in plans fRegional
Infonnant 2].

Well I think they lFirstNations people] ltave a really key role and I think that it is
rnore important for us to pay altention to finding out what that role is because we
are dealing with ... an environntent where First Nations ore a minority group but
also their own governing systems are not clearly identified or- ut up o,
recognized. So I think when you look at the ntainstreanl you hqve lawi that
refl9c! the wìll of the people so to speak. Lav,s change as people's values change
and their cultures change. þIlhat seemed okay twenty yrort àgo is not okay nãw
and the law subsequently changes lo reflect that because that ls what law making
is, people deciding how they vÌant to live and [he rules they need to do that. so7
think that holds true with any group ìncluding First Nations. If you are going to
have a law in any area including child welfare, it needs to be a taw wheré peãfle
say this is hov, we thinkwe need to do rhat. Because we don't have theforùat
governing mechanisms and sÍruclures and dollars where you could reaionably
say, "14/ell this person does speakþr this group of people so they can make these
lqws," they don't have that. ... So I think it is more important that when we look
al these kinds of initiaÍÌves fcommunity consultation s] ... v,here .we are trying to
build the infrastructure pieces that we pay a lot of attention to asking"the
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comn?unity, "How do you think children should be looked after and what lsws do
you thinkwe need to do that?" ... I thinkthat it is really importantfor us to go
andJind out ... how people see it [Key Informant 5].

... There is a lot of variation of dffirent fcommunity consultation] techniques
nationally. In some communities, in Northern British Columbiafor example, it's
done in the context of a house system because thctt's tiaditionaity how
consultations are respectfully held and in other areas, it witl be moie of a
contmttnifit-meetingformat. But what I think is so wonderful about our systents, I
think without exception, is that there is a strong desire to behalf of First Nations,
either the leadership or þlks in the chitd welfare sector, to go back to the
conmtuni4t and to have thent own the process. It is not a question ofjust asking
for their wisdom, it is a question of inviting them as ntembeis of the àimmunity to
be part of the solutions around children and recognizing the skilts and assets that
they have ... because you don'l see that in the mainstream child welfare systems.
The provincial governntent ministries aren't by and large going out to
communities and saying, "Wat are your values and beliefs around children?
What are your values and beliefs about fantily? Wat types of things have
traditionally worked? llthat types of things"orc gop, given where we are now in
terms of the modern u,orld? And how can we have an ongoing conversution
about this? " I think the most successful agencies have been those that have
franted consultation not as just going out as a one off, it,t about saying to people,
"this is a conversation that we need to have as a conxmunity over ã loig-trrm
basis and we are all collectively a part of thß collectively caringfor children and
being a part of the solutions." They need to have the ,or*gn to have that
conversation with the cornmunity. So in terms of formats, I think it looks very
dffirent but I think the commitntent is really what separates a lot of the First
Nations agenciesfrom mainstreaz fExternal Informant 1].

What can be extrapolated from above comments is an unanimously belief that

First Nations peoples do play an important and key role in making sure that there is more

in-depth participation by First Nations people in child welfare discussions and debates

which coincide with self-government developments. Although child welfare agencies,

leaders and communities' will need to pay particular attention to finding out exactly what

that role will be and how to ensure First Nations people participate in consultation

processes that involve child and family issues.

These responses also provide an insight into perspectives on how some of the Key

Infotmants view the role of community consultations in First Nations communities. For
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one Internal Informant, the role of consultations is considered to be part of the learning

and growing process which allows child welfare agencies to improve on services

provided to the community based on feedback from the community, even though at times

that feedback may be negative. For another, consultation with communities requires the

participation of people at the grassroots level but the right players need to be at the table

to coordinate consultations in the community. In addition to the participation of

grassroots members, it is also essential that any consultations undertaken in a community

include the participation of First Nations child welfare workers because they are

considered community experts with intimate knowledge about what is needed for First

Nations children, families and communities not only because they work in these

communities but because they live in these communities also. Consultations are also

considered important to First Nations peoples because it is a process that allows First

Nations peoples to evolve and change based on how they want to live and how the rules

they develop should reflect those wishes. Consultation must pay particular attention to

ensuring that people in the communities are invited to participate in discussions around

how they think children should be looked after and what laws need to be developed by

the community to reflect that understanding. First Nations owe it to themselves and their

communities to get involved in consultations. The approach and techniques to

consultation is as varied as the First Nations communities across Canada but in order for

consultations to be successful First Nations peoples must be able to own the consultation

process. This perspective is supporled by McCaskill et al (1999) when they reviewed the

consultation process set out under FAI and stated that "community members need to

develop a sense of 'ownership' of the process to motivate and sustain their participation
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in community consultations þ. a3). First Nations people need to invite their own

community members to take part in conversations that "flush out" the values and beliefs

of the people in the communities. Consultation is about inviting members of the

community to be part of the solutions around children and recognizing the skills and

assets that they bring to the conversations and the consultation process. To one Key

Informant, consultation is not considered a one time event. It is a long-term conversation

that is a collective responsibility. First Nations peoples need to be courageous in having

ongoing conversations about collectively caring for the children in their communities.

Analysis of lnterview Question 2

The response to part two of the previous question regarding the role of First

Nations people in the consultation process is fleshed out in more detail in the collective

responses given to question number two regarding the importance of First Nations

people's participation in the development of any child welfare initiative under the self-

government process occuning in Manitoba. Question two is worded as follows:

) How important is it for First
of child welfare structures

Nations peoples to
and laws under

participate in the development
the self-government process

occurrins in Manitoba?

The following four responses capture some of the views held by Key Informants

on the importance of ensuring the participation of First Nations peoples in the

development of child welfare structures and laws under self-government:

I think it is critical fagain ernphasis added]. Our discussions would not just be
about child welfare bur how we conceptuarize our o"wn sysÍems, for eiample,
asking what does justice ntean in our community? Lvhat does safety ntean in-our
conmtunily? what does relationship mean in our comtnuniry? And how do v,e
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then formulate a child welfare legislation law system, whatever v¡e want to call
iI, that fits with Íhose values and beliefs? If we don't engage people in that
discussion lhen it's easily one where we're intet'preting provincial legislation
and again, I guess, perpeluating that tradition of colonizalion or that we're only
reflecting our own values and beliefs as one or a group of Aboriginal people who
happen to work in an agency and that becomes the kind of guiding principles.
That is not whaÍ we want. This has got to be a comntunity kind of ffirt ih"rn
evetybody is engaging in the process and if they aren't consulted if they aren't
invited to be part of the conversation then it isn't their solution. It isn't about
caringfor their kids it's still another system coming rn lExternal Informant 1].

I think ìt's critícal and probably more so as we're developing or restoríng self-
governmenls fagain emphasis added], that those insÍitutions that beconte aints-of
that governtnent like child welfare does, that we do it right in the first place and
involve the people in hou¡ we're doing it. I think it u¡ould not only hetp the
success of the child welfare piece but it would also help the succiss of
governments. I mean if the governments don't have the support of the peopte
they're not going lo last. so, it doesn't mcrtter where you are, whethe, yoi orn o,
nùght be a dictator or not, like it might take longer to falt down but at the end of
the day ,f you don't have the support fof the peopre], I mean that is what the
government is. It's an entity of the people and if it doesn't have the peoples,
supporl ,f yor're not giving the authority îo government then you don't have
anything. so, if we're going to be successful in self-government and those arms
of government that will become Firsr Nafions arms of self-government then I
think it is really important we make sure they are legitimate and they become
Iegitintate by hning the support of the people [lnternar Informant 5].

I think it is imperative; it's essential [again my emphasis added]. I think they
need to devise their own strucÍures that will nteet the needs of the communitiei.
Structures that they can work within that they are familiar with. I think foreign
structures don't always apply to the way we do things. I think people work mire
contþrtably and effectively with systems that they know and urdrrstond rather
than trying tofit a culture into a system so to speak... flnternal Informant 7].

I4tell ... I think that it's been proven in the past that when Aboriginal people or
First Nations aren't part of those processes fi'ont the beginning, thày isuatty
don't work out 

^uery 
well. I think that's been proven more than one tinte and like

Direclive 20-123 is a perfect example; there was very little consultation before
that policy was developed and now we're trying to deal with the problems that
have arisen because of that. I think AFN has always taken that position too that
that's the only u,ay to do it is to involve meaningfut participation of the First
Nations people at the beginning and all the wøy through. I think that if they
really want to develop sontething that will be ffictive and that wilt realþ woik
and that people will tøke ownership of ... it increases the chances of success I
guess. And if thøt doesn't happen then ... it's like the national chief alv,ays says

23 Directive 20-1 is a national funding formula administered by the Depaftment of Indian and Nonhern
Affairs, which restricts funding to "eligible children on reserve." A populåtion threshold (based on children
0-18 years of age) influences how much funding each FNCFS agency receives (McDonald et a1,2000;
ANCFSAO, 200 1 ; Bennett and Blackstock, 2002).
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that "iÍ's like afornt of insønity, they keep doing the sante thing over and over
and it doe,sn't work where v)e are repackaging the sante faited policies and
processes." So I think it is crìtical [emphasis added]. I think part of the
problent is that people have Ío be wìlling to participate too! ... I think that to a
certain degree that responsibility for raising our children has been handed over
to institutions and it is iust not a matter of access and there being a forum for
people ... they have to go. It's about thent and their children [External]nformant
21.

The four responses above are reflective of generally how all of the Key

Informants responded to this particular question. All Key Informants felt th¿t engaging

First Nations people to participate in the development of their own child welfare systems

is absolutely critical, extremely important as well as necessary in order for any new child

welfare structures and supporting legislation to successfully operate to the advantage of

the self-govemance process occurring in Manitoba or elsewhere across Canada.

How First Nations conceptualize child welfare as part of self-government will

depend on communities' definitions around concepts such as justice, safety and,lor

relationships as well as how to formulate a child welfare system and legislation that

confotms to a comtnunity's values and beliefs. Existing First Nations child welfare

agencies must be careful that they are not imposing their values and beliefs on First

Nations communities. How child welfare will operate under self-government must come

from the solutions identified by the people in the community. The involvement of First

Nations peoples is critical to the success of First Nations governments. McCaskill et al

(1999) noted in their evaluation of the FAI that "it is critical that First Nations people are

active participants in the FAI if they are to make informed decisions about self-

goverriment" (p. x). Governments are entities that

represent. If First Nations people do not support

reflective of the people they

governments that are created

are

the
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through self-government, then it is highly unlikely that these goverrìments will be seen as

legitimate in the eyes of the people in the community and the only way these

goverrrments become legitimate is by having the support of the people.

One of the comments above also clearly reflect concems around having not been

involved in past policy decisions and government structures imposed by the federal and

provincial goveillments through legislation, funding mechanisms or structural and

ideological development of First Nations Child Welfare agencies. External Informant 1

identified Directive 20-I as an example of the govemment's inability to consult with First

Nations peoples regarding an imposed policy directive, which greatly impeded the

operations of on-reserve child welfare agencies. Directive 20-1 has many implications

for FNCFS agencies especially as it relates to the jurisdictional impasse created by

section 88 of the Indian Act and was the focus of attention in a national policy review

conducted in 1998 by DIAND and AFN (McDonald et al, 2000). Under this policy, First

Nations child welfare agencies must have delegated authority from provincial or

territorial governments and must go through various levels of developments in order to

receive funding from either DIAND or provincial authorities (McDonald et al, 2000).

Funding under this formula is strictly for operating and maintenance costs and ignores the

growing demands placed on First Nations child welfare agencies to provide not just

protection in times of crisis for children but be able to provide services that are based on

cultural values that are holistic and preventative aspects of conducting child welfare in a

modern context. First Nations' aspirations to exercise jurisdiction over the field of child

welfare as an arrn of selÊgovetnment will be exasperated in the future by the constraints

and restrictions which Directive 20-1 currently imposes. More flexibility is required in
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order to allow First Nations child welfare agencies to be responsive to emerging trends in

child welfare (McDonald et al, 2000).

The comments specifically highlighted above also warn that not including First

Nations peoples in the developments of infrastructures and processes that impact them

personally continues the ongoing perpetuation of colonizing First Nations peoples

(Hylton, 1997). First Nations peoples must be a part of the solution and the solution lies

in their involvement and participation in community consultations that looks at the range

of child welfare options that might be available under self-government. Whatever

systems and laws First Nations people develop it must incorporate the cultural teachings

and natural laws handed down from the old ones. This is similar to what Chandler &

Lalonde call "cultural match" (1998). The following quote is lengthy but it was essential

to capture the Elder's teaching and her perspective on the importance of incorporating

cultural teachings into the fabric of First Nations child welfa¡e laws. Her teaching

interweaves a perspective on the natural law systems that are reflective of her First

Nations culture:

How important is it for First Nations peoples to participate in the developmenÍ of
child welfare slructures and laws under the self-government process? yah, it
goes unsaid, deJinitely it is really important fmy emphasis] ro develop these
child welfare structures and laws under self-governmrri pro"àrrrs. I guiss v,hat
I wanted To say on that point is that when I look at laws I think of white man's
lsws and the natural laws that the old people gave us. All those virtues, respect,
honour and truth - there is a host of them that they taught us and they arL no,t
like, how shall I say, not in a classroont setting but on aãay to day basis as time
unfolds or the events unþld, we learn rhose things. I|¡hen we walk with the
grandmothers or the grandfathers, our parents, the grandmothers and the
grandfathers who are the teachers, they gave us lhat løtowledge. And it was kind
of dfficult for nte because I was almost schizophrenic. Here I was in an Indian
residential school where discipline was very rigid and whatnot. where God is
love - that was preached and at îhe same time you would get whippings. And
Íhen when I would go home in the sumnrcr and I would ¡ia tnes^e- olã people,
v,here not a hand was laid on me but more or less kindnesi and showing lrindins
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and ntaybe just a mild reprimand but always teiling you "don't do this
'kowiastutah'." It was always related to the natural law. "'tr4tar are you kids
doing up there, are you building a tree house? " ,,,Kowia,, don't do that, you,ll
bring a big sÍorm. " " oh hov, come we can't build a house in the trees?'; And
they would sûy, "no, no, you can't do that, the û.ee is riving and that is where the
bit"ds make Íheir honte, you got homes here, you lmow 'esquemcnu"', theywould
say. Little things like that eh, but embedded in that was the respect for other
crecttures, you know, things like that. And as they went along "payatuk" be
careful like when there's old people, "don'f go in front of them, go ãround them,
you lrnow, like respecr. And "'payatuk" if somebody was cripptect, "don't stare
at that person, that's not nice." okay, but sometimes they ioutd say why we
shouldn't do that butwe kind of lcnew thatwe shouldn't do that because itwould
make lhem uncontfortable, they are just like us. I4/e learned those things and my
mother was a traditional Cree woman, even though she practiced Un¡ted Churih
ways. she saw to it that we went to ceremonies and, there, I found il was so
proþund. When I was in the lodges and the way those old nten would beseech
îhe creator. They u,ould throw their arms up and they would cry
"jegimawksukeum, I'm poor, we're humble, have pity on us" kind of thing. It;s
almost as if, hov, shall I say now, we're your creation, we are askingylr, you
are powerful, to look after us, we're poor in spirit, ntìnd, body and soui but we,re
aYjng for your help, kind of thing. It was very profound and I guess I had
dfficulty with "how do I make these two environntents compaÍible foi me?,' And
always if I was in great dfficulty in the board school, getting whiþped or getting
reprimanded for something, ntade to feel less than human or whàiever. l*ould
always go back to the lodge and hear those old people praying and everybody
was together. You could just feel the power in there. And the little chitdren and I
noticed the little children and they are small okøy. There are rituals in the lodge
okay? That you were supposed to follow that we are taught, you do it this wãy,
go around the tree okay? But little children, they haven't yet got the ntind to
decipher what is right and wrong and are allowed certain liberties. You lcnow
there are limits you can't walk in thefire, the sacredfire. Those are the things
that I made observalions. We weren't always told. We were allowed to observe
and to absorb those observations and maybe construct a moral or a teaching out
of it. cause I would ask mont "oh, what are rhey doing? " Maybe rhe med"icine
person was healing somebody and she said, "Just watch and listen and be quiet,'
and whatnot. That is what I u,ould do but I would conze out of there þeting
strengthened. It always güve nte the strenglh to go back to school. There was ...
how shall I say? There was this, how do you say the opposite of sontething ... the
dilemma ... it was incontpatible I guess with what I was experiàncing witi my otd
people. But that's ... I think when we talk about how important it ii okayfo;. the
First NaÍiotts people in the developnxent of chitd welfare structures and the laws
okay? sure we have to obey rhe laws of the land okay but at the same time we
have to incorporøte the teachings of the old ways fmy emphasis]. 1 think that
probably is what will help the families and the children to grow aid develop. so
when I came out of boarding school, the discipline to hit oid ,orrr"t sonteiody, I
was doing that to my own son and I htew it wasn't the right way. so I had ti go
lo cr course on parent ffictiveness training to learn or unlearn those ways of
hitting, physical, punishment - it wasn't good. But I think it is really tmportánt to
abide by the lqws, "whitogey" you have to have laws in the white ntan,s way but
they have to work side by side with the First Nations people to develop chit¿
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welfare structures fmy emphasisf because the old people say that when those
little children are running around, those are gtfts okay? They are lent to youfor
just a certain time. The Creator gave those children to you for a little while you
look after them. That is the way they talked to thetn. It was not only just your
children; it's our child too. It's the child of the contmunity, you know? I always
Iike that poster that says "it takes a whole contmunity to raise a child."
Grandmas and Grandpas used to correct us, Aunts and (Jncles and you know
ntother and dad, and I never had any qualms about that, it was quite okay to
correct as [Regional Informant 5].

Analysis of lnterview Question 3

Question three was designed to capture the range of perspectives about the ',state

of readiness" and "capacity" of First Nations peoples and their governments and

communities to take on more responsibility over child welfare as an arm of self-

govemment. it is an important question that not only federal and provincial bureaucrats

are asking but it is a question being asked openly and bluntly by mainstream society,

Canadian governments and First Nations peoples (RCAP, 1996; Durst 1996).

Consultation on the state of readiness and/or the capacity to take on child welfare under

the full jurisdiction of self-government will no doubt require a response from First

Nations leaders, child welfare expefis and First Nations citizens in order to proceed

forward. Question three is structured as follows:

3. within Manitoba, do you think that First Nations peoples, .o-.,,nitio 
"rrdgovernments are ready to develop their own governing child welfare systems

with supportin islation?

The following statements highlight what the Key Informants had to say about the

state of readiness of First Nations peoples, communities and goveürments in developing

their own governing child welfare systems with supporting legislation:
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I think some üre fmy emphasisf but again, I think you have to do some
preparation work within the communities and let them htow, clearly lef thent
knov' what is the whole purpose to this exercise is and sit down with thent, ald
not only once. You're going to have to do that for a nutnber of rnonths before the
actual work starts to begin [Internal Informant 2].

Yes ... I'll soy yes, witlt limitations [my ernphasis]. There are certain First
Nation contntztnities that probably are not. There are certain First Nations
communiÍies that yes, are ready! flnternal Informant 1].

Yalt, I think they have been ready for a long tíme lmy emphasis]. I think there
are dffirent gradients where people are at with that ... Ile have always
dernonstrated the talent. Llte have the persistence. what u,e need is ihe
opportunity. And that is for governments to simply ... invest in our people by
providing them with an adequate opportunity to take these systenrs on - that is
where the struggle is right now. It is also something that we must clo. It's our
responsibilily and we have to do it regardless of whether our government's
moves on this or not. We simply cannot allow another generation of kids to pay
the price for our fear or our inaction as aduhs, as Aboriginal people. we iaie
take it and go after this child welfare stuff because it is about protecting them
and sometimes that means a rougher ride for us but I think there are many,
many, many of us who are prepared to do that. ... yah, I think, I ntean there are
some real issues in communities where we have farnily divisions, we have people
who are still products of colonization and unfortunately will cover up for-abuse,
etc. Iike that. And we need to have conversations about what our standards are
as a conxnlunily. In my conxmunity, alcohol was not an issue but now there is a
certain level of alcohol consumption that is expected to be tolerated and to me
that level is higher than what should normally exist. so, we need to re-group as
community members around that piece and say "what are our basic expecmlions
around children in the care of contmunity? " So there needs to be engàgement in
thaf but I think the first step is inviting people to be part of the solution. Because
for far too long our people have had the experience of having child wetfare done
to them instead of inviting them to be part of caring for their own children and
honouring îhat they høve those skills and abilities and just say, you htow what,
we have these challenges in tltese contmunilies - none of us want to see our kids
sexually abused, physically abused, or exposed to donteslic violence. There are
these issues v,ithfamily, there's these issues, etc. how do we ger past lhat to rtake
sure that kids are looked after? And people will step up to the bar in greater and
grealer numbers but we fFirst Nations Child Welfare agencies] have to continue
to be there and we need to conrinue to be strong as agencies and as people who
u'ork with comntunities and not hide from those issues. And to also role itodet ¡n
our own likes fBxternal Informant 1].

r think son e comntunities are. Not all lmy emphasis]. But at the same time ... I
would be concerned because the way the systerns are set up now, they are so
unstable ... like the elections are every two years and you can,t get snbility in
the communily in two years. And just lhe way the election thing is set up, it's
always the bigfamilies who run the reserves and there is no ... hor rouldyo,
puÍ it? ... There is nothing pushÌng them to ... do what is bestfor the cornntunity.
A lot of the times it's what is bestfor bigfamilies ...you're only therefor rwo
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years, you know and if you don't please thern, you're gone. you can't do very
much in tv,o year.s. I think sonte of them are and I really believe that they shouid
because we've got lo start somewhere we really have to starl somewhere. I
believe there are people ouï there who can do it if they are given the chance.
There's goodpeople out there but iÍ's just theway the system is set up its hard to
get good honest people, you lrnow, people who are willing to put inihe tinte and
all that, I think. It's screwed up, the communities are screv)ed up because of the
system, because of the way Indian Affairs is set up and the way Indian ffiirs
controls everything flnternal Informant 3].

... Are we ready for it as First Nations people? I think thøt we are lrny
ernphasisl. I think we have a lot of people in chitd welfare that work w¡th¡n F¡rit
Nations that know the customs, culture and traditions ...1 think it,s a mafier of
non-Aboriginal people letting us or giving us the chance to do it and then fir
thent to step back and watch how we do it. I think we need the opportunity to
implement our own child welfare laws, our own standards flnternal inørm^ni 21.

And that is a question rhd a lot of people ask very openly and bluntly and they
are in facÍ questioning u,hether or not Aboriginal people have the ability but io
me that is just developing into another stereotype of Aboriginal people as being
ignorant and unskilled and just not capable and I totally disagree with thal.
í4/hen I was our ìn the Dauphin area teaclting, the people that I worked wirh were
for the ntost part social workers already working in rhe field and they v)ere very
passionate about what was happening in their cornmunities and definiteiy
lvtowledgeable. I mean they lcnew first hand what the experiences were and they
wanted to see changes for the families that they worked with. They are very
capable of doing that work and I think thøt for the most part they are reødy þny
ernphasis]. If we have self-doubts a lot of those self-doubts are just comingfrom
the colonial experience. lle certainly need to see ... and ou, Èld"rs in thá-early
years aclvtowledge that v¡e need to understand the main systems, the Ilestein
perspective, ,f *n are going lo continue to survive and I think that we need to
contintte to do that without losing sight of what our needs are and our culture
lRegional Informant 41.

I think tltat some people üre at that poinf [my emphasis) and some people are
working tov¡ards that and because there has been uneven progress with
communities ... 1 find some of the tnore urbanized communitìes to be more
progressive than a lot of various, say, remote communities, but I think the goal is
the sarne for everyone but people are at different places. I think there are ã tot of
First Nation comntunilies that are ready to take that step and have been doing
v,ork towards that fExternal Informant 2].

The Key Informants' responses referred to above point out that some if not all

First Nations peoples and their communiti es are ready. Many however exlrressed that

there are limitations attached to what they perceive as the state of readiness respecting

First Nations peoples, communities' ability and commitment to move toward self-
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government to ensure that full jurisdiction over child welfare becomes a reality. Some of

those limitations are tied to the imposed Indian Act election system, colonization and the

division within families and communities because of government tactics, and the

stereotypical belief that generally First Nations peoples are unskilled or just incapable of

taking on the responsibility which comes with self-govemment. According to the

perspectives above, the experience, education, and the belief that First Nations

communities and governments have the capacity and the ability to take over child welfare

exists. What is missing is the trust and an opportunity to demonstrate that capacity and

ability. At least two of the responses above point out that federal and provincial

goverlìments must release their paternalistic hold on First Nations peoples and allow First

Nations peoples, leaders, child welfare agencies and communities the opportunity to see

how far they can take child welfare under their own self-governing initiatives and begin

extending and respecting the fact that First Nations do want responsibility over the child

and family jurisdiction which they once held. Caution was expressed by one key

informant who pointed out a rather simple factor which impedes considerably on that

readiness. First Nations leaders, child welfare professionals and communities must begin

to address in this their dialogue on developing their own child welfare jurisdiction:

I think for the most pürt they ore. I think there is ø tot of experience ltny
emphasisl. As far as doing the child welfare work, I think where the weatrneisis
are is in the self-governnrcnt piece. Child wetfare cannot operate by itself. It
needs other institutions like legal and justice and things like that. I nrcan even in
a province il [child and family services] runs through a ministry and government,
so until those structures are defined by First Nations people, you can;t really say.
child welfare can't operate as an ortn of self-governitent if there ts no sei¡-
government. I think what we can do now is what we're trying to do now with
AJI-CII4, is build the infrasrructure, develop the worlcforce, do all those pieces
so that when sonteone says okay, are you ready to take it, we're ready to iake it.
But it you can't do child welfare here and not have those other pieces done there
flnternal Infonnant 5].
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According to this Informant First Nations child welfare agencies are ready to

develop their own child welfare jurisdiction but there are weaknesses with the self-

government process envisioned in the FAI because other institutions needed to support

child welfare have not yet been created through self-govemment. The creation of these

other institutions will be necessary before a First Nations child welfare system can be

operational under self-government. Morgan & McGettigan, (1999) also acknowledge

there is a need for an interdependent and holistic framework of service delivery by

exploring options for the design and implementation of integrated health, education, child

care and child welfare services within a First Nations self-government framework.

The restructuring of the child welfare system through AJI-CWI as commented by

the Informant above is viewed as a process that will build on developing the

infrastructures and human capacities needed to operationalize the child welfare

jurisdiction under self-government. The AJI-CWI however is seen by another Key

Informant as only an interim step towards full First Nations jurisdiction over child

welfare:

I4tell yes, I think it is a stepping-stone towørds self-government lmy ernphasis].
It's one of the issues we alu,ays deal with is the fact that our leaders don'r believe
that the provincial governtnenl has a role to ptay within First Nations'
governments however the fact of the ntatter is when it comes to ... education,
child and fantily serttices, health, the province has their foot in the door and I
think it is our iob as leaders to find a v)ay of shoving thent back out the door
when it conres to all those issues... (Regional hrformant l).

The restructuring of child and family services as proposed under AJI-CWI is not

the ideal circumstances but in the meantime, it is considered by many First Nations child

welfare and political organizations as one step forward in claiming full jurisdiction over
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child welfare as I have alluded elsewhere in this thesis (AMC, no date; and SCO, 2001).

This individual's comments acknowledge that jurisdictional barriers currently exist

within the province in many other areas besides child welfare that affect First Nations

peoples. This informant expressed a belief that more long term planning is needed before

the ability to take over child welfare and/or other jurisdictions can be achieved.

McCaskill et al (1999) reiterated in its review of the FAI thatthe authors of FAI under

estimated the extent of the self-government process.

Awareness through education of all technical aspects of self-govemment is an

important factor in securing individual and community involvement in child welfare

development as was noted by one Intemal Informant:

... I think rhat before we take sontething like that to the communitíes, we need an
education process, what is an act, what does it do, how does it become law, who
enforces it and what goes into it? Those of us that work in child welfare know all
about that but contmuniry people don't really. They hear about il ùut they don't
really lcrtow what it actually means until you're involved in it sontetimes. Then
you sort of get an idea or what section applies or to whatever it is that is
applicable. I thínk that that has to happen initiatly is that education (I¡ternal
Informant 7).

For this individual, the signifìcance of education as part of the consultation

process cannot be excluded. More education is required to facilitate a broader

understanding of how self-government will be developed and implemented. Before First

Nations peoples can become meaningfully involved in consultations there must be an

education process that explains how laws will be created and enforced under self-

govetnment. This view is supported by McCaskill et al (1999) wherein they noted that

because of FAI's complexity, FAI must encompass an educational process to assist in

overcoming community attitudes of fear and mistrust about self-government.
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Furthermore, McCaskill et al recommended that when information about self-government

is disseminated through consultations it should be provided in "laymen's language,, as

well as in Aboriginal languages.

Analysis of lnterview Question 4

The assumption that First Nations communities' and governments' are ready to

take on the jurisdiction of child welfare under self-government appears to be the

predominant perception. My inquiry then turned to identifying ways of engaging the

participation and involvement of First Nations peoples in community discussions on child

welfare as required for self-determination but in ways that are respectful. euestion four

asked the Key Informants to identify respectful ways of engaging First Nations peoples

this way:

Assuming First Nations peoples are ready, what is the most respectful2a way of
engaging First Nations peoples in becoming more involved in the development
of First Nations child welfare laws and governing structures under self-
government?

A respectful process as noted by one Internal Informant requires a more

individualized approach to consulting with First Nations peoples. It was explained this

way in this response:

I prefer one on one because people are more at ease when there are just tvto
people or three people or four people. In a loutn halt a lot of our pe-ople are
basically shy and they don't participate as tnuch as, I'nt sure, thuy wàntlo. But
one on one, they will tell you how theyfeel without fear that sontebody is going to
oppose thetn or somebody is going to think that what they are saying is wròng
kind of thing. so one on one - it probabty would take a lot longer tà do øut ls
probably more ffictive ... (lnternal Informant 7).

2' The concept of "respect" and being "respectful" is explained more fully in Chapter One, at p. 1g.
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This approach is seen as producing a more successful outcome than conducting

large scale consultations where participation is impersonalized and which can impede on

participation.

Other Key Informants pointed out that the ability to respectfully engage First

Nations peoples in the participation pïocess means acknowledging that there are intemal

differences and different ways of doing things in the community which can affect how

participation is respectfully conducted:

V[/e have to start where people are al and thal's part of ... the dffiring views and
opinions, it's part of the richness of the comntunityview, is to allow there to be
comntunity debate, to allow lhere to be discussion and dffirences but to
encourage that that is resolved in a way that is respectful for children lExternal
Inforrnant l].

.'. I think there are a lot of issues. One ís that for the contmunities that are ready,
lhere has to be respect þr the way they do things including their fficial
Ieadership, Chief and councils but also the comtnuniry people t¡ke Elders
including the u,hole contmunity, youth, having respect for thàir own internal
ways of doing their business fExternal Informant 2].

Other examples where First Nations peoples have been respectfully included and

invited to participate in the debates and discussions around child welfare was evidenced

in the Province of Manitoba's restructuring of the child welfare system as this Key

Informant explained:

Let's say on the AJI-CI4/I side, I think the way the prottince approached it with
the MOU and the way the provinces really pushed working th¡s ihole initiative is
through the leadership and idenîifying clear parries that ipeak even though other
people may disagree and really trying to create a sort of governltent to
government context. I think that has been very respectful in how they did that. I
think the way the four partners ... I think overall there has been a lot of attention
paid in rnaking sure that everybody is equally represented even ihough for
exarnple, the province certainly has more weight because they connâl 

"the

resources or they could think they do and exercise it, but they for the most part,
haven't done that. So I think they lthe provinc el have been viry respectful ¡n that
regard, trying to work it so that everybody is at the table. They'và bien wiiling
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to fund a process thal involves, that recognizes our ov)n slructures for getting
approval and they hqve been willing to pay for that and allow the time for it evei
though sotnelimes it takes nzore titne, costs a little bit more, because we have
assetnblies or whatever. So they recognize fhat we don't have one ntinister to
run to, to get the okay - Thatwe [FirstNations) have o group of peopte thatwe
have to deal with. I think that has been respectful and the funding of ihe steering
group process recognizing that you hate a number of levels, the political, the
technical and you have to try and involve everybody and try and get as much
feedback ãs you can. I think that piece has been respectfut ... llnternal Informant
sl.

On the other hand, this same Internal Informant also viewed FAI as being

disrespectful in comparison to the AJI-CWI in encouraging First Nations peoples to

participate and become involved in discussions on child welfare as paft of the self-

govemment initiative underway in the province:

I think FAI's been completely the opposite. I think that when FAI first got
signed, like the whole agreement, there was a good debate and there *as a gãod
taking of things to the communilies and contntunities came back with diffárent
positions, some supported it, some hated Ìt. There was a debate about that and I
think there was an effort and rnore of a recognition that we hsve to involve the
contntuniÍy. Somewhere along the way I think FAI lost sTeam on a nuntber of
fronts, including the leadership. It became something that I don't think was
intended. I think that the communie piece certainty feil off the table when the
fundingfor community reps lcommunity coordinators] was lost. I'm not saying
that lthe community coordinatorsl was even effective but at least it recognizeâ
the needfor them. I thinkwith the CFS part on FAI, it's been very disrespectful
partictrlarly since it ntoved over lo a political organizalion. I think thal was a
very bad thingfor it and it lost not only the connection to the comntunity but also
the connection to the Aboriginal chitd welfare experts, the agencies. Those
agencies have been around for 20 years and they have a broad network of
people, cotnntittee members, foster parents, and staff. All would contribuie
extrentely valuable input into drafting law and there is no communication and no
effort to interact or set up a process. Like no attention was paid lo a process to
involving these folks in a meaningful u,ay. so when I sit with the diiectors, no
one knows what's happeningwith FAI. Asfar as the contmunity stffi like I have
no idea. I'm aware that they came oul to two of our conmtunities in ¡

and I'm ctware in one of thent theywere asked to leave the contmuntty ana in tne
other one, I don't lcnow what happened at that session. I lctow tlzat our staffwere
not involved in that which to me is a mislake but I also know that after that, our
Iocal comntittee ntet and they utere extrentely upset over vthat had been said by
the FAI people and I think it is because sotne of those people don't know chiid

- 
Name of agency withdrawn for confidential purposes.
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welfare, and they are not working with their chilcl welfare experts and they are
bringing rheir own baggage to the table and that all cante out in the consultation.
So yott really didn't get any kind of information that I think anybody could rely
or that anyone should rely on Ío make lsy, Unternal Informant 5].

Respectfully engaging First Nations to participate in community consultations on

child-welfare also requires that consultations be undertaken with the govemments too as

one informant iterated below:

-.. llhat I find most challenging is how do we engage those we need resources
front in order to make this happen? That opportunity question - so, the federal
and the provincial governn?ents, for example, ... how do we have a conversation
with them in saying that you lçnow what, what you've done in terms of child
u'eWare has not worked. You could all acknowledge that but what you neid to do
is allou' us Íhe freedom and invest in us to look after the chitdien in the way
lhat's respecful in our comnxunities. And it sounds easy - there's lots of rhetoric
around that but it's very, very dfficult for peopte to let go in lnon-Aûoriginal]
government of their traditional ways of doing things. They stitl come from the
place of thinking that what they are doing is better even if there ii tons of
evidence to the contrary. That is the ntost dfficult conversatíon to have when
you invite people to be part of aprocess because it is not just an invitation to do
practice dffirently. It's an invitation to think dffirently (External Informant l).

On the other hand when goveûtments claim to consult with First Nations peoples

generally, it not always respectful as one External Informant pointed out:

A perfect example is not about child welfare but it's the First Nations
Governance Act. The particular parts of the Indian Act that they lDlANDf want
to amend are governnrcnÍ priorities. They are not First Nation priorities. [First
Nations] People aren't saying we don't want to change the Indian Act oi they
aren't saying the Indian Act isfine. They are saying those aren,t our prioritiei,.
those aren't our issues that we see os being urgent. Like refornting thà electoral
pt'ocess is not an urgent need, there are problents with it but people are talking
about housing, they are talking about child welfare, they 

-are^ 
talking abolt

poverty. Tltose are urgent issues and ... so I think that if somebody's t, tniltrg
youfocus on this area, focus on that area, thal's nor what First Nations want to
hear because they have gone through lhat so matzy tintes. There's a resislance
there lBxternal Infonnant 2].
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Respectfully engaging First Nations peoples and communities to participate

requires recognition that First Nations must come to terms with the past and deal with the

role that child welfare has played in the history of their communities as this Regional

Informant expressed:

For nte the ideal way would be for contmunities to start looking at the history of
child u'elfare in their ov)n conxn'Ìunities and start working through the entotion
and spiritual hurt tltat's conte from that because I think as individuats that if
we've been involved, our generation has been involved in childwelfare, it's one
of the most frightening things that is going to happen with our o*, òhitdrun, with
the next generation and we see thû it is happening in a lot of families. So, just
the word "child welfare", it's not something posilive, it's sontething that is easier
to avoid than to take it head on and everybody deals with their experiences
dffirently. I guess people look at that as sort of the slow way to ão things,
because you know you need to heal, you need to sÍart dealing with sonte of those
issues and then you beconte etrtpowered and start parlicipating [Regional
Infonnant 4].

The individual's comments above indicate that healing must be a priority before

First Nations peoples and communities can be meaningfully engaged and involved in any

consultation process, not just those that deal with child welfare or self-govemment.

Healing is a necessity for the success of Aboriginal self-government and the healing

solutions to be used and implemented should be initiated holistically, be culturally

appropriate and community-based (Warry 1998).

Engaging First Nations peoples to become more involved in child welfare, self-

goverrìment and community consultation discussions will require a great deal of

creativity, unrestricted time and money if consultation with the people in the community

is to be successful. Respectfully engaging people is also about acknowledging, like with

conducting research in First Nations communities, that there must be ownership and a

sense of responsibility over the consultation process by the people themselves (Tuhiwai
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Smith, 1999). First Nations have to be able to buy into the process. if there is a sense of

ownership then more people will become involved but participation cannot be induced by

force, which has happened all too frequently in the past (Cardinal,1995; Tuhiwai Smith,

1999). Respectfully engaging First Nations to participate in community consultations on

child-welfare also requires adequate human resources as well as money and realistic time

frames to undertake meaningful consultations in the communities without losing site of

the diverse cultural context of communities (Durst,lgg6b).

Analysis of lnterview Question S

The focal point of question five was designed to elicit whether the Key Informants

interviewed for this study were aware of reasons why First Nations people might chose

not to participate in the development of their own structures.

5. Have First
their own
Iaws?

Nations people been hesitant to participate in the development of
child welfare governing structures and supporting child welfare

People are just not interested in these sorts of things because of the complexity of

the issues and the sheer fact that it is not a high priority to the people in the community as

noted in this comment:

No the attendance wasn't that great to begin v)ith but I think lhat,s because
people have a lot of other things to do and legislation is kind of foreign to thent.
I think until it hits you or you have to deal with it, it's not a piiority, youwculd
rather go shopping instead of going to a two hour presentàtion on-legislation
that yotr don't really lnow about. I think that is hoi they think at leait that is
how I would think as well (lnternal Informant 7).
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Although not all of the commentary is included here, all of the participants

indicated in their responses that they have witnessed low attendance rates at consultations

respecting cliild welfare issues. As one External Informant stated "the whole nature of

child welfare it's no one's favorite topic." However that is not to say that First Nations

do not get involved in child welfare discussions as reflected in this response:

I thínk when we have to deal wÌth specific issues in communities, people do conte
out. For example, in 

-" 

there was an issue around kids getting into trouble
because they don't have nothing else to do sort of thing. So when the police, the
education peoples and ourselves, people cante out and wanted to listen and to
find out what we're going to do about it. some people offered hetp by
volunteering to work on this area and that area. I thínk a lot of it has to- do if
those issues affect them directly and I think thar applies to anybody no matter if
they are on reserve or offreserve. Where Ifound the people thar volunteered the
tîlost are those that are kind of independent that have jobs, and don't have to
worry so ntuch tomorrow about how they are going to eat. Those are the people
that volunteer nxore or maybe iÍ is families that is, in our judgntent I suppoie who
raise their kids and don't have any problems wifh their children. They grew up
and go to school and are well behavàd and don't get into trouble with alcohol or
drugs. Those kinds of parents also come forward and offer their advice and their
services to do things for the community. I guess a lot depends on your economic
well-being if that's tlte term? [Internal Informant 7].

This response points to an important factor why First Nations may not participate

in community consultations. The ability to participate is directly tied to the economic

well being of the person and the community. Another Informant put it similarly this way:

But I still have a problem with consultation because of the fact that our people
are in a situation where so many of thern do not have their basic needs met ànd
how can you talk to people ... when you are not meeting lheir basic needs?
[Regional Infonnant 1 ].

The Elder offered up a similar observation when she responded with this view:

25 
Name of community removed for confidentiality reasons.
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I think what really cotnes to mind is that we have to look at the total situation, the
econotttics, Íhe socio-economics, the physical, the mental, the spirituali4t, the
holistic approach to child welfare. L'[/e can't deal with this unilaterally. People
v'on't ctllow it. Things are so interconnected okay? If I'm feeling good about
having enough þod and clothing and you know to look after my baby and then I
feel good about my self, you know? That is only one aspect of it and if I have, if I
can be given timefor myself, okay? fRegional Infonnant 5].

The Elder's words remind us that participation is only possible when we look

holistically at the situation of First Nations people's ability to participate. This includes

the economic, socio-economic, physical, mental and spiritual aspects of an individual.

The hesitation on the part of First Nations peoples to become involved in the

development of their own child welfare systems extends from the impact of colonization

through the residential school experience (McKenzie & Hudson, 1985; McKenzie,1989;

Knockwood, 1992; Durst, 1992; Durst, 1996b; McGillivray, 1997; callahan, 2002).

There is a lot of historical pain wrapped up on the communities because of what

happened in the past and although many the First Nations child welfare agencies have

worked hard to change this that pain still exists (Hudson and Taylor-Henley, 1995;

RCAP, 1996; Huds on, 1997). Other reasons behind the disinterest may be due to residual

anger in the community especially when some community members have children in care

(Hudson, 1997). One informant noted that the dynamics respecting community debates

between members is one explanation behind the hesitation to participate in issues that

affect the community as a whole:

.-. The other big problem is that our comil'tunities are not contfortable or good at
healthy debate. Like the debate is stopped because people get defensive ind they
feel thatwhen they have a debate on an issue, its side takìng. so if you have an
opinion that dffirs from the ntajority or thãt dffirs from the leadership, you're
afi^aid to offer it because you ger jumped on. ll/e don't have fornts of givernntent
with chief and council structures where we have kind of an fficial opposition
where your job is precisely that, to question everything that is done, no|-because
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you're attacking them but just because that is your job. We don't have that in
our communities so I think it is difficult to engage people in really good
consultation. It becomes more people sit there and nod their head and if you ask
if there is any questions no one has any questions, if there is problents no one
says anything and then as soon as you leave the meeting, as soon as everybody
Ieaves, it all starts right? I think the context of it is we need to pay nore
attention to those pieces. I think people are free to say what they want to say. I
rhink a lot of thentfeel like they are stupid, they're uneducated. I've heard those
comruents.frotn people, like well what do I have to say? They devalue their role
and that's why you don't get good attendance at these things. Then you have
comntunily gossip and people don't even-want to come to thing in the first place.
I think Íhose are all dynantics that you can't undo over night but I think you sure
have to pay attention to this when you are figuring out how to do consultation. I
don't think those are always recognized, ii¡lst Ul's set up a meeting and people
will conte. If they don'l come thenwe assunxe they are not interested and I don't
think that's the right assumption either llnternal Informant 5].

The replication of past abuses and the overall fear of taking on the responsibility

and control of child welfare is another reason behind the hesitation in some First Nations

communities because First Nations peoples are:

... scared, scared when you are getting to a point where you are going to be
taking responsibility ,for your own but as ... Íhose outside systems l¡tt tn
incorporated and used in our communities have not worked and failed our people
in a way ... I guess people are leery that things will or may not work out the iay
they u,ould like to see thent. And there have been major flaws in chitd wetfaie
and Íhere's been issues raisedfrom all angles, Iike when they talk about abusive
authority, abuse in the system, I ntean the big thing is going to be to put
mechanisnts in place to deal u¡ith Those abuses. Again, I'tn not sure how that is
going to be done bur I have faith in the people involved in moving this process
along and those people being our experts in the fietd of child andfamity lervices.
I think they'll, they are cognizant of those issues and they'll assist in putting
mechanisms in place so that abusive authority by clients, political people-or staff
ntentbers is seriously ntinimized. I think that this has been a probiemfron thoi-e
oulside systems we never really had a say ... ,f you refer back to the sixlies ...
that caused major damage u,ithin our fantilies and if you look at residential
schools, lhat caused even more damage, generational damage right up unlil even
my generation and next after. So those kinds of things I think as First Nations
people when we look at putting systems in place, we are so oware of those kinds
of things, the damage they caused and because of that, you're ntore careful in
how you set up or will set up your systents but it is still scary! fRegional
Informant ll.
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Analysis of lnterview Question 6

At the heart of question six is whether First Nations peoples can develop laws that

will impact highly on fundamental areas that are by their very nature deeply private and

which will strike at the heart of families and communities. Are First Nations peoples

capable of creating legislation as well as capable of monitoring themselves in making

sure the application of this law is being complied with in their own communities? The

question focuses on the ability of First Nations peoples to make decisions about how their

laws will impact their lives and their communities. The question was worded as follows:

6. How would First Nations peoples respond to the
impact on such personal areas on child and family

development of laws that
matters and the safety of

children/youth who might be in need of protection?

The comments below emphasize some of the perspectives on the capacity of First

Nations peoples to develop laws that will have a personal affect on family and

community matters:

... First Nations peoples already have their own laws, but they just aren't
recognized fby rnainstrearn societ¡r or the judicial systern]. And I use custom
adoption as an example. I mean there are exantples all over our communities
v'here there are kids that have lived u,ith other extended fantily placentents ancl
even in non-related family. For just about their entire lifespan and into adult,
where they are adopted by a clan and it's never gone through any court system.
No one has asked for provincial support or funding support. It is just simply
what you do. so, to me, it's not provincial laws until we develop our own laws.
It is always this tension saying that our traditional lav,s are still in place here
and we have this tension, alntost like sandpaper grating with this other
independent provincial child welfare law. At sonte point, vte need to recognize
what has alu,ays worked, compare the two of thern and if you take a moment and
jttst reflect on the provincial child welfare systent and u,e look at the results of
how that has been on our people and then we looked that over and say, okay,
with our traditional laws whaÍ would have been the result? I think every
obiective research project would find that those traditional laws hcwe beein
superior. So we need to find ways of having those recognized by broader society
because having thern recognized by broader society, stops the inhibition, this
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grcrting of the sandpaper of those others laws and I would also say offers, opens
up an opportuniry for mainstreant society of learn from some of these traditional
ways of caring that have been true since the beginning. And then ... you know
when you raised that discussion yesterday aboul cultural match, your own
solutions have to come frorn your own ways of knowing and being and that would
even go for First Nations. ... In describing things in a way that people can
understand the law. The law should be a collective view qbout certain standards
that we have in communities, certain ways of knowing. ... A legislation about
children and families should always be respectful to their changing
circuntstances but should be tied to that core center of values and betiefs thãt
identify them as a people, as they define them not as someone or a law maker
defines thent but as cI comn'tunity defines those values and beliefs fExternal
Infonnarrt l].

I think ìf those lcnus truly reflected the community's needs and desires, what
needs to happen for that cotnmunity, I think that they would be supported. llhen
you were asking nte that question, I was going through lhis real conflict because
in myself there's this doubt about whether or not colonization has affected so
ntany of our leaders in terms of nnking decisions that are good for ihe whole
contmunity or whether there's another agenda. And we know lhere are these
other people who are reallyfightingfor all the values that our people have been
fightingfor, for centuries. At that same time there is this feeling oj excitement at
the whole concept of Aboriginal people really being able to develop laws or
policies that pertain to their communities and to their families and thãt they are
based on the values of our grandfathers and grandntothers [Regional Infoimant
41.

... I think they would probably act so long as it was in the best interest of the
child and the safety of children who ntight be in need of protectìon? we never
said that children should be abused right? In the otd days.we never saw abuse. I
never saw abuse. I think that people, families had ways of dealing with situations
so that abuse wouldn't occur. ... I think that we always want a iafe environment
for our children and I think that as First Nations people u,e will see to it that our
children are raised up in a safe environnxent lRegionar Informant 5].

First Nations already have their own laws that have been monitored by the people

for centuries however they are not recognized by mainstream society (Wany, l99B).

Custom adoption is a primary example of where this was so (Durst, 1992; Jourdain,

2002). Many of the interviewees were of the opinion that First Nations can step up to the

base and create legislation, policies, standards and guidelines that are based on standards

more culturally relevant and appropriate than what currently exists (ANCFSAO, 2001).
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Vy'hatever is created through self-government, independent First Nations child welfare

systems and any supporting laws must reflect and share the same understanding, values

and principles found in the communities to which it applies. Nations must be resolute

about investing all aspects of Aboriginal culture into their modern structures Qllewhouse,

2000). In other words, there must be a cultural match between the law created and the

First Nations values and principles espoused and how they are reflected in the law.

Chandler & Lalonde (2002) for instance, indicate that the solution to youth suicide in

First Nations communities is predicated on the engagement of Aboriginal youth and their

communities in efforts to recover from the effects of colonization and in the movement of

the community toward self-government and culturally appropriate institutions of self-

goveffrance.

Some of the Key Informants expressed concerns around developing child welfare

laws as illuminated by these observations captured below:

I think they lFirst Nations people] are kind of suspicious that they are being
asked because they hat,e never been asked beþre. They are kind of wonderinglf
this is just anolher study another thing by the government. When you have bàen
burnt so many times, it's hard to trust [Internal Informant 3].

I think that people would be hesitant because, well there's right now, in regards
ro the contnturtity's developntent and in regard to child abuse; there 7s no
comrnunity norms in how we deal with child abuse cases. LVe are by law to
report and investigate and renîove but ir has to go back to lthe communityl and
through that whole consultation process, Iike how this community. going to deal
with child abuse ,cases? ll¡hat support systems do we have to tãt ,p ¡o, ou,
victims but also the offenders in our contntunily? Because, when you toàk ot on
offender, most likely they have also have been abused and that whole cycle of
abuse is further contínuing, right? But also the whole development of ch'ild and
family safety, that whole definiTion, what are the communities' norms, standards
on child protection for child and fanùty? Right now you hat,e this Act that says a
child is in need in protection when all those liüle statentents, neglect, abuse,
physical, all those statements, right? The communiry has to go back and look at
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îheir own norms and values as to child protection issues and safety? þVh¿t is
lheirs, u¡hat is ours? You knou, what I tnean? (Internal Informant 2).

... And the way that we deliver child welfare today. That's not our way. It has
never been our way. Our way was looking after each other but how do we go
back to that without the RCMP, without the courts getting involved? Long agi tf
a child was ever sexually abused, the people would look after this tittte child and
they'd nruke the offender pay some kind of consequence and protect that child,
u'hether it is a boy or a girl. That's lost. Ile never had foster care and all rhat
stuff and it's sad to see. How do we get our people back to being able to ... like I
don't want to sound like a hallnmrk card or anything, but to loving each other
and being able to share? ... The more you think about it ... tike sometimes, I get
insomnia lots ... I was fine, I used to sleep. But now things are getting so intense.
There is so ntuch work ro do and like I'm constantly thinking. My mind cannot
stop because I'm thinking, thinking, thinking and I'm lying in bed and trying to
sleep and I'nt thinking all these thoughts... how do you get back to it? Like how
do you give bøck our race their pride and their dignity? First Nation people
used to be so proud beþre fernphasis added]. There never used to be people on
the corner of Main and Higgins snffing glue orwhatever they snffi- Itwasn't
us! How did we get to where we are today? Even our organizations ... sometintes
I think they are selective about whont they want to help and whom they want to
work with. IÍ's turning into a clique that's what I think. I could be wrong bu, it's
what I see, I think? flntemal Informant l].

Yes, they have to be involved in what that legislation is going to be and one of the
things that we need to be very clear on is that we do not duplicate whal ii out
there because what's out there with Manitoba's legislation, like you said, it
doesn't work. There has to be a better way of doing things, you cannot reward
monies to agencies for bringing children into care. There needs to be more focus
on prevention and working v,ith families and obviously, ultimately, protecting
children. Things can't continue to be dealt with the way they currently are and
the oÍher piece is that there has to be major networking with our service delivers
whether that's child and family, NADA?, health, Brighter Futures and those
kinds of progratns that are curuently there in our First Nations and again
focusing on prevention and empowering our youth and trying to stop the cycle of
familyviolence and alcohol abuse. I knov, it sounds simple but it;s a long-ternt
goal, ø long-term thing [Regional Informant l].

Some of the concerns expressed above center on issues of trust, how to deal with

the social problems that plague some communities like child abuse for instance, and how

to define and capture a community's norrns about safety, child protection, family

violence and sexual abuse. These are issues not easily dealt with in the short term and

simply creating new systems and laws under self-government will not eradicate them
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from the community (Durst, I996a). The above responses also imply that something

deeper must happen in communities before First Nations can go about creating new

systems and laws. Many of this concern can be traced back to the backlash of

colonization in the communities (Stokes & Ternowetsky, 1997). Healing is needed

before self-government can be established (Warry, i99S).

Analysis of lnterview Question 7

There is no doubt that education is important to Aboriginal peoples across Canada

(Battiste & Batman, 1995). Do First Nations peoples view education as important to the

self-government process is the focus of this question. Is being educated a perquisite to

participating in community consultations which focus on child welfare or self-

government? Question seven is replicated below:

7. Is it necessary for First Nations peoples to be educated in order to participate in
the development of their own child welfare governing structures and laws under
self-sovernmenf in Manitoba?

The answers received from the Key Informants to this question point to well-known

traditional teachings around the medicine wheel, which supports a mix or a balance of

experience and education. Cultural teachings and stories are very often at the heart of

this perspective and were interwoven into some of the responses given. This is captured

in two of the responses below:

To me ... self-governntenl is the abili4t for people to nnke decisions about what
impacts their lives. so, the question becomes what kind of knowledge you need to
ntake decisions about what impacts your life in the future and in thõ present. you
need to have a sense of whal your history has been, you need to have the wisdom
Íhat contes fi"om the cltoices that were made before you and what the implications
of those decisions were, you need to have certain yalues anct betiefs ihat gutde
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yottr decision making like a compass. You need to htow, understand and
appreciate that there are dffirent gradients of lnowtedge depending upon your
life experience. And to encourage lhat those that are in the best position to make
decisions based on that experience. lI/e also live in a very complicated world
and so for some decision tnakers they definitely need that university education. It
is part of making sense of things such as globalization or the impacts of the
NAFTA Treaty. And some people say that ... our traditions never anticþated
that but I disagree. I think that a lot of our legends, at least in nty conmtunity, we
have a lot of legends ... for example, a legend about someone who takes way too
ntany fish and they are profitable ... during their life span, they were able to
share u,ith their family, they become very well respected because he's a nice guy
who went and took all this fish but seven generations later, his fantily is starvin-g
and the lesson is that we always need to be cognizant of what our choices are
todayfor seven generations down the line [Extemal Informant 1].

I think that people should look at the ntedicine wheel and say you need a balance
of people. You need your educated people for sure because they have a role,.
rhey have certain things that they need to do. Bur you need to have people who
don'l have that same perspective. You want to look at the issue througi a tot of
different lenses and if you just have a bunch of educated people, 

-you 
don;t

necessarily get Íhe best thing out of them but you need thent there. I think they
can help frante things and they can maybe bring some understanding but I
certainly wouldn't want to see leaving thetn out. I think they are critical but I
don't think thaî that's certainly not the only thing and I would really like to see a
ntix, jusÍ like you should ltave a mix of ages because you get diÍerent
perspectives and you should have a gender balance. Cause all that's important
really at the end of the day is having a product that is good for everybody
[Intemal Informant 5].

The idea of balance and having a mix of people with difference experiences was

strongly endorsed by the majority of the Key Informants. The ranges of opinions which

reflect this idea of balance are captured below:

t4¡ell, I think that people v,ho live in our contmunities lvtow our contmunities
better than anybody else who lives outside of our contmunities, right but that they
have Íhat htowledge that other people don't have. However I sfijl think that yiu
need people v,ho are educated through the legal systems, through dffirent ...
oreas to assist peoplefront that community to be involved. I mean I don,t know
lhal people who are not really well versed in chitd welfare for exantple can
parlicipate in a meaningful way if somebody does not guide them. people need
Ío know v¡hat the parameters are and ¡6ytfar they can go or how much of what
lhey søy wilt be used because we have sometintes that problem wilh our
communities right, where v,e ask our cotnmunilies for advice but then they think
we're not taking it and then they get mad and say why are we here rf they are not
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going to listen to us. So it is really important to tell people that this is your role.
we're asking you to participate for this reason and that sonte of v,hat you say v)e
can use and some of it we can't but to be really upfront witñ that.'Becaise if
not, and then people just think that you're asking all these questions and you'r:e
not paying ailention to us, you're not writing down what I'm saying, so what's
the point? To stop that from happening you need peopre who are really good
facilitators and people who know what they are talking about, so educated
people are really important in that sense. But in order front them to participate
in the development, well, then I don't think that you have to have ai educàtion
degree, a law degree, and social work degrees. I think that to participate you
just need to have your "shit" together. People v,ho are educated who have life
experience, who developed that and learned front that have so ntuch ntore to
offer than somebody who just has an education or somebody who just has the
experience. so the mix is really good. I have people workingfor me who don't
have social work degrees and they are really, really good and theyjust have the
ability to work u,ith people and I've had people who worked for me who have
social work degree who have really been the pits. So you sort of see that where
sontebody has both it is so ntuch better. You can't say one is good without the
other or puT too much emphasis on the one and not the other. I mean personally,
I v,ould rather hire somebody who is mature v,ho had a good sense of themselves
and contes front levels of experiences of their own that they have deah with
themselves and learned and then they could help people through their own
issues. I u,ould rather hÌre sontebody like that than somebody who is right out of
social v¡ork with a social work degree and all they have is a social ,oik dngru-u
because you have to train them anways lRegional Informant 2].

I guess that depends on how you define education right? If we are tatking about
post-secondary schooling, then no, absolutely not! I think that we need to be
educated in our cultural ways and those understandings aboul how our
communities were run and the strengths of those communities. Educated in life,
being able to understand the values that we live our lives by, being able to
understand what child welfare and what histoty has done to us. So that's the
kind of education people need. I rnean, If you v)ere to say only educated people
educaled in ntainstream society were to be involved that would eliminate itost of
our Elders and many of the people in our communities fRegional Informant 4].

on the one hand, I agree that they should be educated bul at same time too, I
think that there has got to be some effort made to get the whole contmunity, or at
least most of the contntunily, involved because lhey have to be involved because
this is their comntunity, their kids. I think they could be if they were macle to
understand if somebody took the time to sit down with thent. I think they utould
make a good contribution, yah! llnternal Informant 3].

I think we need lo be... when it contes to education,- we need to find our own
ways of doing that. ílith education, you also have to deal with rhe healing,
especially u,hen you are in the field of social work and somehow u,e need b ão
that and of course, yes, it is very important that our own people get an education
in every area but it doesn't necessarily have to be in thoseforeign systents when
you look at, let's say junior high schoot, for rne, I would like to see our young
children being taught life skills. How to live and survive on your own, not just
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the acadetnics because that is part of our problent with our young people today
because there is not enough being taught even in the schoo,ls u,hen it comes io
tnorals and values and just living. We are so caught up on ... you got to learn to
read and u¡rite, ntath and all that kind of stuff. There is more ti life than that
fRegional Informant 4].

...14¡ho is to say that sotnebody needs to be educated? Do you knou, what I
mean? I can think of so many people in rnany communities that I think are the
wisest people and maybe probably didn't even finish high school or grade
school. I don't think it's educating them, it's ntore getting them involved beiause
I think there is a lot viable information that we would not normally know about
unless somehow you are able to engage people in the community to get thent
int¡olved. But I think people have a lot to scry on the whole issue of chiÈwelfare.
They just don't sqt it to the authorities or certainpeople. ... because it's such an
issue of authorify ... fExternal Informant 2].

No! As long as you can understand what's going on and ask questions. I think
regardless ,f you have a grade six or grade eight education, ãnd you,re thirty-
five years old and you've lived life, you've experienced tife and you've possibly
been u,ith the systents, dffirent systems and you've learned from it. I think that
evety time we were involved with different systetns in our lives, we've learned
from it andwe can growfront it. It's away of tooking at it. I thinkyah, if you,re
educated, you ntight have a quicker response to understanding but I think'all our
people have a lot to offer [Internal Informant 2].

I think that there needs ro be a balance. There needs to be a balance. we used
to have this one staffthat used to hurî myfeelings ail the time. she,s deceased
nov, and I reallyfeel lonesome for her. she just died not long ago. she used to
say, "Oh what's a piece of paper, I lçtow more than ,rort proplr.;' Brt I worked
hard for my degrees and I feel that I should be proud of tt and congratulated. I
pulled myself out of the gutter and went to university to where t am today. she
used to ntake mefeel bad, I don't know why I let her do it and I used tofeel bad
about it. I used to say rnaybe she's right. she doesn't have a degree ani she was
a good worker. But I feel that we should be applauded when we make successes
Iike that in our life to get a Bachelor of sociar work Degree or Bachelor of Arts
Degree. I think that we should be able to be proud of that and not sonteone say,
"oh just because you have a pìece of paper you think you're better than us. " NoI don't think I'm better than you guys are, "I ant proud of myself damn It!"
There has to be a balance. we have to lmow ... like òon yo, Lxpect a person that
has never drunk a drop of alcohol to be able to counsel atiohot¡ci? flnternal
Informant 11.

If it's for example setting standards or values, then they have to be. They need to
be involved, they need to be a participant and have a voice ín it, at least being
listened to because they are the ones that have to live with it. They are the onãs
that have to see their children or relatives be dealt with according to whatever
sTandards that rhey høve. Educate? I think a little ,rror, 

"i*plex is the
development of legislation. I think that is a little more complex. I think as
workers we don'l always undersland the Act as well as we should bul ordinary
contnnmily residents - we shouldn't expecl thent to hqve a working knowtedge of
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the Act. It's good enough to have knov,ledge that such legislation exists to
prolect our children (Internal Informant 7).

Education is important for First Nations citizens but it is not the end all be all for

all communities. Many mistakenly believe that education is the panacea to the problems

that face Aboriginal communities and is a must for developing self-govemment (Durst,

1996). Having a mix of people with different experiences is considered by many of the

Key Informants as important but it appears from the ïesponses above that education also

needs to be backed up by life experience. These views are supported by Warry (1998)

who observed that First Nations have increasingly moved toward hiring and promoting

their own community members and have begun to recognize life experience in lieu of

other professional training (p. 54).

One Regional Informant viewed education slightly differently by pointing out that

education is absolutely essential for First Nations peoples to successfully negotiate

outcomes on self-government and this can only be obtained from getting experience or an

education:

I lç,ow some people have said that First Nations people don,t need to be fornally
educated in a II/estern learning institution Ìn order to parlicipate because their
life experiences inform them and they have based their undeistanding and their
ways of hzowing on that life experiences that they do have. okay, Iâon,r think
someone needs to he educated to stand up in a town hall and say hi, o, her piece
because then that's not dentocracy right? Then you are hoiding people back
frontfreedom of speech just because they don't have a college degree.'If you,re
part of working in the actual developntent process, you knáw, sitíng at
negotiating tables, doing things in that aspect I think ir is important to have ionte
type offorntal, no ... it's essential to have sonte sort of education or experience.
You need to be able to ffict a successful outconte ... you need to be able to
speak two languages, and I'm not [alking about ojibway, I'nt talking about your
ov¡n First Nations background and history, plus you got to be able to deal with it
in mainstrearr fRegional Informant 2].
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Analysis of lnterview Questions 8 And 9

The analyses of responses to question eight and nine were collapsed together as

both questions deal specifically with urban issues and whether urban First Nations

peoples' participation is important and if so how should urban First Nations be brought

into the self-government discussions on child welfare. Question eight and nine are

duplicated below:

8. Should urban First Nations peoples participate in the developt*nt of First
Nations Child Welfare laws and governing structures?

9. Assuming that First Nations peoples residing in urban areas should be involved
in self-government discussions, in your opinion how could this be achieved?

Matty of the Key Informants indicated that the participation of urban First Nations

peoples in self-government discussions on child welfare is important and is necessary. I

have highlighted eight of the Key Informants' responses below:

tltell if we're going to define self-governntent as nations and if we're going to
start lhinking, as I believe we should, as citizens and not band ruentbãrr, lh"o
absolutely, tlrcy have to be pørt of it becøuse thøt's their nation fmy emphasis].
[le're talking citizenshÌp unless we're saying our little country ts the resàrve. If
v)e v)ere to take that approach with self-governntent, it would be self-defeating
because half the people live off of the reserve. I think you really *ort to build a
nation that includes all your people and not just people living in your geog.aphic
area. ... Trying to keep it limited to the reserve I think is more afear ojchânge. I
think self-government people need to think different. I think ¡i ,,ouid crect"te so
much more health to the nation, to have all the people not just the people living
in a sntall area. ... I think if we're going to start defining wtto beloigs to our
natiott, that's the concept of citizenship. It should not be based on the Indian Act
concept of who is regisÍered and who is a band ntember. That was not
traditionally how it was done either. I ntean band ntembership and Treaty
Indian, that's really an Indian Act kind of thing, you're registeròd but it's the
federal governnxent's register [lnternal Infonnani 5].

Absolutely, tltey have to be involved fmy emphasis] ... and you see this whole
ploy of on and offreserve too, I think that is jusr another ploy to split our ranks
even further. Turn the urban against each other so nott) we're fighting. The
chiefs are fighting for one thing and now, that whole arfitude tl¡ng ag;in, that
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negative attitude ... I'nt going Ío side with these guys because these guys ... are
going to do sontething for me, like the whole FNGA [First Nations Governance
Act) thing. lltell, they never did anythingfor n'te on reserve anway, so I'm going
lo go over here. see, that's not even healthy thinking. That's coming-from
resentment, anger, andfrustration. They are playing us like afiddte and we're
just falling into it. our people are just falling into it, eh? [Regional Informant
31.

Absolutely! [My emphasis] For me there is no reason to eliminate a person
because they are urban based? Their experience is just as valid as thosi in the
rural areas lRegional Infonnant 4]

of course! I really believe that they should be because there is such a large
population of Aboriginal people in Ll/innipeg fmy emphas is] and tf they orc u*,
going ... have an impact here in the city and if they are ever going to be
organized as a community, they are going to have lo start. They are going to
have to have a say, evenjust because they teft the reserve, they are sttilápah of
that culture, part of that cornmunity flnternal Informant 3].

Absolutely! our leadershíp has always said that we represent our people on
and off reserve lmy empliasisl. so yes, rhey need to be involved and in fàct, we
need to start forming partnerships with other urban organizations that have
provided services to our people in the urban setting. I guess we høve to do a lot
of work in that area as well lRegional Informant 1].

Yalt, for sure! ... Tltot's always been øn issue even in the Nationol policy
Review. First Natìons were clear that they want to take care of their o*n p"opi"
regardless of residency fmy emphasis] and ... barriers have been ser up by the
different levels of governnxent, not by First Nations, in ternts of proiiafug
services depending on where people live. Just because you leave your reserve
doesn't mean that you are not a member of that cornmunity anymore. I don,t
think there would be any dispute about involving First Nations peoples in urban
centers lExternal Informant 2].

IØe have some band members who are called urban _- but they still have
connection to fantily. They may live in llinnipeg nt yo, know people are
traveling back and forth on weekends to visit family. you htow they atways hne
that connection. They may be living in l4/innipeg but you know they are going to
part of a system of child of family and sure, I would think they shouldTe, lhey
should be involved fmy emphasisf, because it has ... it would have an impact on
tltem also flnternal Informant 2].

Yes, it's [child and family services] going to impact on them at some point lmy
emphasis]. For exantple, the jurisdictional issue through Mou, yah, they ,ridnd
to be involved because we are going to be working with them. Even-if a setf-
government process was put into place we would be working with those First
Nations people that live in urban areas. yah, I think they have to be offered the

* 
Name of community taken out to protect the identity of the community.
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same benefrts that could come from this self-governing structure flnternal
Inforrnant 1].

The above responses clearly establish the importance of including urban First

Nations people in discussions on self-government. First Nations families do end at but

extend beyond reserve boundaries. Graham and Peters (2002) recognize tha-t the urban

Aboriginal population in Canada is not distinct from the "non-urban." On and off reserve

First Nations and Aboriginal peoples are interconnected in terms of mobility, culture and

politics as well as family (de Montigny, 1993).

One Internal Informant raised the complication of how to go about getting First

Nations peoples in urban areas involved in self-government because it is virtually

impossible to identify who is First Nations or where they live or whether they even want

to participate in community consultations regarding self-government issues. This view

was captured in the following concerns expressed by this person:

If you have sotnebody who is really poverty-stricken who lives in the inner city of
I4rinnipeg and v,ho have had their children apprehended, they are not going to
come to town hall meetings. Sonte of them rnight. Truly disadvantaged people
are not going to do that. The onus is on us to go out and tell them rathòr than
expecting thent to go and get the information thentselves. I think people in those
situations don't know how to do that and are really uncomfortable àbout doing
that ... I don't lmow what percentage of peopte out there are like that butT
imagine there are sonte, we see thent Ìn our communities all the time ... Some of
them we would know. líte could tell now by the nantes, like we have the no*n, o¡
all the kids in care, for exantple, the famili'es that llinnipeg is working w¡th... bit
also, I guess that would be sort of up to us to rake tie initiative but of course
lhere is afunding issues there, there's personnel issues, there's wltere do you get
rhe people to do rhe work. And the inforntatìon that we would gt e thenl is
dffirent than what a workerfrom Ilinnipeg would give them. There is no way to
track that ... we would know who is on reserve. There are a lot of people who'live
offreserve and people don't lçtow even where they are. There àre a lot of people
who live off reserve who basically are just band members but u,ho doi'i ,rãry
ffiliate themselves or feel as if they are part of the contmunity. I mean they aie
there for the benefits like medical services that kind of stuff but I'm not suré they
see really see thentselves as band tnentbers. There are tors of dffirent kinds ;f
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people out there and to get to them all I don't if that can be done ... [Internal
Infonnant 61.

There are a lot of unknown factors that make consulting with First Nations

peoples in urban centers very complex and fraught with uncertainty about their status on

and off reserve. The issues get even more complex and murky around who represents

First Nations people politically off reserve when it comes to self-government

development. First Nations peoples in communities cannot be represented without

consultation' This degree of concern was expressed by this External Informant like so:

I think if we create this urban population then I think we are creating a
simplification. Ile need to say there is a whole continuunt of Aboriginal peãpte
and that self-government needs to be about reflecting those diffárencàs and
allowing people to pursue dffirent choices about whai setf-goreinment means.
Iï/hat I'm against is for people to be represented without thteir consultation or
permission. For example, if there was a friendship center in nty area who said
we represent all urban people who live in the urban area here in Ottawa, and we
want to create a self-governtnent nation. llelt, lhat's not okay because no one
has asked nte whetlter or not I give him or her authority rc bà my governors. I
don't. If it is a group of people who say, you know what, we don'lfeet that the
current ntechanisms of self-governntent adequately reflect who we-are, and we
agree on a cerlain collective political body to go forward and represent us then I
give all lhe more power to thent as far as I'm concerned. But f think it is really
aboul that choice about how people identity thentselves and respecting people's
personal choices about what political arena should represent thent inà lllt¡nlç
government too often simplifies things. They'tt say there are urban Aboriginal
people who v'anî to pursue self-government ... and they'll have this uniãrsal
kind of standard, there are sonle urban Aboriginal people who want to pursue
self-government. II/ell who are they and why? Why ßlhis important aid what
kind of mechanisms is available to them? fExternal Informant ll.

Many First Nations communities experience a brain drain through the educational

process because people must leave the reserve communities in order to get an education

and with that education comes a realization that access to resources, other opportunities

and better jobs are better and much more fortuitous off reserve (Graham & peters, 2002).

The crux of self-government will depend to some degree on access to educated First
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Nations individuals whose experiences and knowledge may be crucial to the success of

self-government and therefore First Nations peoples in urban settings need to be

incorporated as remarked by one individual in the explanation below:

-.. somehow I don't think there is an overwhelming capacity of First Nation
professionals living on reserve all across Canada. A lot of our people who live
off reserve are the experts out there, the lawyers, the doctors, and the
accountants. Some live on but I think that in order to make the best ... to take
advantage of the situarion, you're going to have to include First Nations peoples
in urban areas (lnternal Informant 6).

It will be a challenge to include off-reserve members simply because the attitudes

that fuel the on and off reserve divisions between members is still there as was pointed

out in this statement:

... You'd have to consider that in an urban setting because they don't have that
connection in the comntunity because child and family are right in the center of
everything. Everybody knows what goes on in child and famity. you may havL
the ,confidentiality of working along with crienrs ... but it's a- small cont'munity
and everybody knows your business. so ... I can understand the fear with tie
urban people regarding the development of taking over child ànd fantity in
W/innipeg and the whole law and how does that work? you also have to 

"oniidn,Íhe outside influences and u,hat we need to do out there to educate these people.
It's all about resourcing collaterals, everybody that has to do with ch¡ld-and
family. Here lon reserve] it would be a lot easier because it's a small community
btû in llinnipeg, it's a bigger challenge. ... And sometimes Too ... il rakes the
whole comrnunity to ntake ... that whole decision, it takes some time for the
community ntembers to go beyond our reserve lines and say that if people-have to
be consulTed -.. well then why do they have to be consuitecl when they left our
communities years ago. They have no say ... all those attiîudes ...you 

-know?

(lnternal Informant 2).

Many urban Aboriginal organizations and political bodies were also identified by

the Key informants as impofiant entities that need to be consulted and included in the

discussions on child welfare under self-government. These urban organizations are seen

as having a key role which should be utilized to the fullest extent possible when
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conducting consultations with urban First Nations peoples because these organizations

more fully understand the unique issues that First Nations peoples face in the urban arena

that many on reserve agencies are aware of but lack full understanding of the extent of

these issues as these individuals highlight in their response to question nine:

The situations are dffirent the problems are dffirent. I mean some of them are
the same but not to the same extent. So now when we think about tiem and so
okay and we have to develop a service in l|rìnnipeg, to nxe, it's like, what do we
know about the inner city of Winnipeg because v,e have never had to live there.
I4/hat do we know about lhe poverty level, the violence level, the gang level, the
prostilution? We hm¡e some of those dfficulties in our comntunities but not to
the same extent. Our contmunities are more ... there is sort of an element of
conlrol over sonle of these things so that it doesn't end up like being the inner
city of Ilinnipeg. ... Like there is a sort of mechanisnt in there that sort of
controls it, not like here [Winnipeg] you know. I think that the situations qre
dffirent (Internal Infonnant 6).

I think ... you can'l have ... right now it is very confusing because when we have
band elections people front Il/innipeg conte down but they are not really involved
at the local comntunity. So what they are involved in is totally diffeient ... the
local cotnmunities involventent and they see things dffirent, you know? Because
being in the city it is a lot more harsh and all that and you are not as proîected.
Here you have like a little anthill. You knou, all the ants and you knbw all the
tunnels and all that. We know where our food is. Here [reference to Winnipeg]
il's totally dffirent and you have all these other strange ants coming in and iome
are really aggressive. And these ones are more when rhey come inlhey are more
assertive. I think they should have, if they have a system, they shouid have one
v,here it's a comntunity here (lnternal Informant 3).

The inclusion of urban First Nations peoples brings expanded perspectives that

can benefit the consultation process respecting child welfare and self-government as

noted in the two commentaries that follow:

'lilell, I think that the agencies are already involved with a lot of peoplu off
reserve. They could serve as a good link between the reserve and tie o¡7 tn
Iooking at 

-. 

in addition to staff, we work with foster parents and supporr
workers and First Nations people that are involved with oui services offreierve.
They naybe sometintes can even bring a better piece because they hale a better

" Name of First Nation community removed for confidentiality.
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grasp of how to compare the two systems than on reserve lhar are only exposed
lo the First Nations agency. There do exist Aboriginal organizations thaì offer
faruily related services, like Ma Mawi. There is a whole host of thent so you have
educated people that also have a network of Aboriginal people. I think there is a
lot of v,ays that you could engage it. I think that it has to get taken out o". the
hands of the politician because they witt only talk to who they are politicalty
ffiliated, then there is the fension between the on and offreserve at tie potitical
Ievel. But I think in terms of engaging the people in the dìscussion there is lots of
ways that could happen thar would be probably good and get some good
infornmt ion (Internal Infonnant 5).

I think it's important although they would bring a dffirent perspective ro ft, I
think. A dffirent perspective because I think they are ntore üccustonted to ...
fhey have nlore access to resources so they would see it differentty. At the
communily level you got to improvise more it costs you nxore to access resources,
you got to go further. You just can't hop into a car and in I0 minutes be at sonte
resource center. You've got to travel further and it costs you more money. So
maybe urban people don'l experience those kinds of expenses I suppose because
lhe resources are in'[ilìnnipeg or in a large town are there att ihe time. How
would they contribute? They would probably be knowledgeable of more
resources that are out there. They would htow fhd there are resources out lhere
they would know that. lI/hereas at the comntunity, even at this point in time, ute
still find resources that we didn't even lnow existed in the city so I think they
would help. Yah, their involven'tenÍ wouldn't hurt and sometimes their
involvement would open our eyes because of their different experiences. In the
communities all we know is what is in the boundaries of our communilies
(Internal Informant 7).

The First Nations child welfare agencies have tried to bridge the distance between

on and off reserve members through the use of resources located both on and off reserve

through the use of foster parents, the hiring of staff and support workers and

collaboration with other Aboriginal service organizations such as the Ma Mawi Chi Itata

Centre in central Winnipeg (Morrisette et al, 1993). Most First Nations child welfare

agencies have extended their services off reserve and many of them have satellite offices

situated in urban centers (McKenzie , 1999; McKenzie & Morrisett e,2002).

Urban First Nations peoples (and those residing elsewhere) were given an

oppoÍunity to participate in the public feedback process on the restructuring plans on the

child welfare system in Manitoba as this individual pointed out:
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... we had included big time the feedbackfrom urban First Nations and we did
that through town-halls in the ciry of lil'innipeg and Brandon because, yah ...
because we knew directlyfolks infamilies that live offreserve and that live in the
cities, that they needed some kind of access to a town-hatl if they wanted to say
their piece, eh? ... Yah, well AJI that's what the recommendation is, to expand
and extend the mandate to off reserve, so you're going to be working with off
reserve people, so yah, it's irnportant to have that! llnternal Inforrnant 6].

Consultation with urban First Nations people under the Manitoba Framework

Agreement Initiative has not yet taken place but there is little information fcrthcoming

from the political organizations responsible for FAI that would veriff whether this

assumption is correct or not. There is uncertainty and hesitation as expressed by the child

welfare leaders who participated in these interviews about engaging not just the

participation of First Nations individuals in the child welfare developments under the

Framework Agreement Initiative but in any consultation process that involves their

mandate to provide child welfare services. Under the Manitoba Framework Agreement

Initiative little consultation has happened with the First Nation child welfare agencies in

the Province who have seen more collaborative endeavour exercised to date by the

provincial government in the AJI-CWI process than with their own political

otganizations on the issue of child welfare under self-government (AJI, 2002). Many of

these concerns will be highlighted in the next section, which analyzes the last of the ten

questions.

In addition to jurisdictional matters, the axis of these two questions revolves

around the issue of identity for First Nations peoples. These specific questions, more

than any other, conjured up a host of additional questions by the individuals who were

interviewed for this study. For example, do First Nations peoples define themselves by
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where they live? Is our identity attached to geographical boundaries and if so, how will

this play itself out in the discussions around self-government and exactly who will be

subject to the child welfare laws that might be created under the self-government? Can

First Nations peoples be members of multiple communities? Should we continue to

reinforce the divisions that are reinforced by government and systemic barriers? How do

we get First Nations peoples in cities to participate if we don't know who they are or

where they are? Do urban Aboriginal organizations play a key role or should they be

included in the debate around self-government? Some of these additional questions are

covered in the testimonies that follow but it is clear that all the people consulted in this

study strongly believe that First Nations peoples residing in urban centers are imperative

to the discussion and debate on selÊgovemment over child welfare. The Elder consulted

in this study adamantly agreed too and pointed out that:

Yes, yes, yes. ll¡hat did the census say? sonterhing about the number of
Aboriginal people that are in ll'innipeg has grown. 36 percent of the Aboriginal
population is people under 15, little people under 15, so there are a number of
children living in the urban area ... fRegional Informant 5].

The need to include urban First Nations in self-government discussions as

expressed by the Elder above is fuither supported by the statistics which point out that

almost half of the First Nations people in Canada now live in urban centres (Graham and

Peters, 2002; Hanselmann, 2001 and 2003). Data recently released by Statistics Canada

shows that Winnipeg in particular continues to lead the country in Aboriginal population.

The cunent population in Winnipeg is an impressive 55,755, an increase of 10,000 since

the 1996 census (Hanselmann,2007; Aboriginal Council of Winnipeg,2003; Rollason,

2003). The increased numbers of Aboriginal people isn't just a Winnipeg phenomenon.
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It's mirrored in cities and towns across Manitoba as well as throughout Canada

(Rollason, 2003). The Aboriginal populations in cities are relatively yoÌrng (Hanselmann,

200I and2003; Rollason,2003). Children under 15 years of age comprise one-third of

urban Aboriginal population, compared with 20 percent of the urban non-Aboriginal

population (Graham and Peters, 2002). In terms of child welfare these statistics are

significant as most Aboriginal children and families in urban areas do not receive the

same level of services oÍ access to culturally appropriate programming as do First

Nations on-reserve (Graham & Peters, 2002). Hanselmann (2003) also noted that urban

Aboriginal people lack and effective voice with which to participate in designing and

implementing policies and programs.

Analysis of lnterview Question 10

This question asked the Key Informants to share opinions on whether enough has

been done to successfully encourage First Nations people to participate in the

consultation processes that would lead to development of new governing child welfare

structures and legislation under the MFAI. That question was worded in this way:

Initiative's consultation process with First Nations peoples regarding child and
family services, has been successful in engaging First Nations p.opl.r both on
and off reserve in the participation process of developing rr.* gon.rning
structures and legislation respecting child welfare in Manitoba?

All responses to this question were a resounding no! A few select responses have

been highlighted below which explains why some Key Informants believe the community

consultations as envisioned by FAI have not been successful:
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No, I'm really disappointed. I think that personally it's not goìng to go veryfar
or be very good. Just even the basic piece of consulting with agencies hi'asn't
even happened. And to me if you ntiss tha4 you miss the main chunk and then it
hasn't been contpensated for in the communities or at the grassroots level either
so I think rhey've got some serious flaws and weakness. It's not to be personal
about anybody who is there, but they don'Í have the righÍ people there u¡thrr. ...
Well it [consultationf has to be built into the process. I don't agree with having a
consultation process and then we'll do the work. I think that is ntaybe one oflhe
things withAJI that's good it's because we didn'r just have the work groups at
the beginning of the process and that was it. There have been lots oj attention
paid to having that process built, a consultation approach to things and lots of
opportunities to engage dffirent people along the v,ay. So, it's built in as part of
rhe whole strategy and not just as a piece that happens at the beginning ona *,ri
we say, "l[/e've done it! " I think it makes people feel they have rnore meaninffil
input too. You lcnow ltow we get when the governntent søys that they want to
consult with us, we all kind of laugh and say, yah right! I think people say the
same thing sometimes when we do it, yah right, they come and sit down and we
say something and they do what they want to do any+uay. I don't know how you
beconte accountable to those people that you consult with if you don,t somehow
figure oul how to keep them involved. Maybe that's partly what turns peoplz off
too because lhey are asked to come and participate and they never see the resilt
or the result they see is nowhere neor what they ratked about flnternal Informant
sl.

I don't think so, I think it's totally failed. other than these quick touch downs
that they did but I think there has hardty been any consultaiions. It's like the
Prime Minister taking a tour of the countty and then flying out. I don,t know

lhy ¡twasn't done properly orwhy ... or is it because the politics involvedfrom
that ffice or maybe there wasn't trained or professionals pushing that. Maybe
there should have been more moneyfor staff. I don't think a longer period would
have helped. What was it ten years? flnternal Informant 3].

... the people thar they had doing the consultation process ... the people they
[comrnunities] had hired to do the community consuhatìons, didn't lçnoi how io
do self-government and didn't undersland enough about the process to be able to
consult on it ... That was too much to place on one individual who didn't htow
what to do. I mean, it was really dfficult to watch and be a part of because it
was like, you ltnew That none of the information was going to get out and it was
really unfortunate because it was a political decision (Intenial Informant 6).

The biggestflaw I see and I'm not sure if it's aflaw or oversight or what it ir? I
think to me AMC has not done its homework in ternts of developing governance
ntodels. CFS under FAI is expected to come up with definitions for-example of
jurisdiction and developing models of governance. To me that should hav"e
happened already after all the years that FAI has been in existence. To me FAI,s
role for cFS was to develop an Act. ... I think the approach might have been'wrong by going to a community and saying okay here is what we want to do
without showing them exarnples like governance models or talking about an Act
in the end which might be the result if v,e don't run out of time and money. Like I
said earlier I think you have to Íake examples to the people for them to
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understand and to see, they hcrve to see something on paper, a drawing or
whatever so that that way they will understand it better and quicker. Overall,
I'nt not particularly optimistic that we are going to do that in the next year or
two or whctt is left of the FAI tinte limit andfunding ... (Internal Informant 7).

The fact that so many viewed consultations as unsuccessful can also be

extrapolated from these Informants' responses as well:

In doing whole rhe community consultation ... process ... doing it now, I don,t
thittk it's going to be successful. I think it is dying quite frankly, I think it is a
matter of time before it rolls over. But I think what's currently happening with
Manitoba with the whole offreserve services is taking over and it's unforlunate
thaî we didn't have the tools to support this whole FAI process and it would have
ntade this whole off-reserve component a lot easierfor all the First Nations if we
had a stronger foundation within the Framework. I don't know, sure we have the
north and the south. The south hasn'l gone anywhere and ... the reason that I
am saying this is that I haven't been involved with FAI for quite some time,
maybe a year, two years and when I've been given information, it is very tittle. I
don'Í know evenwhat the south is doingfor the FAIprocess. I lcnow lhere's a
north and south and that's all I htow. I don't lçtow where it's at these days and I
think the north has taken over and they are the lead. I lçtow they are the lead
because they have gotten îIte community consultation process over and done
v'ith. They have taken what they have gottun rt"onx the people and hqve tried to
implement the services ... I think that is what the south tried to clo but they
couldn't because they were trying to do it too fast and in a rush and within a time
fianrc and that just didn't get arynuhere and I think that's the reason to that.
Because they had to do this on a shorter time frame than they had up in the
north. I think that is why they didn't get that ntuch information. ... I think its
unfortunate that since this whole consultation tookplace I don't even htow what
the outcome was. I heard little stories here and there that they went to some
communities and they didn't go to others and they were kicked out of sonte
communities. So, I don't even know they have anything to put together for the
south, you know? [Internal Informant 2].

Not for the process of defining lhe governance, the governing structures and
legislation. In my opinion what it mostly achieved was for First Nations people
to rant and rave about the child welfare agency that services their 

"o**uiityand say the negative things and nothing positive. That's what I think it turned
out to be ... to be honest with you, like I haven't seen anything regarding
Iegislation, any drafts or any structures there. I really haven't. ... Liki in nry
honest opinion, I could never see the province giving up their responsibiliry or
whatever under tlte Constitution in the area of chitd welfare a"y*"y. I realty
don't. They're not going to say, "the Province of Manitoba for First Nations
peoples operates under federal law ... federal law takes precedence over
Provincial law, I can't...they [the Provincef are not going to give sontething like
that up flnternal Informant l].
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I think it fell short and I say that because I went out to the contmunities and
people don't even know what it is about. If we had done an excellent job FAI
would be a household word. I u,ent out to communities such sagkeeng,
waywayseecappo, and ocN26 and we talked a little bit about the FAI; there wãs
maybe on average 10 or I2 people at each meeting and Iwould say maybe 2 or 3
people out of those l0 or 12 people had heard about FAI and had an
understanding about it; the rest of them were wondering what it was lRegional
Informant 3].

While many Key Informants support the development of a First Nations child

welfare system predicated on full jurisdiction they acknowledge that at present most

communities and First Nations child welfare agencies are confined to the current

provincial child welfare jurisdiction. There is some optimism that another child welfare

process will be able to provide First Nations child welfare agencies with an alternative to

what they cannot have yet under FAI in the meantime. Here are three different but

compatible thoughts on this point:

The child welfare people look at il [AJI-cw\ tike that, as an ínterim step
towards the restoration of the whole jurisdiction back to First Natiin
communities. ... It was never at one titne seen as pre-requisiTe but why not and
what we're talking about right is taking those two initiatives and making them
workfor each other. Because what the AJI can do, it can build capaciry ;h? To
eventually take over. You need that, you lcnow and it's going to Íake awhile to
get that and this process IAJII ... I think it's good to take advantage of the
process and why not use it for the benefit of building that capacity. And that,s
what we're trying to do First Nations child welfare leaders, experts,
lechnicians, whatever, are comntunicating thet to the chiefs [lnternal Infoimant
61.

... The Íwo initiatives should not be pirted against each other, which sonte people
in sonte ctreas are starting to do that ond they shouldn't be doing that because
These are tu¡o initiatives that should work with each other, enhance each other
and compliment each other. ... The Steering Committee members are talking
about that now ... they are going to start looking at how the two, the FAI and ttte
AJI can be brozrght together and entwined and benefit each other. yah! Now the
AJI is a very fast moving file, there are a lot people and it's very rechnícal. That
is the other dffirence between the FAI and AJI. The AJI is a systentic change

26 Acronym for Opaskewayak Cree Nation, in northern Manitoba.
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it's a major system change happening right now. It's very technical and very
detailed; irs very social work, child welfare, dìrected ... it's developing a new
child u,elfare system in the province, right? ... And that takes up a lot of lime and
not deliberately. The communication has not been as strong as it shoulcl be
bety,een the two initiatives IAJI and FAI] [Regional Informant 2].

overall, the people, the clients and the people in the community, members ... are
supportive of their First Nations agencies and rnore or less generally open in
having thal expanded authority province wide. There was an excerpt t:akin front
a First Nations fosler child ... well, she is an adult now, she had been through the
systenl ... it was actually a quote -from ... one of the town halls, a written
submission ... or was it one of focus groups and she talked abouÍ her experience
and she had wished that when she was growing up the foster care systeni ... there
was a First Nations agency or something that could have helped, like could have
been working with her instead of the non-Aboriginal agency [Regional Informant
21.

Unquestionably there are reasons for the discrepancy in consultations between the

FAI and AJI processes. But it may be unfair to compare the FAI and AJI child welfare

processes simply because of the disparity of power that currently exists between

provincial goveûlments and First Nations political organizations. Where government has

been able to engage First Nations peoples' participation in the child welfa¡e restructuring

process in Manitoba, its ability to do this is unfettered by any other governments or First

Nations political otganizations because the province is operating within its jurisdiction to

encourage participation of the population in child welfare changes. FAI on the other

hand cannot compete because lack of coordinated political power, inadequate financial

resources, human capacity, time and most importantly,jurisdiction among others factors

(Durst, 1996; McCaskill et al, 1999). It may also mean that the flow and access to the

information that would encourage more parlicipation has not been as forthcoming as FAI

envisioned because AMC as an elite entity holds the power to distribute the information

needed by community members to assist them in making informed decisions to

participate in selÊgovernment and child welfare initiatives (McCaskill et al, 1999;
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Kruzenga, 1999). Engaging the people to participate in consultations on child welfare

developments under FAI is viewed as being unsuccessful. Those interviewed agreed that

rnore consultation must be done and it must be done consistently at the pace of the

community (Cyr, 2000) and built into the process and not just a one time activity. The

success of community consultations and getting people to participate hinged on a process

that hired individuals who didn't quite fully understand the self-government pïocess as

envisioned by FAI's leadership (McCaskill et al, 1999). McCaskill fuither notes that the

challenge of achieving the objectives of establishing jurisdiction and restoring First

Nations governments in 62 communities in Manitoba appears to have been

underestimated by the authors of the FAI Agreement (p. 54). Other responses clearly

reiterate the disappointing outcomes respecting FAI consultations on child welfare detect

other serious flaws that point to issues of ownership and lack of accountability to the First

Nations peoples who participated in the FAI consultations thus far (McCaskill et al,

1999). Furthermore important service providers within the communities were ignored in

the consultations underlaken by SCO respecting child welfare under FAI. Lack of

consultation and a lack of communication with grassroots members and the child welfare

professionals who provide the child and family services on reserve has been viewed as

disrespectful. Some of the main reasons why there is the perception that FAI

consultations on child welfare do not appear to be successful in engaging First Nations

people either on or off reserve lay in the history of both the child welfare project under

the MFAI and the MFAI itself along with the break down in negoriations and funding to

the process in 2000 and in the subsequent move of the CFS/FAI research project out a

child welfare environment into one that was political. As one of the Internal Informants
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noted, "Moving the CFS/FAI research project into a political environment destabilized

the role of the First Nations child welfare agencies originally appointed by the Chiefs of

AMC to oversee child welfare consultation in the south." The speed with which the AJI-

CWI initiative came about also set in motion a whirlwind of activities where First

Nations and Aboriginal child welfare agencies were central to the policy and decision

making activities under that process that soon surpassed the efforts of FAI in expediting

child welfare under self-government. Emphasis and attention on the child welfare front

in the province in the mean time has shifted from the MFAI to the AJI-cwL

Regardless of the efforts under the MFAI, First Nations child welfare agencies in

Manitoba continue to operate according to the provincial jurisdiction throughout the

restructuring process. While AJI-CWI is not what First Nations want, it does offers an

opportunity to build on the capacity of First Nations peoples and to assist First Nations

child welfare agencies in building a strong, capable and accountable infrastructure that

will be required for full jurisdiction in the future (AMC). As was previously noted

elsewhere, AJI-CV/I is viewed by First Nations Leaders and child welfare professionals

as an interim step toward the goal of having full jurisdiction over child welfare. The AJI-

CWI initiative offers an opportunity that will assist First Nations child welfare agencies

to begin building stronger infrastructures with the human capacity that will be necessary

under selÊgovernment (AMC, 2002).
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION AND AFTERTHOUGHTS

Community self-confidence
Freedom and development are as completely linked together as are

chickens and eggs! v/ithout chickens you get no eggs; and without eggs you
soon have no chìckens. Similarly, without freedom you get no developmént. ân¿
without development you very soon lose your freedom ... Development brings
freedom, provided it is development of people. But people cannot be developeã;
they can only develop themselves. For while it is possible for an outsider to
build a person's house, an outsider cannot give the person pride and self-
confidence in themselves as human beings. Those things people have to create in
themselves by their own actions. They develop themselves by what they do; they
develop themselves by their own decisions, by increasing their own kirowledgã
and ability and by their own full participation - as equals femphasis addedf-
in the life of the community they live in ...

Julius K. Nyerere, Freedom and Development, 1974, p.5g.

The strength of my analysis depended very much on what was shared with me in

the interviews with each of the foufteen Key Informants. Most of the responses to the 10

open-ended questions highlighted earlier in the Chapter 5 analyses reflect a general

consensus among the fourteen Key Informants who participated in the research for this

thesis. This consensus reveals that the majority of the Key Informants are familiar with

the Framework Agreement Initiative in Manitob a and among them there is a strong

opinion that First Nations people play a signif,rcant role in the community consultations

process. The participation of First Nations people is a seen as a key component to the

success of self-government for First Nations in Manitoba and elsewhere in Canada.

Fufthermore, the Key Informants are of the view that First Nations are generally ready to

underlake full jurisdiction and responsibility over child welfare under self-government.
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The Key Informants note that First Nations child welfare agencies in Manitoba have built

capacity and experience in providing child welfare services to their First Nations

constituents but now need the opportunity to be able to restore their own child welfare

jurisdiction. A mix and balance of educated First Nations people will be required to do

this. All Key Informants stressed that the balance between experience and education

should also include the participation of urban First Nations peoples in the discussions on

child welfare jurisdiction and self-governrnent. All the Key Informants view consultation

as an important element of self-government. Unfortunately, many Informants felt that the

consultation efforts by FAI did not successfully involve enough First Nations peoples,

communities or First Nations child welfare agencies in the consultation process. Lastly, a

good majority of the Key Informants' ïesponses accentuated a belief that more

consultations and opportunities to engage First Nations peoples in discussions, debates

and development are required to restore the child welfare jurisdiction and create success

for the future of First Nations self-government. Consultation is not merely a one-time

event; it is an ongoing event that requires evolving and courageous commitment to an

ongoing dialogue between First Nations peoples, communities and their govemments as

well as their service agencies.

The success of self-government hinges on the full participation of First Nations

people' The very people who will be directly impacted by its creation can only

strengthen self-government if they participate. Participation is therefore integral to the

progress of self-government. But there are impediments to obtaining the participation of

First Nations people in community consultations on self-government as some of the Key

Informants alluded in their discussions. Many of these impediments are related to the toll
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of colonization and dependency of First Nations peoples, communities and governments.

Before there can be meaningful participation by First Nations peoples in discussions and

decision making processes that lead to the establishment of self-government, there must

be healing and empowerment. Warry (1998) believes that the process of community

healing and selÊgovernment are intrinsically linked. I strongly agree with that

proposition but healing and empowerment can only happen if there is real invitation to

become engaged in the activities that will lead to the development of such governing

structures. Consultation requires more than just a plan. First Nations must find a way to

motivate First Nations people to want to become fully engaged and involved in

developing, implementing and maintaining their own goverrìments. Participation is about

the will of the people but because First Nations people have lived through long periods of

dependency, most of have forgotten their true strength. It is important therefore that First

Nations initiatives that work toward establishing self-government work with the

community towards the re-discovery of its own strengths, wisdoms and humar.ity. Future

consultations must be based on collaboration between all sectors within First Nations

communities (public, private, government, and third sector agencies). Furthermore

inclusion of First Nations child welfare agencies which provide services in First Nations

communities must also be part of the process especially if it involves structural changes

that infringe on their child welfare mandates.

As noted in the introduction, the pulpose of this research was to look at

participation of First Nations people in community consultations as a process central to

decision-making and establishment of self-government for First Nations. There were also

personal reasons why I embarked on conducting research on this specific topic. As
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mentioned in the first chapter of this thesis the justification for conducting this research

was for me to bring some closure to a Project that had previously been left unfinished. I

would like to return briefly to that reason again, as I believe it plays an important

consideration in concluding about what I learned in conducting this research. When I

was laid off from working on child welfare under FAI, I was very disappointed because

the next phase of the research with the southern First Nations CFS/FAI Research project

involved conducting community consultations in 36 southern First Nations communities

in Manitoba. This unfortunate and unanticipated event deprived me including those

overseeing the southern child and family consultation from an opportunity to learn from

the First Nations people in those 36 communities. But it also saved me and others from

making mistakes in the process of carrying out such a complex and massive undertaking

without understanding first how to engage and more importantly empower First Nations

people to participate in community consultations. We will continue to see low levels of

participation until we recognize that involvement is the result of empowerment and is

conductional upon people's feelings being effective and valued. More research on

empowering marginalized peoples needs to be built into the consultation processes with

First Nations peoples. Consultation requires providing people in the communities with a

sense that the process belongs to them and them alone. Engaging involvement of the

people requires more than just radio announcements and posters advertising consultation

events. First Nations people need to increase their knowledge on public consultations,

citizen engagement and exercising more social inclusion as well as fostering voluntary

activities directed toward establishing their own self-determining goverrments. But

without real progress in healing this goal will be an illusory as the quote at the beginning
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of this chapter seems to imply. However self-government plays itself out, it is certain

that healthy, intact, engaged and empowered First Nations families, communities, and

governments must be the comerstones of these new goveming arrangements. The ability

and the right of First Nations peoples to participate in discussions on developing new

governing structures is in itself a self-governing exercise that is a necessary and crucial

component in navigating the road toward self-government.
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Please be advised that your above-referenced protocol has received human ethicsapproval by the Joint-Faculty Research Ethics Board, which is organized and operatesaccording to the Tri-council Policy statement. rn¡s ápproval is valì-d for one year only.

Any significant changes of the protocol and/or informed consent form should be reportedto the Human Ethics secretariat in advan.é ór irpråãentat¡on of such changes.

APPROVAL CERTIFICATE

23 Octob'er 2002

TO: Marlyn Bennett
Principal I nvestigator

FROM: Wayne Taylor, Chair
Joint-Faculty Research EÍ&ircs Board ftr-nfe¡

Re: Protocol #J20O2:104

Get to }cnow f'tesearch ... at youl" Ur.aiversity.
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Appendix B: lntroductory Letfer To Key Informants

Date:

PERSONAL & CONFIDENTIAL

Dear Key Informant:

Thank you for verbally agreeing to participate in my research project on engaging First
Nations participation in the Development of Child Welfare Governing Systems and
Supporting Legislation under the self-government process as outlined in the Manitoba
Framework Agreement Initiative. My research focuses on the perceptions of Child
V/elfare leaders respecting the community consultation process as a means of engaging
the participation of First Nations peoples in the goveÍìment development process.
Authorization to conduct this research was granted by the Ethics Review Board of the
University of Manitoba in October of 2002.

As per our telephone conversation this letter is to introduce you to the research that I am
conducting and to ask you to consider meeting with me before the holiday break. The
interview will last anywhere from 45 minutes to 1.5 hours. I am more than willing to
meet with you in the evening if that is more convenient to you. Please call me when you
have identified a date that is open for you to meet with me.

All rules regarding confidentiality will govern the interview process and excerpts from
your interview will be anonymously inserted in portions of my thesis. In that regard, you
will find enclosed for your consideration, a copy of the questionnaire ãutlining
approximately 10 questions that will be asked of you during the interview. A consent
form is in included as well which gives you further information about what this research
is about and what your participation will involve. Your signature on the consent form
will be requìred before the interview can take place. You can either sign the consent
form on the day we meet or mail it to me at the following address:

Marlyn Bennett, Principal Researcher
First Nations Research Site, CECW
c/o Faculty of Social Work, University of Manitoba
413A Tier Building, Winnipeg, MB, R3T 2N2

...12
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Page Two

If you have any questions with respect to this matter, please do not hesitate to contact the
undersigned at either Additional information about
this research study can also be obtained by contactrng Dr. Denis Bracken, Associate
Ptofessor, Faculty of Social Work, University of Manitoba x (204) 474-9264. your
participation in this research project is greatly valued and will be an important
contribution to both my education and to the growing body of literature respecting First
Nations Child Welfare and self-government in Canada. I look forward to meeting and
leaming from you as well as discussing the contents of the enclosed questionnaire.
Miigwetch!

Sincerely,

Marlyn Bennett, Principal Research

cc; Denis Bracken, Faculty of Social Work, U of M
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Research Project Title:

Researcher:

Appendix C: General Consent Form

Engaging First Nations participation in the Development of Child
Welfare Governing Systems and Supporting Legislation under
the Self-Government Process in Manitoba

Marlyn Bennett, lnterdisciplinary Masters of Arts,
Department of Native Studies, University of Manitoba

This consent form, a copy of which will be left with you for your records and reference, is
only part of the process of informed consent. lt should give you the basic idea of what the
research is about and what your participation will involve. lf you would like more detail
about something mentioned here, or information not included here, you should feel free to
ask. Please take the time to read this carefully and to understand any accompanying
information.

lntroduction
You have been invited to participate in a research project entitled "Engaging First Nations
participation in the development of child welfare governing structures anO Àupporting legislation
under the Manitoba Framework Agreement lnitiative's self-governing process."' Mailyn Þennett
is conducting this research project under the supervision of Dr. Dennis Bracken, Associate
Professor, Faculty of_Social Work, as part of the requirements of the lnterdisciplinary Masters
Program through the Department of Native studies, university of Manitoba

Volunteer Status
Your participation in this research project is voluntary. You may refuse to participate or withdraw
from this study at any time without penalty.

Purpose and Procedure
The purpose of this research project is to look at the role of First Nations people in the
development of their own child welfare governing systems and supporting legislaiion under the
self-government process initiated through the 1994 Manitoba Framework Àgreément lnitiative. lf
you agree to participate, you will be asked to provide feedback and opinion on approximately g
to10 questions based on your knowledge and understanding of the Framework Agreemênt
lnitiative and the consultation process respecting the role bt f¡rst Nations peopte in the
participation process of developing child welfare government systems and supporting legislation.

Time Commitment
The entire procedures will take approximately one and one-half to two hours to complete.

Risks
There are no anticipated risks.

Benefits
There are no direct benefits to you for participating in this study.
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Payment
You will receive no monetary payment for participating in this research project.

Recording
A digital recorder along with accompanying notes will be used to record your responses to assist
in the analysis of information related to this research project. ln the eveni that you withdraw from
the interview, any recorded or written notes from the interview will be destroyed and no transcript
will be made of the interview.

Feedback provided to lnterview Participants
Feedback will be provided through one of two means. lnterview participants will be provided with
a copy of the transcribed tape(s) of the interview and/or participants may request a copy of the
thesis upon conclusion of the research.

Confidentiality
All information obtained in this study will be handled confidentially. A study code number will
identify your responses. Your name will NOT be used for any portion of this study. lf any
information is published, there will be no information, which would identify you as a participant.

For Further lnformation

fny questions that you may have about this study can be answered by either Marlyn Bennett, the
Principal Researcher_ or by her committee aðvisor, Dr. Dênnis Bracken,
Associate Professor, Faculty ot social work, university of Manitoba (474-9264).

Before you sign this Document
Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the
information regarding participation in the research project and agree to participate as a subject.
ln no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the resáarchers, sponsors, or involved
institutions from their legal and professional responsibilities. You are free to withdraw from the
study at any time, and/or refrain from answering any questions you prefer to omit, within prejudice
or consequence. Your continued participation should be as informed as your initial consent, so
you should feel free to ask for clarification or new information throughout your participation.

Participant's Signature Date:

Researcher and/or Delegate's Signature Date:

This research has been approved by the [Research Ethic Board of the University of
M_anitobal. lf you have any concerns or complaints about this project you may contact any
of the above-named persons or the Human Ethics Secretariat at 474-i122. R copy of th¡l
consent form has been given to you to keep for your records and reference.
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Research Project Title:

Researcher:

Appendix D: Elder's Consent Form

Engaging First Nations participation in the Development of Child
Welfare Governing Systems and Supporting Legislation under
the Self-Government Process in Manitoba

Marlyn Bennett, lnterdisciplinary Masters of Arts,
Department of Native Studies, University of Manitoba

This consent form, a copy of which will be left with you for your records and reference, is
only part of the process of informed consent. lt should give you the basic idea of what the
research is about and what your participation will involve. lf you would like more detail
about something mentioned here, or information not included here, you should feel free to
ask. Please take the time to read this carefully and to understand any accompanying
information.

lntroduction
You have been invited to participate in a ,research project entitled "Engaging First Nations
participation in the development of child welfare governing structures and supporting legislation
under the Manitoba Framework Agreement Initiative's self-governing process-" Marlyn Þennett
is conducting this research project under the supervision of Dr. Dennis Bracken, Associate
Professor, Faculty of Social Work, as part of the requirements of the lnterdisciplinary Masters
Program through the Department of Native studies, university of Manitoba

Volunteer Status
Your participation in this research project is voluntary. You may refuse to participate or withdraw
from this study at any time without penalty.

Purpose and Procedure
The purpose of this research project is to look at the role of First Nations people in the
development of their own child welfare governing systems and supporting legislation under the
self-government process initiated through the '1994 Manitoba Framework Agreèment lnitiative. lf
you agree to participate, yot,t will be asked to provide feedback and opinion on approximately B
tol0 questions based on your knowledge and understanding of the Framework Agreemênt
lnitiative and the consultation process respecting the role of First Nations peopte in the
participation process of developing child welfare government systems and supporting legislation.

Tíme Commitment
The entire procedures will take approximately one and one-half to two hours to complete.

Risks
There are no anticipated risks.

Benefits
There are no direct benefits to you for participating in this study.

Payment
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ln keeping with oral tradition and First Nations protocol, you will receive a gift of appreciation for
participating and sharing yourwisdom in this research project.

Recording
A tape recorder along with accompanying notes will be used to record your responses to assist in
the analysis of information related to this research project. ln the event that you withdraw from
the interview, any tape or written notes from the interview will be destroyed ani no transcript will
be made of the interview.

Feedback provided to Interview Participants
Feedback will be provided through one of two means. lnterview participants will be provided with
a copy of the transcribed tape(s) of the interview and/or partlcipants may request a copy of the
thesis upon conclusion of the research.

Confidentiality
All information obtained in this study will be handled confidentially. Your responses will be
identified by a study code number. Your name will NOT be used for any portion of this study. lf
any information is published, there will be no information which would identify you as a
participant.

For Further lnformation
Any questions that you may have about this study can be answered by either Marlyn Bennett, the
Principal Researcher_ or by her committee aàvisor, Dr. Dênnis Bracken,
Associate Professor, Facutty of sociat work, university of Manitoba (474-92ß4).

Before you sign this Document
Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the
information regarding participation in the research project and agree to participate as a subject.
ln no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the resóarchers, sponsors, or involved
institutions from their legal and professional responsibilities. You are free to withdraw from the
study at any time, and/or refrain from answering any questions you prefer to omit, within prejudice
or consequence. Your continued participation should be as informed as your initial consent, so
you should feel free to ask for clarification or new information throughout your participatton.

Participant's Signature Date:

Researcher and/or Delegate's Signature Date:

This research has been approved by the [Research Ethic Board of the University of
Manitobal. lf you have any concerns or complaints about this project you may contaciany
of the above-named persons or the Human Ethics Secretariat at aru-inZ. R copy of thiã
consent form has been given to you to keep for your records and reference.
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Researcher:

Research Project Title

Appendix E: Questionnaire

Engaging First Nations participation in the Development of Child
Welfare Governing Systems and Supporting Legislation under
the Self-Government Process in Manitoba

Marlyn Bennett, lnterdisciplinary Masters of Arts,
Department of Native Studies, University of Manitoba

** Questions may change slightly during interview

The questions below are provided to you in advance of the interview to assist you in answering
the questions which will be asked during the oral interview set up between yoursälf and the above
named principal researcher. lf you have any questions or concerns with respect to these
questions, further clarification can be sought at either the beginning of the interview by or calling
the principal researcher ai Additional questions to tlarify your respoiìses may bã
asked which will flow from the content of our discussions.

7.

Are you familiar with the community consultation requirements regarding various self-
government processes set out under the Manitoba Framework Agreement lnitiative? What
role do First Nations peoples have regarding the community consultations on child welfare
development under this initiative?
How important is it for First Nations peoples to participate in the development of child welfare
structures and laws under the self-government process occurring in Manitoba?
Within Manitoba, do you think that First Nations peoples, communities and governments are
ready to develop their own governing child welfare systems with supporting lðgislation?
Assuming that First Nations peoples are ready, what is the most respectful way of engaging
Firsi Nations peoples in becoming more involved in the development of First Nations child
welfare laws and governing structures under self-government?
Have First Nations people been hesitant to participate in the development of their own child
welfare governing structures and supporting child welfare laws?
How would First Nations peoples respond to the development of laws that impact on such
personal areas as child and family matters and the safety of children/youth who might be in
need of protection?

ls it necessary for First Nations peoples to be educated in order to participate in the
development of their own child welfare governing structures and laws under self-government
process in Manitoba?

B. Should urban First Nations peoples participate in the development of First Nations Child
welfare laws and governing structures?

9. Assuming that First Nations peoples residing in urban should be involved in this self-
government, in your opinion how could this be achieved?

10. ln your opinion, do you believe that the Manitoba Framework Agreement lnitiative,s
consultation process with First Nations peoples regarding child and famiiy services has been
successful in engaging First Nations people both on and off reserve in the participation
process of developing new governing structures and legislation respecting child welfare in
Manitoba?

2.

J.

4.
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Appendix F: Child & Family Services - Framework Agreement tnitiative
working structure of Negotiations on cFS Agreement ln principle

NOTtr: All Negotiations rables (i.e.
Main Table, CFS and Education) have
verbally agreed to share and provide
feedback to one another before
submitting ANY docunlentation to
Canada.

Joint
MAIN TABLE
Negotiations

Joint GFS Table

(Consists of Lead Federal Negotiator
(Walker) and senior negotiators from
Headquarters and Manitoba Region,
includíng representatives from AMC,

MKO and SCO)

Joint Technical
Working Group on

Education AIP

Joint Technical
Working Group

on
Comprehensive

AIP

Joint Technical Working Group

on GFS AIP

(Consisting of one senior representative
from the federal government and

lnternalWorking

Group on GFS

Internal Technical
CFS Working Group

(lncludes one technical
representative from each of

AMC, MKO and SCO)



Appendix G: Aboriginal Justice lnquiry - Chitd Welfare Initiative Proposed
Sysúem Governan ce Structu re

LEADERSHIP
COUNCIL

Diagram of Governance Structure taken from the AJI-CWI Promise of Hope: Commitmenf to Change,
August 2001, p.22.
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